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Abstract 

Information and communications technologies, in particular Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, 

are spreading throughout the world, lubricating commerce and changing society in many 

different ways. The potential for these technologies to enable the automation of State 

Bureaucracy is significant. This research examines the barriers to law enforcement automation, 

and seeks a deeper understanding of the human relationship with technology as it becomes 

more personal, pervasive and useful. In addition, the work explores concepts of political 

legitimacy and state sovereignty as they are simultaneously threatened and enabled by 

machines.  

The area of road traffic law enforcement is used as the basis for the primary research for two 

reasons. First, because it is reasonably advanced and reasonably mature in its adoption of 

automated systems. Second, because it deals with the exercise of State Authority in a most 

fundamental way – the administration of justice. There are legal, social, ethical and structural 

barriers to automation. There are political aspects in the way in which automated systems are 

designed. There are issues of gender politics that are often discounted in technology 

discussions generally, and in road traffic law enforcement automation specifically.  

The primary research consists substantially of a series of elite interviews with the major 

organisations of the State involved in the administration of road traffic and road traffic law 

enforcement. It includes contributions from victims’ groups, the technology industry, and speed 

camera and privacy campaigners. Each subject addresses the question why traffic cameras are 

not rolled out more widely, given the assumption is broadly made that ‘cameras save lives’. 

The research concludes that the technologies themselves are representations of the political 

governing structure that implements them, and that the barriers to automation are primarily 

resistances to latent (or overt) illegitimacies in the governing authority. The technologies are in 

that sense political: the authority that they inherit, a Weberian rational-legal authority, is the 

authority by which the technologies themselves will be judged. Further, as technology asserts 

itself ever more in the public consciousness, our design of social development and progress 

needs to be articulated in the context of technology. 
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‘…though I am accused of something, I cannot recall the slightest offence 

that might be charged against me. But that even is of minor importance, the 

real question is who accuses me? What authority is conducting these 

proceedings?’ 

Franz Kafka, The Trial (Kafka 1971) 

1. Introduction 

This research is an inquiry into the automation of state bureaucracy, into the legitimacy of law 

enforcement automation, and into the socio-political barriers to the automation of that 

bureaucracy. While bureaucracy itself is often referred to as a machine, and its impersonal 

qualities and problems of power-delegation (Weber 1978, p.217 ff) are not dissimilar to the 

politico-legal challenges in delegating authority to computer algorithms in physical machines, 

there appears to be something qualitatively different in the actual removal of human agency. 

The world is on the cusp of a significant acceleration of the process of automation of State 

bureaucracies with developments in key technologies such as big data and artificial intelligence.  

In addition, the functions of State are being increasingly outsourced to private companies who 

accelerate the adoption of technology to drive efficiency and returns. What were once 

regarded as core state functions, such as prison management (Bauer 2016), healthcare (Pillinger 

2012), the administration of social welfare (Murphy 2015), and even warfare (Wittes & Blum 

2015) are being delegated to private companies. While the privatisation process itself tests the 

limits of Weber’s rational-legal authority, the accompanying technology has the potential for 

significant disruption of the business of government. These technologies are challenging 

because of their scale, and pervasiveness, but also because particular technologies – Big Data 

and artificial intelligence (AI) – are no mere automatons: they don’t just execute human 

decisions, they make decisions.  

Big Data in particular is a fundamentally transformational technology in several respects. It is 

predictive. It is pervasive, and growing exponentially in scope and application1. It is socially 

distributed: by its nature, people participate (sometimes actively, often passively) in its 

enablement, through their smartphones, connected cars, and the rest of the Internet of Things 
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(IoT)2. It is duplicitous and seductive in its principles of exchange (Zuboff 2015; Wieseltier 

2015). It attacks standards of capitalist value by making ‘free’ what was previously charged for, 

and lubricates value arbitrage (Anderson 2008a). Big Data impacts on economics, war, 

manufacturing, communications, healthcare, the administration of justice – on almost 

everything that people do. By extension it impacts on politics, and the State. Similar claims 

could be made of the developments of the clock, the printing press, and telephony, though 

each has its peculiar impact characteristics, and none is as pervasive or as intimate as Big Data.  

The research begins by developing an understanding of our relationship with technology. The 

fields of AI and robotics are related, and this work will touch on them in some ways. In the area 

of AI, there are two major current debates, ‘whether it will destroy jobs, and whether it might 

destroy humanity.’ (Anon 2016 (The Economist)) The jobs debate is as much about the future of 

work as it is about (un)employment as an economic concern, and I have chosen to leave that 

for other researchers. It is not a new debate, and there has been much written on the subject 

all the way back to Marx3 and beyond. On the existential issue, it is useful to understand why 

this is seen by some as a threat (Hawking et al. 2014) in order to illustrate the unusual nature of 

the new technology, and I have given this some attention.  

This research takes a substantially qualitative methodological approach to gaining a deeper 

understanding of the problem of automating state bureaucracy. While many recent 

developments in technology present somewhat novel challenges to thinkers, practitioners and 

politicians alike, it is instructive to understand some immediate, practical applications, and to 

find an anchor point against which to theorize (Bryman 2012, p.85 ff). In considering the 

research challenge, two popular quotations help focus the issue: those of the Dutch politician 

‘It is difficult to make predictions, especially about the future,’ and William Gibson ‘the future is 

already here, it’s just not evenly distributed.’4 Law enforcement automation, and in particular 

traffic law enforcement automation, has been in operation throughout the world for over 

twenty years5, and in Ireland for much of that time. The associated technologies have advanced 

dramatically, from wet film and simple radar cameras, to digital imaging and Automatic 

Number Plate Recognition (ANPR). Yet in no jurisdiction is traffic monitoring universal (though it 

comes close in some States6), and in some jurisdictions the adoption of the technology is being 
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reversed7. In Ireland, the regime has caused scandal and political discomfort due to seemingly 

inequitable deployment and weak implementation (Gleeson 2014).  

In exploring the automation of state bureaucracy then in the specific case of road traffic law 

enforcement, the questions to be explored include the following: Should automated traffic 

monitoring in Ireland be extended? What would be the obstacles to widespread deployment? 

How could such pervasive monitoring be achieved? There appear to be countless benefits, not 

just in terms of road safety: stolen vehicles would be quickly recovered; incentives to steal 

would be significantly reduced; criminals would be tracked quickly; emergency services could 

be routed more efficiently. Several questions in turn flow from this. In the public space – and 

roads are surely that – what are the limits of Government surveillance and supervision? In the 

prosecution of the law, what authority can machines claim? Are machines legitimate agents of 

the State? Do they inherit its authority? How does this transfer of authority take place, how is it 

assured, and how is it made accountable? What are the technical, legal, social, political and 

ethical obstacles to enhanced automation?  

In approaching these and other questions through primary research, this work seeks to surface 

concerns and issues around the wider deployment of technology in the automation of state 

bureaucracy. It is hoped to gain a better understanding of the technical, legal, social, political 

and ethical challenges to automation and technology adoption that are faced today. This in 

turn, along with a greater appreciation for the fundamental relevance of technology in socio-

political development, may assist in the design of future socio-political systems.  
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2. Researcher Background 

This research continues an interest in the intersection of technology, culture and law for over 

twenty years. While up to now my interest in law (particularly constitutional law) and political 

philosophy has been literally academic, my career has been in technology (for the last ten years 

with IBM), and in particular the information systems that support telecommunications service 

providers. There have been occasional crossovers, notably in company and contract law, but 

those brief intersections have been more functional than fundamental. That began to change in 

the last five or six years, as data protection and privacy became more important in my work. Big 

Data, Analytics and what IBM refers to as Cognitive Computing have come to represent 

fundamental capabilities for the telecommunications companies with whom I work, and as they 

have increasingly realized the latent potential of data to transform their businesses, their 

questions have turned from what is possible, to understanding what is allowed, and what is 

ethical. 

Beyond the parameters of my very specific area of specialization in telecommunications, the 

broader potential applications for big data and analytics were becoming clear too. Big data 

could reveal consumer preferences8, relationships9, and commercial propensities, such as the 

likelihood that a customer might defect to a competitor. But while these insights were valuable, 

and found immediate application, there were deeper insights to be revealed from these vast 

data sources. Communications service providers went deeper into the network – first, to 

understand more accurately the models that they were running, and then to understand more 

broadly an abstracted customer context, which had the potential to form the basis for what 

they referred to as ‘services innovation.’ Regulatory pressures and brand risk10 have curtailed 

the extent to which telecommunications companies are conducting these analyses, and limited 

any initiatives aimed at selling, sharing or publishing data.  

It had become clear, however, that big data could yield deeply personal truths about people 

that represented an altogether new paradigm in technology, and mankind’s capacity to know 

and understand. As a colleague put it to me, ‘one day a phone will tell its owner that he is in 

fact gay, before he realizes it himself. That’s a dangerous place.’11 Combined with the 
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unrelenting march of social networking and connectedness, it has appeared for some time that 

significant change was afoot. But how could this change be characterised? It was an 

advancement in the capacity of machines, certainly, and perhaps a change in how information 

and privacy were understood: what is privacy, when everything is virtualised? But deeper still, 

what is identity, when everything is measured? Subjects and objects in the ontology of 

information, epistemology, and even identity itself were now becoming confused. The 

customer was the product; probabilistic identity became a highly valuable commodity. In the 

zone of what Shoshana Zuboff (Zuboff 2015) has called Surveillance Capitalism, the marketer 

was no longer merely interested in markets or audiences, nor even personal identity, but in 

likely future identity: who the consumer is to become, or wants to become. Not only that, but 

truth itself seemed to be loosened from subjectivity, as the machine – whatever that was to 

become – would be able to arbitrate on almost everything, from whether the ball has crossed 

the line at Wimbledon, to criminal guilt. Truth, it seems, is a number.  

Distilling such wild and unrefined concepts into a thesis has been no small challenge. It has long 

seemed to me that one of the most impacted domains is likely to be politics, and in particular 

the legitimacy of the state. Simply put, the social contract as a political-philosophical concept 

can now potentially be represented in a machine. Does the State retain its legitimacy in the face 

of such unvarnished truth? Imagine that the entire population is connected, and their 

movements, their purchases, their electronic communications, their medical details, their 

relationships, their work, their media consumption, their art are all recorded, documented, and 

modelled. Now, imagine that the machine can be asked to compare their needs, wants, and 

desires against those of the rest of the population. Save for the systems administrators, is there 

any need for other agents of State? 

So began this research, not so much with a question of whether the State was necessary, in an 

anarchist sense, but a question of whether the State as currently constituted could sustain its 

claims to legitimacy. While society is clearly adopting new technology very quickly, and the 

State is increasingly looking at technology solutions to social and political problems, it still 

retains a heavily manual bureaucracy. In order to understand how society is currently 

responding to these developments, it was necessary to identify a domain within which 
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technology adoption was potentially transformational, current, and testing the limits of legal 

competence. The seemingly imminent arrival of autonomous vehicles, coupled with the 

increasing adoption of automated road traffic law enforcement systems appeared to be a 

useful case.  

Anthony Behan,  

Cork, Autumn 2016 
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3. Abbreviations, Acronyms & Language 

AA  Automobile Association 

AI  Artificial Intelligence 

ANPR  Automatic Number Plate Recognition 

API  Application Program Interface 

DPC  Data Protection Commissioner 

IoT  Internet of Things 

ISA  Intelligent Speed Assistance 

MTCC  Motorway Transport Control Centre 

MVSZ  Mandatory Variable Speed Zones 

NCT   National Car Test 

NRA  National Roads Authority (now part of TII) 

RPA  Rail Procurement Authority (now part of TII) 

RSA  Road Safety Authority 

TII  Transport Infrastructure Ireland 

VMS  Variable Message Signs 

3.1 Speed Cameras, Safety Cameras, Traffic Cameras 

It was noted during this research that opponents of traffic cameras refer to them as ‘Speed 

Cameras’, and supporters call them ‘Safety Cameras’. I am neither an opponent nor a 

supporter, and wish to remain neutral on their utility. In addition, there are many different 

types of cameras that are used for law enforcement, such as red-light cameras, tyre tread 

cameras, and ANPR cameras. I will simply refer to them as Traffic Cameras unless the context 

requires otherwise.  
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4. Literature Review 

This section presents an analysis of some of the key themes that contribute to the discussion of 

the politics of technology, and the specific domain of law enforcement automation. There are 

four major groups into which I have gathered the literature, in a particular sequence: Critique of 

Technology; Sovereignty, State Bureaucracy, and Legitimacy; Big Data Machines and Artificial 

Intelligence; and Algorithmic Regulation and Automated Law Enforcement. In essence, these 

four – in this order – represent increasing levels of focus, from the broad understanding of 

Technology and Society, to the quite specific studies of Big Data, AI and law enforcement. Each 

in turn is to an extent bounded by its predecessor.  

4.1 Critique of Technology  

The past never leaves us, and the future is already here. 
Lewis Mumford (Mumford 1967, p.13) 

 ‘Newsreaders still feel it is worth a special and rather worrying mention if, for 
instance, a crime was planned by people ‘over the Internet.’ They don’t 
bother to mention when criminals use the telephone or the M4, or discuss 
their dastardly plans ‘over a cup of tea,’ though each of these was new and 
controversial in their day.’ 

Douglas Adams (Adams 1999) 

I watched the men below, how they would bend over, straighten up, turn 
around, all in accordance with Taylor, smoothly and quickly, keeping in time, 
like the levers of a single immense machine. 

from We by Evgeny Zamyatin (Zamyatin 1993, p.81)12  

While technology has had a significant bearing on humanity for many thousands of years, and 

various technologies (the wheel, the clock, the printing press) have at various times seemed 

particularly important in the development of the species, the study of technology criticism 

remained substantially peripheral or perhaps dismissed as derivative to the academy.  Even as 

late as 1977, Winner suggests that only then there seemed to be an emerging recognition of its 

importance. ‘Despite its widely acknowledged importance,’ Winner says, ‘technology itself has 

seldom been a primary subject matter for political or social inquiries.’ (Winner 1977, p.2)  It is 

difficult to avoid cognitive bias, and assign greater importance to the events of our times than 
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they are due; it does appear however that certain technological advancements of the late 

twentieth century – such as nuclear power, computing, transportation, and communications 

technologies – have had multiple profound effects on civilisation in a very short space of time. 

Perhaps it is the appearance of transformational effects that heralded significant attention to 

technology, but the 1960s in particular saw a considerable boom in publishing in the field. The 

nuclear threat seemed to bring home the extent to which technology was existentially 

important. Whether these technologies and developments were actually transformational 

effects can only be judged by future historians13. 

An understanding of technology can in its very broadest sense be considered as an 

understanding of life itself. Heidegger understands technology, or rather the conception of 

technology, as both ‘a means and a human activity…the instrumental and anthropological 

definition of technology,’ something related to what or who we are (Heidegger, 1977, p.5). It is 

about, he says, ‘revealing’; it is about truth. Langdon Winner saw the concept of technology as 

a form of life in the sense of Wittgenstein (Winner 1986, p.3 ff; Wittgenstein 1958, p.11 e). 

Elucidating this idea further, Duncan Richter suggests that ‘to imagine an individual solitary 

from birth is scarcely to imagine a form of life at all, but more like just imagining a life-form.’ 

(Richter n.d.) Stripped away, therefore, the prefigurative life-form is merely that, without the 

addition of context: technology as context is a mechanism to usher forth that form of life. 

Echoing in another sense Hobbes’ state of nature, or the Christian concept of original sin (only 

the divine is pure, all others are tainted by mortality), Wittgenstein’s form of life formulation is 

both a philosophical device that helps to separate the impossible pure subject from the 

socialised, contaminated self, and a framework to consider the role of technology, or more 

broadly the external environment.  

Winner saw technology ‘[d]eeply insinuated into people’s perceptions, thoughts and 

behaviour…an indelible part of modern culture,’ (Winner 1986, p.12) and therefore a form of 

life in the Wittgenstein sense.  Kevin Kelly wrote that ‘[t]he extended human is the technium,’ a 

word ‘…to designate the greater, global, massively interconnected system of technology 

vibrating around us.’ (Kelly 2010, pp.11, 44) He saw technology as an extended body for our 

ideas, a kind of skin. Arguably actual human skin itself is not required for the self, for 
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consciousness, yet we consider it part of our person. It is not, therefore, equally rational that 

we consider some other external artefact part of our person?  

Heidegger again writes that ‘[e]verywhere we remain unfree and chained to technology, 

whether we passionately affirm or deny it,’ (Heidegger 2013, p.1) his language unambiguously 

channelling Rousseau:  the social contract which enslaves people is enabled by / through 

technology. Rousseau will be considered in some detail later. Mumford conflates ‘Technics and 

Civilisation’, while Roszak speaks of a technocracy, ‘…that social form in which an industrial 

society reaches the peak of its organizational integration…the ideal men usually have in mind 

when they speak of modernizing, up-dating, rationalizing, planning.’ (Roszak 1973, p.5) 

Technology at its most fundamental is therefore a means of expression, a form of human 

existence, an extension of the person. 

Technology is not merely about computers, or cars, or bombs, but about systems and 

processes. The non-deterministic position is that technology is about choices, deliberate ones, 

and it is those choices that determine outcomes for our race. The critique of technology 

associated with Lewis Mumford, Langdon Winner, Theodore Roszak, and a host of others 

therefore intrudes quite deliberately into politics, economics, sociology and anthropology, and 

theirs is a generally non-determinist position. It is, however, qualified. Winner acknowledges 

that at first technologies may appear not to be political, but that’s not in fact the case. ‘[T]o 

argue that certain technologies in themselves have political properties seems, at first glance, 

completely mistaken. We all know that people have politics, things do not…What matters is not 

the technology itself, but the social or economic system in which it is embedded…This view 

provides an antidote to naïve technological determinism – the idea that technology develops as 

the sole result of an internal dynamic and then, unmediated by any other influence, molds 

society to fit its patterns.’ (Winner 1986, pp.20–21)  

This is not to say, Winner continues, that technologies do not have political qualities. Solar 

power, for example, is by design distributed and not centralised, and therefore attracts a 

different set of political principles that govern its deployment (Winner 1986, pp.32–33). 

Similarly, it is not always the case that technologies are introduced in order to improve 
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productivity or efficiency. ‘Technological change expresses a panoply of human motives, not 

the least of which is the desire of some to have dominion over others, even though it may 

require an occasional sacrifice of cost-cutting and some violence to the norm of getting more 

from less.’ (Winner 1986, p.24) Fast-forward thirty years, and the Internet ‘app economy’, and 

witness violence to another economic norm – that software should be charged for – where 

‘free’ software is designed to harvest information about personal behaviour, in order that the 

commercial activity of the consumer may be influenced through advertising. Internet 

companies regularly ‘burn’ investor capital in order to achieve control over a part of the 

economy. This ‘violence to the norm’ is known today as ‘disruption’, and it is a well-trodden 

path (see further, generally Mason 2015). 

Over time, the origin of political discrimination (in a non-pejorative sense) in a system can 

become lost. Reasons of cost or time can influence a technology choice. ‘The things we call 

‘technologies’ are ways of building order in our world,’ Winner says (Winner 1986, p.28).  

There are in addition, it could be claimed, technologies that are of an inherently political 

nature. Winner offers Plato’s example of a ship at sea – it can only exist if the crew accept the 

authority of the captain; therefore, a ship (requiring a crew) can be said to have hierarchical 

politics.  Similarly, nuclear power can only exist if you accept a ‘techno-scientific-military-

industrial elite.’ (Winner 1986, p.32) It may perhaps be extended that the Google search engine 

can only exist if neoliberal free-market capitalism is accepted, and that it is therefore a 

neoliberal technology. Blockchain, the distributed-ledger technology behind cryptocurrencies 

like Bitcoin, could similarly be seen as a technology ‘compatible with’ a particular politics (most 

likely a form of anarchism), in Winner’s formulation a more diluted version of political 

inherency.  

Advanced Internet technologies have clear political impacts. The French culture ministry has 

long railed against the ‘Googlification’ of their culture and language (Riding 2005), and there 

have been several initiatives to counter its advancement (see further Jeanneney 2005). As the 

President of the French National Library put it, ‘[t]oute entreprise de ce genre implique donc des 

choix drastiques, parmi l'immensité du possible.’ – all enterprises of this sort therefore imply 
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drastic choices, from the immenseness of the possible. (Jeanneney 2005) To Jeanneney, these 

challenges are as much about the control of history and narrative, and therefore the History of 

France (and by implication the very idea of France), about control of the ‘unending dialogue 

between the present and the past’ (Carr 1961, p.30).  

Mumford sees choices in technology design, arguing that ‘[t]echnics and civilization as a whole 

are the result of human choices and aptitudes and strivings, deliberate as well as unconscious, 

often irrational when apparently they are most objective and scientific: but even when they are 

uncontrollable they are not external…he who does not see choice in the development of the 

machine merely betrays his incapacity to observe cumulative effects until they are bunched 

together so closely that they seem completely external and impersonal.’ (Mumford 2010, p.6) 

Mumford’s philosophy evolved over time, and while it can be argued that his basic premise 

remained consistent, almost to a fault (elevating his distemper to the level of biblical was, it 

appears, a step too far for at least one commentator14) his optimism waned as he matured. In 

January 1963, only a few short months after the Cuban Missile Crisis, he warned of a growing 

authoritarian technics, though remained steadfast in his conviction that these were choices that 

society was making, rather than some fundamentally autonomous technics.    

Leslie White in 1949 took the view that culture had three layers – the philosophical, the 

sociological, and the technological (Winner 1977, p.76), and that the technological layer, 

underpinning the others, was the ultimate determinant of social development and change. 

More recently Jared Diamond in Guns, Germs and Steel (Diamond 2005) detailed an analysis of 

human history as a sequence of accidents of birth, determined by geography and access to 

resources. The title of his epilogue The Future of Human History as a Science (Diamond 2005, 

p.403) leaves no doubt as to which side of the determinism debate he is on. While Nate Silver’s 

work on Big Data (Silver 2012) is non-committal on determinism, his book could easily have 

been subtitled The History of the Science of Human Futures, offering a similar analysis from a 

different perspective. That work will be assessed further in the section on Big Data Machines 

and Artificial Intelligence.   
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Both Diamond and Silver offer a reductionist, science-based interpretation of human behaviour 

and history. Silver doesn’t try to find an answer on determinism simply asserting that 

‘subjective perceptions of the world are approximations of the truth,’ (Silver 2012, p.448) and 

that probabilistic inferences from such observations will close the gap between what is known, 

and what it is thought that is known. Diamond in turn merely seeks to ‘[push] back the chain of 

historical causation as far as possible.’ (Diamond 2005, p.9) Karl Marx famously wrote that ‘men 

make their own history,’ though he qualified that by insisting that it was within a context 

bequeathed to them: ‘[T]hey do not make it as they please; they do not make it under self-

selected circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from 

the past.’ (Marx & Engels 1937, chap.1) Our modern behavioural economists (see for example 

Thaler & Sunstein 2009, p.89 ff) at a less grand scale would refer to this as a choice architecture 

– people are free to choose, but only from a set of options, and those options are pre-

determined.  

Whatever about hard determinism, Marx certainly viewed technology as highly influential. In 

The Poverty of Philosophy, Marx talked about how, as the mode of production changed, social 

relations changed. As he put it, ‘[t]he hand-mill gives you society with the feudal lord; the 

steam-mill, society with the industrial capitalist.’ (Marx 1955, p.49). Popper’s The Poverty of 

Historicism, (Popper 1986) drawing its title directly from Marx, criticised Marx’s historicism, but 

as he points out in the preface to the 1957 edition (it had originally been written in the 1930s) 

did not refute it. However, Popper looked to science (and in particular quantum physics) to 

deny not just historicism, but determinism itself.  

It is generally agreed that human moral weaknesses must be managed by society, and so we 

create rules and laws – take for example the white policeman who detains a black man at a 

checkpoint for no reason other than the colour of his skin; the policeman so-charged should be 

disciplined or re-trained. Machines may be devoid of human prejudice, but big data machines 

may determine that skin colour is an appropriate predictor of criminal behaviour. While that 

can be corrected for, or even disallowed, the history of arrest may appear a better, more 

neutral predictor; yet that in turn may have been disproportionate in the face of past human 
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prejudices. In effect, big data machines could automate prejudice and become essentially 

deterministic (albeit within a context, as Marx would have put it, ‘bequeathed to them’). 

Understanding the arguments of technological determinism is important in the consideration of 

the thesis. Individual human freedom is politically expressed today through the state, perhaps 

best represented by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights15. The automation of state 

bureaucracy requires a consideration of the nature of humanity, and a consideration of 

whether technology is good for us (as discussed in the section on Sovereignty and the Common 

Good, section Error! Reference source not found.) needs to consider how compassion and 

dignity can be programmed into machines. But even more than that, the concept of free choice 

must be respected, rather than merely submitting to the historicist model. Politicians and policy 

makers must develop an awareness of the implications of technology adoption for the ultimate 

ambitions of the State, and its sovereign people. Just as investment in infrastructure and 

education is intended to advance future generations (notwithstanding the ancillary benefits of 

such spending for the current generation – spending money is always politically attractive), so 

too States and Governments need to continually design and redesign the apparatus of liberty 

for their people, and not undermine it – perhaps inadvertently – due to a lack of vision. The 

concluding sections of this work will revisit these issues. 

In The Whale and the Reactor, Langdon Winner asks whether things – artifacts – can have 

politics, whether ‘…machines…can be judged…for the ways in which they can embody specific 

forms of power and authority.’ (Winner 1986, p.19) Winner quotes Denis Hayes, an 

environmentalist, who argues that solar energy is more compatible with social equity, freedom 

and cultural pluralism than nuclear power. Hayes is one of a number of writers Winner 

identifies as interpreting ‘technical artifacts in political language’. Today the Internet, of course, 

is the ultimate democratizing force, though many are beginning to disagree (see further, 

generally Morozov 2011; Lanier 2014).  

Winner argues that there are biases in the designs of things. For example, Robert Moses, the 

famed New York city planner, designed underpasses in certain areas that were too low for 

busses, so that that socially underprivileged people were less likely to frequent the area. 
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Winner cites another example of machines designed to be operated by unskilled and non-

unionised workers, which were then installed in factories in order that unions be weakened. 

Some biases can be unintended, such as those penalising disabled people in bus stations and 

other public buildings.  

Winner says that ‘[s]ome of the most interesting research on technology and politics at present 

focuses on the attempt to demonstrate in a detailed, concrete fashion how seemingly 

innocuous design features in mass transit systems, water projects, industrial machinery, and 

other technologies actually mask social choices of profound significance.’ (Winner 1986, p.28) 

Asking then the contemporary question, what profound social choices are made in abdicating 

the control of law enforcement to state bureaucracy, and ultimately to machines? What 

political sacrifices are made when asking Big Data machines to arbitrate disputes, fairly 

distribute our resources, and enforce laws? The seductive vision, a promise of efficiency, 

accuracy, and near perfect bureaucratic execution, is difficult to resist while on the other side of 

the debate seems a neo-luddite, conservative fear. It appears prima facie to be a 

straightforward choice between security and progress, between the old and the young, 

between the old and the new. 

Winner’s 1977 work on Autonomous Technology: Technics-Out-Of-Control as a Theme in 

Political Thought (Winner 1977) is at once an attempt to elaborate on some of the writings of 

Jacques Ellul (in particular his The Technological Society from 1964 (Ellul 1964)), and a warning 

that technics is in fact out of control (and going to destroy civilization, if allowed to). Winner 

takes the reader through cycles of thought in determinism, change and agency, culminating 

with the Frankenstein / Prometheus motif. Some criticism (Arnold 1977; Weinstein 1981) of his 

work argues that he left some key contributors under-represented, and that the pejorative 

allegory of Frankenstein did not contribute to an academic appreciation for the issue; 

Weinstein in particular is excoriating. Part of the criticism however is bound up in Winner’s 

dependence on popular metaphor and current related events, which is in my view a positive. 

The book was written at a time of explosive growth in technology, wherein lay an inexcusable 

dearth of considered writing on technology as a theme in political thought – out-of-control or 

otherwise. Therefore, in rendering the book more accessible, it perhaps had greater effect. 
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Particularly as it had both academic and activist ambitions, it seems churlish to judge it purely 

on criteria related to the former. Indeed, the later influential writers Morozov and Kelly both 

refer to Winner – and to this work specifically – numerous times in their books.  

Andrew Feeberg’s 2002 update of his Critical Theory of Technology (Feenberg 2002) navigates a 

path between the hard determinism of Jacques Ellul and the soft incidental interpretation of 

technology of Kevin Kelly and the Silicon Valley world, ‘between resignation and utopia’ (Id., 

p.13). Technology wants what we want…what life wants…’ Kelly argues, including what he calls 

‘[i]ncreasing evolvability,’ (Kelly 2010, pp.269–270) a somehow frightening abstraction! 

Feenberg describes the outer paths, respectively, as substantive and instrumental theories of 

technology (as distinct from his critical theory). The substantive theory echoes Marshall 

McLuhan’s pithy ‘the medium is the message’, arguing that technology is no mere neutral 

mediator, but rather a formative actor in human development. The instrumental theory 

positions technology as subservient to human beings and their sociologies. The substantive 

theory does not argue that ‘…machines have “taken over”, but that in choosing to use them we 

make many unwitting commitments. Technology is not simply a means but has become an 

environment and a way of life.’ (Feenberg 2002, pp.7–8)  

Feenberg’s critical theory rejects the incidentalism of the instrumental theory. ‘In choosing our 

technology we become what we are,’ Feenberg argues, ‘which in turn shapes our future 

choices. The act of choice is by now so technologically embedded it cannot be understood as a 

free “use” in that sense intended by instrumental theory.’ (Id. p.14) Yet the nightmare prospect 

of the substantive theory is no answer: ‘[t]he choice of civilisation is not decided by 

autonomous technology, but can be affected by human action.’ (Id.) Feenberg denies the 

uniqueness or systematic nature of Ellul’s technique, and argues that elevating technology in 

our consciousness and public decision making can lead to better social outcomes. 

Evgeny Morozov’s two published books – The Net Delusion (Morozov 2011), and To Save 

Everything, Click Here (Morozov 2013) – follow a common path. Focusing on the internet and 

information technology, The Net Delusion called a halt to what he called rampant cyber-

utopianism and called people’s attention to the use of the Internet by authoritarian regimes to 
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censor and control information flows. The Great Firewall of China was in its pomp, TOR16 was in 

its infancy, and the Arab Spring hadn’t yet happened, but it was the crash of 2008 that had 

awoken people to the possibility that the end of the Cold War and the ascendancy of Western 

Liberalism might not actually be as fundamentally successful as they had thought. Even 9/11 

hadn’t really brought that home to the cyber-utopianists (as Morozov himself admits freely to 

having been); but the mass adoption that was now being achieved by the Internet through 

smartphones, social networking and cheap connectivity was realising all sorts of unexpected 

consequences. Morozov quotes Winner in support of his thesis – in particular in relation to the 

rate of change. The ‘time and space left for analytical thinking’ is simply not there, as this 

‘technological fetishism combined with a strong penchant for populism…prevents most Internet 

gurus from asking uncomfortable questions about the social and political effects of the 

Internet.’ (Morozov 2011, p.313) The new cyber-realism – to which Morozov has now 

subscribed – does not look to technology for solutions. His second book is an attack on glib 

internet-solutionism (whatever it is, there’s an app for that) as the subtitle suggests: 

‘Technology, solutionism, and the urge to fix problems that don’t exist’. This is a direct attack 

on the commercial internet, what Shoshana Zuboff (Zuboff 2015) would later call ‘surveillance 

capitalism’, for its target is not so much problems that may or may not need fixing, but data 

that resists discovery.  

Mumford laments ‘a loss of form, and an impoverishment of life’ (Mumford 2010, p.5) due to 

The Machine. His framework is a useful one (eotechnic, paleotechnic and neotechnic, adopted 

from Geddes) particularly as it goes back before the Industrial Revolution (and even the printing 

press) in order to seek a stronger historical footing. One of the great challenges of politics is the 

articulation of some objective good, some ambition or target that can be articulated in the 

quest for improvement (Bertrand de Jouvenel’s exploration of the Common Good is 

commented upon later). Mumford quickly cuts through the contestation in the interests of his 

argument, claiming that ‘[t]he best life possible…calls for an ever greater degree of self-

direction, self-expression, and self-realization.’ (Mumford 1964, pp.1–2) The challenge of 

scaling democratic governance has become embedded in the technology of regulation. 

Mumford speaks of two technologies, ‘one authoritarian, the other democratic, the first 
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system-centred, immensely powerful, but inherently unstable, the other man-centred, 

relatively weak, but resourceful and durable.’ These two technics have been competing with 

one another, and in the early 1960s, the authoritarian was about to assert control, eliminating 

any last veneer of democracy. Jacques Ellul, also writing in 1964 (Ellul 1964), predicted that the 

prophecies of science could only come to pass in the context of ‘a worldwide totalitarian 

dictatorship which will allow technique its full scope and at the same time resolve the 

concomitant difficulties.’ ((Ellul 1964, p.434); technique was Ellul’s word for technology, Kelly’s 

technium (Kelly 2010, p.11 ff), or Mumford’s technics (Mumford 2010, p.4)) 

Mumford argues that the initial primitive authoritarian technics found its voice only when the 

Divine Right of Kings was tested and intellectually defeated, and whereupon a new appreciation 

for the social contract, and a new politics, was born. However, the new dispensation has been 

revealed to be ‘a more sophisticated version of the old slavery.’ (Mumford 1964, p.4) Mumford 

brings the reader right up to date: ‘The inventors of nuclear bombs, space rockets, and 

computers are the pyramid builders of our own age: psychologically inflated by a similar myth 

of unqualified power, boasting through their science of their increasing omnipotence, if not 

omniscience, moved by obsessions and compulsions no less irrational than those of earlier 

absolute systems: particularly the notion that the system itself must be expanded, at whatever 

eventual cost to life.’ (Mumford 1964, p.5) 

Mumford foreshadows the rise of the sharing economy (see generally Mason 2015), where 

anyone with a car can be a taxi business, and anyone with a home can be a hotel. People 

surrender their personal, private information; they surrender slivers of control with each click, 

and do so voluntarily, but why? In 1964, Lewis Mumford answered that it was because ‘present 

day technics…has accepted the basic principle of democracy, that every member of society 

should have a share in its goods...[t]he bargain we are being asked to ratify takes the form of a 

magnificent bribe.’ (Mumford 1964, p.6) 

Mumford’s position is that he is attempting to ‘persuade those who are concerned with 

maintaining democratic institutions to see that their constructive efforts must include 

technology itself. There, too, we must return to the human centre.’ (Mumford 1964) Morozov 
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would no doubt concur. As mentioned earlier, Mumford is not a technological determinist, and 

sees authoritarian technics as the product of human decision making. As quoted above, ‘[e]ven 

when they are uncontrollable they are not external’, he says (Mumford 2010, p.6), but just as 

Marx recognised that the free man had his predetermined context, for Mumford that context 

needed to be better designed for future generations. 

Mumford’s references to ‘The Machine’ are strongly evocative of Kevin Kelly’s essay We Are the 

Web, where he looked at where the web was going. He was terribly prescient. ‘In 2015 many 

people, when divorced from the Machine, won't feel like themselves – as if they'd had a 

lobotomy.’ (Kelly 2005) Later as he wrote about the technium, Pennsylvania State University 

professor John Jordan picked up on this connection in his blog (Jordan 2010) when he reviewed 

Kelly’s then book (Kelly 2010). Jordan suggests that Mumford had been Kelly’s most direct 

antecedent. Mumford’s work was clearly an inspiration for the Whole Earth Catalog project, 

and Kelly was heavily involved there in the 1980s. Kelly’s later work references Langdon 

Winner, who in turn saw Mumford as a key thinker in the domain. The representation of the 

internet as more than just a machine, fuelled by a connected ‘ecosystem’ with its symbioses 

and dual purpose engagements, or two-sided business models17, even beyond Kelly’s technium, 

sees its roots in this work. Kurzweil, Bostrom and the post-humanists took this on, as will be 

examined later. 

Some critics see the ascendency of The Machine as inevitable in part because of its speed, and 

the relative sluggishness of society in its attempts to rein in what is widely recognised as 

progress. Shoshana Zuboff in her recent piece Big Other: Surveillance Capitalism and The 

Prospects of an Information Civilization identifies as a major area of concern ‘the velocity of 

social evolution compared to that at which the surveillance project is institutionalized.’ (Zuboff 

2015, p.86)  Just as Max Schrems’ 2016 victory18 on Safe Harbour in the European Courts 

against Facebook took over a year, and it will take even longer than that to change the laws, 

meanwhile cloud networks, data virtualization and other technologies develop at an 

accelerating pace, organised in ways that evade conventional regulation. Two scholars 

analysing Google more than five years ago identified these problems too: ‘We believe that the 

implications of current technology are so far outside what was anticipated when most of our 
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regulatory frameworks were constructed that these frameworks may fail to provide socially 

desirable outcomes when firms rationally adopt newly available business models.’ (Clemons & 

Madhani 2010, p.44) Morozov as mentioned above (Morozov 2013, p.313) also identified the 

pace of change as a challenge for the academy, and for society. There is little time to think, to 

understand, to rationalise; venture capital has its cycles.  

MySpace popularised and defined Social Networking worldwide in 2005; by 2008 MySpace was 

irrelevant. Blackberry from Research in Motion defined the premium business smartphone 

from 2002 until the release of the iPhone in 2008; it has since become a shadow of its former 

self. Each of these technologies represented significant shifts in human engagement, 

communications, privacy and security, but before anyone could process the questions, 

Facebook and Apple in particular had used them as foundations upon which to build ever more 

complex structures. Today the process continues; Facebook is challenged by Twitter, Tumblr 

and Snapchat, while Apple sees the Internet of Things19 rendering the phone – and the tablet – 

far less relevant in the next decade. Society may still not be in the realm of determinism, but it’s 

hard to avoid a sense of inevitability, or as Marx might have put it, a determinist context. 

Roszak’s The Cult of Information is downbeat on the impact of computers on thinking, in a way 

that recalls debates in the 1980’s on whether calculators in school made people stupid. Roszak 

claims to approach the work ‘with a healthy respect for the many helpful things computers can 

do, and not from a position of doctrinaire technophobia,’ (Roszak 1988, p.9) but it appears on 

review that the work is unburdened by such balance.  

Roszak’s The Making of A Counter Culture (Roszak 1973) clearly influenced the development of 

the WELL (Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link), as recalled by Fred Turner (Turner 2005), at once a 

movement and a project, whose philosophy dramatically influenced the emergence of Silicon 

Valley, and the Internet. The WELL was based on an extension of the Californian counterculture, 

which was ‘…allegedly characterized by a dismissal of too much political theorizing and an 

emphasis on changing the world by living differently, so – the story goes – did the hackers of 

Silicon Valley change the world by building empowering tools.’ (Zandbergen 2012, p.33) 

Technology – the Machine – remained at this time quite limited in its capacity. In 1969 
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technology was not an end in itself, but very definitely a means. It was a set of tools, subject to 

human will, to achieve human objectives. By 1986, Roszak was critical of the fetishization of 

computers, in what he called ‘their folklore: the images of power, the illusions of well-being, 

the fantasies of wishful thinking and have grown up around the machine.’ (Roszak 1988, p.9) 

The irony appeared lost on him, that those very machines had been designed to embody the 

philosophy he had helped to articulate.  In 1969, he had seen the technological determinism of 

Jacques Ellul as ‘outrageously [and] crushingly pessimistic,’ (Roszak 1973, pp.6, 294) and it 

appears that his antipathy towards determinism was not diminished by 1986. It was 

nevertheless unclear to him how computers were actually helping. 

Given the extent to which technology has come to represent the established order, it is perhaps 

not surprising that many of the reactions against technology can be classified as ‘anarchist’. 

However ‘[a]narchism,’ Peter Marshall admits with some understatement, ‘has had a bad 

press…The anarchist finds good company, it seems, with the vandal, iconoclast, savage, brute, 

ruffian, hornet, viper, ogre, ghoul, wild beast fiend, harpy and siren.’ (Marshall 2008, p.ix). 

However, anarchy is simply a set of political ideas, no more valid than that of representative 

democracy, or communism. It is not inherently bad, or somehow unstable by design, but it does 

often argue for a rejection of hierarchy, and many forms of anarchism advocate an ecological 

worldview. Its ‘bad press’ stems primarily from its opposition to the establishment; it is not 

about disorder, nor is it an antonym to government, but about an alternate order. As Proudhon 

says, ‘Anarchy is Order.’ (Marshall 2008, p.x) The implication of the dismissal of anarchism as 

pejorative, as an illegitimate political idea, could therefore be that hierarchy is a natural order, 

and that rational self-interested man (and indeed it is in particular man) will act in predictable 

and relatively primitive self-interested ways. This persists as the prevailing logos of our times, 

as Slavoj Zizek calls it ‘the exceptional ontological status of capitalism,’ referencing Alain Baidou 

(Zizek 2009, p.127 his emphasis). Capitalism has become ontological in that it is our 

establishment, our way of life; one could even extend Wittgenstein further and describe 

capitalism as a form of life, just as Winner did with technology.  

Technology, as has been discussed, is a form of order, a form of life; opposing that order 

involves change, and change is difficult for human beings. There are in society today several 
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antagonisms, as Zizek has referred to them ‘[t]he threat of ecological catastrophe…the 

inappropriateness of the notion of…intellectual property…the socio-ethical implications of new 

techno-scientific developments…and the creation of new forms of apartheid…’ (Zizek 2009, 

p.91) Each of these has the potential to catalyse a new revolutionary moment, Zizek argues. 

Technology is a part of each of these antagonisms. A question now must be: how can 

technology save us? Will technology empower Zizek’s revolutionaries, or can technology 

support a more peaceful path through these antagonisms that challenge our civilisation? Can 

the primitive, brutal real politique yield to a more thoughtful, perhaps ecological order? 

It should of course be pointed out that capitalism and technology are not irrevocably 

connected, though they support one another in certain respects. The applications of 

technology, the technology choices that we make, reflect and embody the capitalist consensus 

that drives political development; similarly the development of capitalist infrastructure is 

accelerated and supported by technology. In particular, as the Internet matures, it hardens that 

Capitalist consensus, which becomes globalized and less tolerant of dissent: the Internet and its 

applications – social media, and the support of physical and emotional distance – reinforce the 

ontology: almost every country on earth is both capitalist and increasingly technologically 

dependent. The questions for communities becomes why would we be any different? And how 

could we be any different? Even North Korea, set so firmly apart from the rest of the world, 

retains its technology and capital (if not explicitly capitalist!) ambitions.  

Anti-Technology and Alternative Technology movements through history have resisted the 

adoption of new technologies for various social, economic and political reasons. Ted Kaczynski, 

the Unabomber, argued that technology was a dynamic, holistic system with its own agenda 

(Kelly 2009, p.198). John Zerzan, an American anarchist, said of the diverse strands of the anti-

corporate movement that ‘there is more of a consciousness than there is a totality to this and 

that it is all functioning as a big machine.’ (Fitzgerald 2001). Mahatma Gandhi believed that 

technology should only be adopted at smaller scale, saying ‘It is cruel, it is sinful, to think of 

mechanisation in a country of 350 million human beings. Every human being is a machine, only 

it should be kept oiled and in proper form... complete mechanisation is impossible in India 

without its resulting violence in some shape or other.’ (PILLAI 1988) As Vyasulu puts it, 
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‘[a]lternative technology must concern itself not only with the technical aspects of the problem 

but also with the socio-economic and political ones.’ (Vyasulu 1976) 

Decentrism has been a theme in urban planning which in many respects mirrored the rise of the 

counter-culture and the civil rights movement. In a similar way to that in which Zerzan refers to 

anti-corporatism as part of a totality, Jane Jacobs and other decentrist campaigners sought to 

push back against what she referred to as ‘the sacking of cities’ (Graham 2016, p.162). ‘There is 

a quality even meaner than outright ugliness or disorder,’ she said, ‘and this meaner quality is 

the dishonest mask of pretended order, achieved by ignoring or suppressing the real order that 

is struggling to exist and to be served.’ (Jacobs 1993, p.15) Reacting against the domineering 

urban prescriptions of LeCorbusier and (more immediately) Robert Moses, Jacobs was an 

ecologist, and a realist, set against the idealism and utopianism of the men she campaigned 

against.  

The city is and was an expression of human politics in physical form, its architecture embodying 

the political qualities that Langdon Winner spoke about. Lewis Mumford’s brief piece What Is A 

City? from 1937 described the city as follows: 

‘The essential physical means of a city's existence are the fixed site, the durable shelter, 

the permanent facilities for assembly, interchange, and storage; the essential social 

means are the social division of labour, which serves not merely the economic life but the 

cultural process. The city in its complete sense, then, is a geographic plexus, an economic 

organization, an institutional process, a theatre of social action, and an aesthetic symbol 

of collective unity. The city fosters art and is art; the city creates the theatre and is the 

theatre. It is in the city, the city as theatre, that man's more purposive activities are 

focused, and work out, through conflicting and co-operating personalities, events, groups 

into more significant culminations.’ (Mumford 1937, p.59) 

The city both ‘creates the theatre, and is the theatre’, within which ‘man’s more purposive 

activities are focused’, Mumford says – this is politics, this is life! And so, when designing cities, 

when designing spaces within which human activity is to be enabled, the choices in those 

designs have real consequences for politics, far beyond the aesthetic. Decentrism, therefore, 
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can be seen as an attempt to reject the hierarchies implicit in early twentieth century city 

planning, and indeed in social order.  

Miriam Cooke’s study of women writers during the Lebanese Civil War witnessed a kind of 

multiple de-centrism, in terms of their displacement from Beirut, from the War, and from men, 

exclusively whose concern was the war. Decentrism was about marginalization, yet for which 

centralization was no prescription. It was about – for these writers – ‘the deconstruction of a 

dominant discourse.’ (Cooke 1996) ‘Men wrote of strategy, ideology, and violence.  The Beirut 

Decentrists, regardless of confession and political persuasion, wrote of the dailiness of war.  

The men wrote of existential Angst; these women of abandoned loneliness…The Beirut 

Decentrists wrote from the inside margin, compelled to participate because the war was 

everywhere.  The men write from the epicentre.’ (Cooke 1996, p.3) 

Cities, technology, business, infrastructure and war are all therefore part of a totality against 

which anarchists rebel. It is alleged that the homogenising effect of globalisation, (John Zerzan 

again – ‘the more high-tech society becomes, the more it tends to flatten real experience.’ 

(Fitzgerald 2001)) expressed through or enabled by technology, denies identity to those who 

wish to express themselves independently, isolating the imperfect, subjugating women, and 

banishing the oriental (Said 1994). 

A common folly of the innovator is the mantra that ‘this time it will be different’. Technology, in 

different forms, has been around for a long time, and has helped to shape the course of human 

history. Irrespective of determinism, technology will influence people’s lives, and the decisions 

that people make about technology, its adoption and development will influence our societies. 

This research is executed with a sense that Big Data Machines are somehow different, not just 

because of their global scale, virtualized architecture or seemingly limitless capacity to process 

information.  

There are two potentially significant hypotheses: first, that technology is approaching a 

cognitive capacity that quantitatively exceeds that of humans, and the point at which that 

happens will be a genuinely transitional moment in the development of the species. The 

concepts of ‘Superintelligence’ and ‘the Singularity’ will be explored in some detail later. The 
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second hypothesis is that the representation of the human is changed by Big Data Machines, 

into something fungible, a change that undermines and devalues the marginalised in society as 

a cost, one that recognises only homo economicus. This is explored in the next section. 

Lewis Mumford sees the clock as ‘the key machine of the modern industrial age.’ (Mumford 

2010, p.14) This is because the scientific applications used to construct it formed the basis for 

countless other discoveries (it ‘served as a model for many other kinds of mechanical works’ 

(Mumford 2010, p.13), but more importantly because it orders and structures time in such a 

way as to render time itself measurable, unitary, exchangeable. Its objective is to subject time 

itself to the control of man, even if in fact the opposite may have been its effect. As Mumford 

puts it, ‘[t]ime-keeping passed into time-serving and time-accounting and time-

rationing…Eternity ceased gradually to serve as the measure and focus of human actions.’ 

(Mumford 2010, p.14) 

Ronald Day’s 2014 work Indexing It All: The Subject in the Age of Documentation, Information, 

and Data (Day 2014) witnesses something similar. While Mumford sees man attempting to 

conquer time and nature, Day examines the representation of the self, of the person, through 

documentary processes. ‘[D]ocumentary indexing…’ Day declares ‘…play[s] a major and 

increasing role in organizing personal and social identity and value and in reorganising social 

and political life.’ (Day 2014, p.ix) He is both explicit in his references to modern gadgetry and 

communications technology, and general in the sense that counting – documenting – is 

somehow rendering the human object – our subject – fungible, in a similar way that the clock 

for Mumford in a sense commoditised time. Day’s direct relevance to this thesis deserves 

extended quotation:  

‘Routinely and obsessively we use online resources – whose algorithms and indexes 

both serve and profit from us in ways that the users are largely unaware – as the 

way of overcoming the physical and emotional distances that are a consequence of 

modernity, and in particular capitalist modernity, where markets have become the 

means and the ends for reasoning, communication, and, increasingly, emotion. 

These devices have become the governance structures – the “idea” or “concept” – 
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for our human manner of being…which increasingly subsume and subvert the 

former roles of personal judgement and critique in personal and social being and 

politics.’ (Day 2014, p.ix) 

There are several points to draw here. First, that the reason for our obsessive engagement with 

machines for the purposes of communication is that modernity has rendered us emotionally 

crippled, incapable of what were hitherto conventional relationships; this in turn feeds the 

tendency to count, and measure, and deconstruct, and rationalise, in a vicious circle of 

inevitable cyborgisation, as Chris Hables Gray would no doubt describe it (see later). The 

duplicitous nature of the online resources is referenced (‘serve and profit’). The intriguing 

construction – ‘…these devices have become the governance structure for our human manner 

of being…’ – suggests this ‘change in the representation of the human’ that I referred to above 

as the second potentially significant hypothesis. The ‘human manner of being’ is suggestive 

both of Heidegger’s ‘being’ and Wittgenstein’s ‘form of life’ structures.  ‘Being’ and ‘human 

being’ are separate things, the latter representing the socialised, externally rendered person, 

Rousseau’s Glaucus20.  

The last section of the quote is most challenging for me: it is not at all clear that ‘personal 

judgement and critique’ have historically been the standard for ‘social being and politics’, or 

that they represent the edifice under assault. Arguably blood and family have been stronger 

standards. Yet even if it is accepted that Day is correct, that ‘personal judgement and critique’ is 

or has been the standard, who is to say that such a standard is desirable, or that the overthrow 

of the standard is a bad thing? If there is to be an externalised judgement and critique, and 

social realism and the literal réal politique demands that there must be, surely it is better that it 

be impersonal? Is personal judgement not arbitrary or – worse still! – often deliberately skewed 

in the interest of some other? 

This third party judgement and critique concept, automated, can be extended to constructed or 

artificial social identity, the identity of the group. Should machines develop a capacity to 

accurately reflect social identity, to quantitatively represent social wants and desires, values 

and ambitions, would they not be best positioned to arbitrate on disputes, or to equitably 
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oversee resource distribution? Intuitively people trust hawkeye more than the linesman in 

tennis; even when it makes a mistake, the potential for personal bias appears to be zero (see 

(Gage 2013)) and therefore the decision is perceived to be more legitimate, even if the decision 

is actually wrong. Danaher calls this kind of government an algocracy, one that he argues is 

fraught with risk. When it comes to ‘public decision-making processes that issue coercive rules 

and judgments, it is widely agreed that such processes should be morally and politically 

legitimate.’ (Danaher 2015a; Danaher 2015b) (Danaher’s emphasis) This legitimacy is 

undermined by ‘algorithm-based decision-making,’ according to Danaher. 

Day’s ‘physical and emotional distances that are a consequence of modernity’ challenge the 

concept of the city as fixed in space as Mumford defined them. Similarly, physical space is less 

relevant in a world where ‘accessibility’ is as much about broadband connectivity as it is about 

roads. As researcher Mark Wall has put it, ‘[i]n the constantly flowing space of global electronic 

networks, scale does not inherently exist, rather it must be consciously created…city officials, 

community activists, corporations and others create geographical permanences out of a 

seemingly vast and complex space of flows.’ (Wall 1999, p.110)  

Finally, Day’s ‘ways that the users are largely unaware’ echoes Andrew Feenberg’s ‘unwitting 

commitments’ characterising what Feenberg calls the substantive theory of technology. 

(Feenberg 2002, pp.7–8) Feenberg’s optimism – engaging intellectually with the challenge of 

hard determinism and the substantive theory of technology while rejecting its extremes – 

seems threatened by a combination of Big Data and the behavioural economics of Thaler and 

Sunstein (Thaler & Sunstein 2009). Not only is the act of choice unfree, but it is controllable; 

those functions of control serve economic interests both in the private and public sphere, as 

Internet companies try to sell more ads while governments seek to reduce costs.  

Day’s work relies quite heavily on the French documentalist Suzanne Briet, some of whose work 

on homo documentator he translated. He addresses androids and big data explicitly in chapters 

5 and 6 respectively. I will return to Day in the discussion on Big Data Machines and Artificial 

Intelligence in relation to each of these subjects. 
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The question remains, however: what has changed? What is new? The idea of computers taking 

over is of course not new. For example Robert O. MacBride’s The Automated State:  Computer 

Systems as a New Force in Society (MacBride 1967) previewed many of the issues that now 

arise, as early as 1967.  The limits of computer technology then, however, were limited to the 

wit of the designer or the operator of the computer. There was always a Wizard of Oz behind 

the curtain: human, controllable, controlling, free. Indeed the limits of technology to this point 

have been so restricted. Big Data Machines have not merely acquired a vastly enhanced ability 

to sense and respond, but to learn, to derive meaning from observation, make value-based 

decisions and act upon those decisions, positing the prospect of an emergent superintelligence 

(Bostrom 2014). These issues will be dealt with in the discussion on Big Data Machines and 

Artificial Intelligence.  

As for surveillance and privacy concerns, Vance Packard’s The Naked Society (Packard 1964) has 

a chapter called ‘How to Strip a Job-Seeker Naked’, an advanced science back then, a mere 

Facebook search today. James Rule’s Private Lives and Public Surveillance (Rule 1974) has a 

chapter called ‘Vehicle and Driver Licensing in Britain’, a case study on ‘systems of mass 

surveillance and control.’ (Rule 1974, p.97) What would Rule make of the prospect of 

autonomous vehicles today, given he had privacy concerns for the authoritarianism of mere 

vehicle registration in the early 1970s?  

I do not believe that technology has become (or is, or was) determinist in the hard sense; 

though perhaps to an extent it has become determinist as context (in that Marxian sense), and 

possibly irreversibly so. That may be something that has not been seen before, though testing 

that hypothesis falls beyond the scope of this research.  

Technology is ‘traditionally regarded as a male activity and arena.’ (Berg & Lie 1995, p.333) 

Today, only 15-20% of people in tech are women, which has not changed much in thirty years 

(Black 2015). Technology firms are making great efforts, particularly American technology firms, 

and companies including HPE, IBM, Yahoo, and eBay all at the time of writing have female 

CEOs. Nevertheless, changes have come slowly. The Motorola Pink RAZR phone, released in 

2005, was one of the first mobile phones designed for women. Not only was its colouring 
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fashioned for the female market, the clamshell device had a recessed screen to avoid make-up 

stains when the phone is held to the side of the user’s face, and buttons designed to be easier 

to use with extended fingernails. These concepts – understanding ‘the female customer 

experience’ – were alien to people in the telecommunications industry (where I have worked 

for many years), who had been used to burying fibre, buying spectrum and selling terminals. 

Utilities like telecommunications (and indeed technology) were simply tools: efficient, forceful, 

reliable, functional, and devoid of politics – or gender.  

Anne-Jorunn Berg and Merete Lie cleverly asked Do Artifacts Have Gender? in their 1995 paper 

(Berg & Lie 1995), directly channelling Langdon Winner’s Do Artifacts Have Politics? (Winner 

1986).  Just as artifacts may have a political quality, they may similarly embed a gender bias of 

some kind, or a gendered quality. The traffic camera, as will be discussed later, may be such an 

artifact. Shivani Gupta at the Global Fund for Women asks whether there is such a thing as 

feminist technology. Gupta argues that while there are technologies that have been 

‘feminised’, such as reproductive health technologies, ‘they were invented by men, with the 

comfort of men – not women – in mind…further entrench[ing] gender stereotypes.’ (Gupta 

n.d.) Gupta sees the pink phone as unimportant: ‘a pink phone or a jewelled laptop might be 

the innovation of a woman, [but they] do nothing to improve women’s lives or pave a path 

towards equality,’ she says. That they do nothing is somewhat harsh – the acknowledgement of 

unique gendered needs in the development of consumer technologies must be seen as a 

positive step. 

Berg and Lie conclude that things can have a gender, ‘in the sense that they are designed and 

used in gendered contexts…[f]eminist politics cannot do without an understanding of the 

power of technology…’ (Berg & Lie 1995, p.347) Initially feminist research was confined to what 

Berg and Lie call ‘the ‘soft’ aspects of society,’ technology was considered part of the ‘hard’ 

aspects, and therefore both part of the patriarchy, and ‘considered a threat to female culture.’ 

(Id., p. 339) Their concluding reference to the power of technology is all the more relevant 

twenty years on, as technology begins to consider the ‘soft’ aspects of society, like healthcare 

and education.  
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In law enforcement, female participation has been 

relatively low – in or below the 20% range (see for 

example (Langton 2010)). Ireland appears to be 

stronger, however: as of November 2015, there were 

a total of 3,332 women out of a total of 12,882 

members of An Garda Síochána, or 26%21. The 

distribution is admittedly less well balanced higher up 

the ranks (See Figure 1). However, the current Garda 

Chief Commissioner, Minister for Justice, Attorney 

General, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and the Director of Public Prosecutions are all 

women as of Summer 2016, as is the Chairperson and the Chief Executive of the Road Safety 

Authority. In March 2014, the Government in Ireland adopted a report prepared by a Sub-

Committee of the National Women’s Strategy Monitoring Committee, called Toward Gender 

Parity in Decision Making in Ireland’ (Lynch 2014). It was noted in that report that in the case of 

the civil service, the distribution of women is particularly strong across both general service and 

professional / technical grades (see Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2: Gender Distribution of Irish Civil Servants by Grade and Type. Source: Towards Gender Parity In Decision-Making In 
Ireland: An Initiative Of The National Women's Strategy 2007 – 2016 (Lynch 2014) 

Figure 1: Garda Gender Distribution. Source: Dáil 
question to the Minister for Justice, November 19th, 
2015 
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Notwithstanding the evident gender balance in the infrastructure of Irish law enforcement, 

there are issues that arise from this study about speeding, safety, and gender roles that may 

warrant additional research, some of which are addressed later. In the RSA report on excessive 

speeding as a factor in road traffic collisions (Farrell 2016), 91% of the drivers were male. In 

some research, masculinity is itself suggested as a cause of speeding in young men (Schmid 

Mast et al. 2008). ‘Macho men assigned greater importance to speed and sportiness of a car 

and less importance to safety aspects than nonmacho men.’ (Krahé & Fenske 2002, p.21) These 

are issues of male identity, and cannot be relegated to mere rule breaking: society conditions 

men in this way, but then penalises them for conforming to its expectations. 

4.2 Sovereignty, State Bureaucracy and Legitimacy: Freedom as The Object of Politics 

Human freedom and the State have become inseparable concepts, as the State has become 

both the primary enabler and inhibitor of personal freedom. While on the one hand it retains a 

monopoly on the legitimate use of force (Weber 1947, p.154) and thereby seeks to guarantee 

the physical security of its sovereign people and their freedom from harm, its intrusions on 

personal liberty and failures in equitable resource distribution undermine the very freedoms 

that it is constituted to protect. If it is to be assumed that freedom is the ultimate objective of 

politics – and this is by no means axiomatic22 - that people organise in order to protect, 

preserve, promote and defend personal liberty, then people are led rather quickly to the 

security versus liberty argument that has characterized the post-Snowden debates on privacy 

(Byman & Wittes 2014; Snowden & Anderson 2014). Indeed, in that single debate the 

dichotomous role of the state as both enabler and inhibitor of freedom is given its platform. 

How is the authority of the State so constructed that it is legitimate to deprive its citizens of 

their privacy, of their very liberty? How can it be morally or philosophically justified, and 

democratically supported that the State can deny resources from one party in favour of 

another? If this can be understood and rationalised, if the framework of State Legitimacy can be 

mapped, the question can then be asked: can this power be legitimately delegated to a 

Machine? 
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While prima facie a straightforward concept, freedom is layered with complexity. In the first 

instance, the human condition is a relative one, man exists relative to his fellow man and to his 

environment. As with Wittgenstein’s forms of life model that Winner has applied to an 

understanding of technology, man in the state of nature, as a life-form, is arguably no life at all. 

In understanding human freedom, Rousseau argued in the Second Discourse (Rousseau 1993, 

p.43) that modern man had been changed like the statue of Glaucus into something 

unrecognisable by interaction with his environment. Rousseau contradicted Locke and Hobbes 

who had ‘assumed that human nature had remained more or less constant in the transition 

from what they called the state of nature to the civil state.’ (Smith 2006, pt.18) For Rousseau, 

the socialised man was a product of his externalities, his relationships and his tools.  

Fast Forward to Rousseau’s The Social Contract and he begins to reconstruct human freedom 

from the ground up – ‘[m]an is born free; and everywhere he is in chains.’ (Rousseau 1993, 

p.181) Rousseau had initially in the Second Discourse adopted a position more reminiscent of 

the anarchists that were to follow, of Proudhon, Kropotkin and Thoreau. The State, he seemed 

to have argued, was detrimental to freedom; at the very least he argued that pastoral, natural, 

rural isolation seemed preferable to socialised rigour. There are inequalities caused by natural 

occurrences, Rousseau argues, and there are inequalities ‘…which may be called moral or 

political inequality, because [they] depend on a kind of convention, and [are] established, or at 

least authorized, by the consent of men.’ (Rousseau 1993, p.49) Not to put too fine a point on 

it, Rousseau sees this as a bad thing. But in The Social Contract, he proposed that the concept of 

the General Will could in some sense imbue the State with a liberalist legitimacy, wherein man 

could offer up his sovereign freedom such that the State could redistribute that freedom in the 

context of a society. The Sovereign, in such circumstances ‘…being formed wholly of the 

individuals who compose it, neither has nor can have any interest contrary to theirs; and 

consequently the sovereign power need give no guarantee to its subjects, because it is 

impossible for the body to wish to hurt all its members.’ 

Rousseau’s position was a kind of compromise between anarchist deconstruction, and statist 

bureaucracy. Society could not simply revert to a pre-civilised state of nature, yet at the same 

time should not perpetuate the divestiture of personal liberty to the State. The Social Contract 
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redefined the relationship between the people and the state in the concept of the General Will, 

and the Sovereign. It was written, of course, in the final decades of the Age of Absolutism, and 

his writings were key influences for the French Revolution, the demise of the Divine Right of 

Kings, and the Enlightenment. The State was to become the subject of the people; and its 

people members, and no longer mere subjects, of the Sovereign. 

The capacity of the State to execute its power may theoretically be subject to democratic 

accountability; for the purposes of this immediate work it is presumed for now that it is, at least 

in Western Liberal Democracies23. The execution of that power of course rests in the hands of 

its officers, and the people’s representatives. The rational-legal authority of the State to 

exercise power is delivered through the democratic process – elections – where people select 

their representatives to represent their subjective interests (Weber 1978, p.941 ff). Other kinds 

of authority are traditional and charismatic authority, respectively the customary or historical 

deference to a governing structure or order, and that of perhaps an oratorical, heroic or 

otherwise inspirational leadership (Weber 1978, p.215). The rational-legal authority of state is 

delegated to its bureaucracy, which in turn collects taxes, allocates resources such as 

healthcare, invests in defences, and administers justice. Weber outlined some fundamental 

principles of this authority, including: rule-bound conduct of business; governing a specified 

domain; embodying principles of hierarchy; the disconnection of officials from the means of 

production (anti-corruption); and that decisions should be recorded in writing. (Weber 1978, 

pp.218–9) 

The bureaucratic structure described by Weber was deliberately and meticulously connected 

back to the democratic process. The concept of hierarchy embedded in his rational-legal 

authority was fundamental to his thinking. Murray Bookchin’s work The Ecology of Freedom  

(Bookchin 1982) has as its subtitle The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy. Bookchin’s 

argument is predicated on an escape from the tyranny of hierarchy, from the tyranny of 

bureaucracy. Bookchin argues that to conflate the ideas of State, class and hierarchy is both 

‘insidious and obscurantist. This practice, in the name of a “classless” or “libertarian” society, 

could easily conceal the existence of hierarchical relationships and a hierarchical sensibility, 

both of which…would serve to perpetuate unfreedom.’ (Bookchin 1982, p.3) Hierarchy, 
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Bookchin argues, ‘…is the cultural, traditional and psychological systems of obedience and 

command…’ and so he does not restrict himself to the political. Hierarchy is in and of itself, 

Bookchin argues, antithetical to freedom.   

Rousseau’s concept of the amour propre in the Second Discourse also reflected some of this 

thinking. While Hobbes and Locke thought of self-interest as a primary motivator for human 

behaviour, Rousseau separated the concept of self-love (amour de soi-même) from his amour 

propre, a kind of pride, or vanity, like Platonic thumos or Hobbesian vainglory.  The amour 

propre had produced the disfigurement of Glaucos, had been responsible for the ills of the 

world, producing ‘combinations fatal to happiness and innocence.’ (Rousseau 1993, p.90) This 

was a relativist position, concerned with how man viewed the other, and how man sought to be 

himself viewed. It was external to himself, yet concerned with identity, and ego. Steven Smith 

suggests that Rousseau’s Second Discourse could be retitled either Civilization and its 

Discontents, foreshadowing Freud, or On The Origins of The Species, anticipating Charles Darwin 

(Smith 2006, pt.19). Both certainly owe much to Rousseau’s work, and the comparisons serve 

to illustrate the breadth that he covered. There is both an evolutionary biological and a 

psychological underpinning for the understanding of the human condition, and attempting to 

frame its ideal environment.  

State authority then is executed, and legitimacy is preserved, in a legal bureaucracy. However, 

the actual legal hierarchy in the bureaucracy, and the social hierarchy that it imposes (where, 

notwithstanding the absence of corruption, there are state-distributed powers of man-over-

man) undermines freedom. The relative self, the externally defined identity (Rousseau’s amour 

propre) is compartmentalised by hierarchy and relativism. Yet the Weberian logic is 

understandable, rational, and legal. The problem, perhaps, is that the bureaucrats are human 

beings too, with their own amour propre. The scale of the apparatus of state is enormous, 

having expanded in both function and size over time to represent an entirely different 

contraption than had been envisaged within the City of Geneva, from which Rousseau derived 

his model. The bureaucrats get more distant from the publicly elected representatives; the 

hierarchies get more complex; and legitimacy dissipates.  
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Big Data Machines can cope with the scale, and eliminate hierarchy at least within bureaucracy. 

Does this mean that the Sovereign – the people – will become more free? If the people could 

elect and re-elect or re-confirm one man or woman, every three months, to execute a State 

function – let’s say running the road traffic regime – and that person herself was personally 

able to decide on every single case of speeding and careless driving and other offences, decide 

on a punishment and administer that punishment for every single offence, in a timely and 

efficient manner, would that be a more legitimate execution of State power?  Would that make 

the people less unfree?  

Just as in the earlier consideration of Day’s hypothesis on ‘impersonal judgement’, the machine 

measures and understands a social personality. It is impersonal, in that it is not the decision of a 

person; but its decisions are informed by all of society. The anarchist says ‘let no person rule 

me.’ The technologist says ‘let me be ruled by the best approximation of all people, and have all 

people so ruled.’ There is some freedom in true equity, at least a freedom from discrimination, 

and for many, that is an improvement. The question of sovereignty is considered in the next 

section. 

Bertrand de Jouvenel takes the problem of legitimacy (or a kind of divested sovereignty, this 

contradiction of saying that someone else can administer my self-control) and refers to it under 

the ‘myth of the solution.’ As Daniel Mahoney and David Desrosiers write in their foreword to 

Jouvenel’s 1997 book Sovereignty: An Inquiry into the Political Good ‘[f]or Jouvenel, there are 

no solutions to political problems; rather there are only more or less precarious ‘settlements.’’ 

(deJouvenel 1997, p.xxi). But Jouvenel goes further than simply stating that some ideal 

government is beyond reach; he argues that to believe that it might be achievable, that it 

represents the supreme objective of State, ‘…is an error whose inevitable end is tyranny.’24 Part 

of Jouvenel’s thesis (and anti-solutionism) rests in the dynamism and heterogeneity of modern 

societies. This is a moving target. 

Jouvenel questions how one can establish benevolence in the sovereign will. The sovereign will 

is absolute. As he puts it, ‘[e]very man is, naturally, sovereign of his own energies and can use 

them as suits him. But the law [jus] of the society of which he is a member forbids him certain 
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uses of them and enjoins on him certain other uses.’ (deJouvenel 1997, p.105) So far, so clear. 

But how can it be determined that the law, a creature of the sovereign will, is ‘tend[ing] to the 

public good’? He goes back to Rousseau, the pastoral idyll, and factors of scale. The social 

contract ‘…grows necessarily weaker with every step away from the model of a small, rustic and 

traditionalist society.’ (deJouvenel 1997, p.111) 

He further delves into an understanding of what exactly the Common Good may be. He asks 

several clever questions in order to illuminate the issue. Is it self-evident? Is it entirely 

subjective? Is it comprised in the good of individuals? Does is consist in the social tie itself? Is 

life in society the institutionalisation of trust? Can the political authority promote social 

friendship? 

For the immediate purposes of this research, a focus on the second and fifth questions yields 

some reward - whether the Common Good is subjective (deJouvenel 1997, p.128), and whether 

life in society is the institutionalisation of trust (deJouvenel 1997, p.137). For in those two 

questions, machines may have a role. The homogeneity of the city state tended to dilute the 

importance of subjectivity, as it was more likely than not that the sovereign was not internally 

conflicted. The dynamic, heterogeneous modern state requires some vagueness in constitution, 

as a result of which agreement may be had25. The necessary abstraction potentially damages 

the legitimacy of action, if not perhaps the legitimacy of power, if these can be separated. It can 

be agreed by two parties that their state has the power to declare war; the abstraction of their 

endorsement may mean that one or even both of them may disagree with the actions of their 

State in the specific act of so doing, however. 

The question of trust is a fundamental one. ‘Human actions are, it is clear,’ Jouvenel writes, 

‘based on confidence in others. The condition of a man would be miserable – it might be truer 

to say that he would never even have become a man – if at every moment he had to be on 

guard against the unforeseeable actions of every other man.’ (deJouvenel 1997, p.137) Trust in 

one another is the essence of society; much of the law is about the assurance of trust and 

surety, of guarantee. Our expectation of the other in our society, of how they will conduct 
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themselves towards me, is a personal interest, and a common interest, and while for Jouvenal it 

may not entirely define the common good, it ‘emerges as its primary and essential constituent.’ 

Human society operates largely independently of the State. People go about their business 

freely, but act in the context of certain assured expectations – people go to work expecting that 

they will get paid, and that the currency with which they are paid can be exchanged for food 

and shelter and the things that they need and want to acquire. There are various trust 

relationships – with one’s employer, that he will pay the worker; with the bread maker, that 

she will not poison the customer; and with the State, that the bread maker will be punished 

should she put arsenic in the wholegrain loaf. There are businesses of trust – banks in particular 

– that facilitate exchange, and that trade in security. More broadly, the State is the arbiter of 

trust relationships, arbitrating in dispute and guaranteeing contract. If ‘life in society is the 

institutionalisation of trust,’ as Jouvenal puts it, this seems a particularly fungible thing, 

something given to not just institutionalisation, but automation. In the postmodern ideal, it is 

something to be counted, reckoned, structured and rationalised. If trust is the ‘primary and 

essential constituent’ of the common good, then the common good itself can be (at least 

partially) itself made fungible.  

Automating state action then needs to consider the process of legitimation, something that did 

not need to be considered before – a Weberian analysis for the age of the Internet, perhaps. 

The legitimacy of the machine needs to be set in the context of State objectives, and those 

must in turn reflect the mandate of the State. The automation of state action, or bureaucratic 

action, can overcome the inequities of hierarchy, but the design of the ideal, of the Common 

Good, remains a human challenge. As machines spread, and extend their scope, the question of 

how they administer trust and security within the sovereign people becomes important.  
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4.3 Big Data Machines and Artificial Intelligence 

It was already one in the morning; the rain pattered dismally against the 
panes, and my candle was nearly burnt out, when, by the glimmer of the half-
extinguished light, I saw the dull yellow eye of the creature open; it breathed 
hard, and a convulsive motion agitated its limbs. 

Mary Shelley, Frankenstein 

Finally, robotic beings rule the world. 
The humans are dead! 
The humans are dead! 
We used poisonous gases,  
and we poisoned their asses. 

 From Robots, by Flight of the Conchords26 

The capacity of big data machines to predict human behaviour presents challenges for society 

that have never had to be faced before. Criminal behaviour can be predicted (Ward 2014); 

social unrest can be predicted (Maus 2015); medical diagnoses can be made (Steadman 2013); 

even sports adjudications can be settled (Gage 2013) by apparently less fallible, biased or 

otherwise unreliable automatons. ‘Algorithmic regulation’ (Goldstein & Dyson 2013, chap.22) 

sees judgements and decisions made about credit scores, access to online social networks, and 

the value of companies, by dismembered machines, fed with automated data streams and 

programmed to learn and respond. This Pandora’s Box challenges the administration of 

justice27, including core concepts of liability (Allain 2013), and human rights (Wren 2015). It 

offers potential new answers to fundamental questions of determinism (LaBossiere 2012; 

Poynter 2012; Silver 2012, p.112ff). 

Big Data is a combination of technologies that sense, collect, process and derive meaning from 

data28. Big Data Machines are computer systems that respond to Big Data and act on its 

understanding of its surroundings. They represent a significant advancement in the capacity of 

machines (Aronova et al. n.d.).  This has arisen due to a combination of developments – the rise 

of social media and user generated content, and a general willingness of people to engage 

(usually in return for free services (Anderson 2008a)); the ubiquity of cheap processing and 

computer storage29; the Internet of Things and the connectedness of everything30; and the 

standardisation of IT and ‘Cloud Computing’.  
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Big Data is often characterised as having three ‘V’s – Volume, Velocity and Variety31. Clearly, 

there is a greater volume of accessible data than ever before.  Google searches, tweets, 

Facebook likes, weather data, location information from mobile phone networks, telephone 

calls – all are available in one form or another, subject to regulation (unless you’re the US 

National Security Agency (Harding 2014). There’s greater capacity to process data at speed – 

not just in terms of moving large volumes around, but also in terms of capacity to react to real-

time stimulus. Real-time event detection can allow attacks to be triggered at the right time32; 

marketers can send advertisements for coffee to people at the point at which they turn the 

corner near the coffee store (Johnson 2015); doctors can be notified about premature babies 

whose vitals and other metrics have coalesced into a pattern indicating imminent infection 

(Beyman 2013). There are also greater varieties of data available to data scientists, including 

natural language data from social media, against which ever more efficient natural language 

processors are deriving sentiment scores and other interesting snippets of data.   

Big Data Machines themselves continue to evolve. Google can be seen as a Big Data machine, 

as can aspects of amazon.com through its marketplace and recommendations (such as My 

Amazon). Microsoft Cortana, Apple Siri and Google Now are all personal assistant applications 

with some big data characteristics. IBM Watson is a more explicit attempt to drive cognitive 

capacity at a level above conventional automation. Online services like Twitter, Facebook, and 

Tumblr all have big data characteristics and can be seen as learning machines that develop an 

understanding of their customers through (usually ‘free’) service engagement, and then sell 

‘nudges’ to their commercial partners – advertisements, in other words, though these 

advertisements are more like highly personalised communications. 

Two books, in 2012 and 2013, were critical in the popular definition of big data, in helping both 

business and the wider world to understand its implications: Nate Silver’s The Signal and the 

Noise (Silver 2012), and Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier’s Big Data (Mayer-

Schönberger & Cukier 2013). 

Nate Silver is a poker playing economist who shot to fame in correctly predicting the results of 

the 2008 US Presidential Election in 49 states, then all 50 in 2012. His 2012 book The Signal and 
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the Noise: The Art and Science of Prediction struck a chord at a time when economics, and in 

particular behavioural economics (see (Thaler & Sunstein 2009) and (Levitt & Dubner 2005)), 

were becoming increasingly popular as the business world. The practitioners of the newly 

christened ‘Data Science’ looked to find opportunity in data, models and applications that the 

internet could present. Venture Capital funds like OnSet Ventures33 were set up explicitly to 

back companies building businesses based on ‘the data exhaust’. While predictive analytics and 

Bayesian theory has long been applied to the social sciences in academia as social scientists 

have attempted to quantify and model social phenomena, data has long been the issue; when 

large data-sets were available, access to modellable data was the issue (it was often on paper); 

and when large, modellable data-sets were available, access to computing power was the issue. 

Big Data has blown through all of that, to the point that Chris Anderson in Wired Magazine – a 

publication admittedly quite familiar with hubris – declared no less than The End of Theory 

(Anderson 2008b).  

Silver’s work is pseudo-academic, while Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier is intended more for the 

business audience. Both books were successfully designed for mass market appeal, and each 

tells a lot of stories about how big data has been applied in the real world, with some historical 

context and analysis of potential future developments. There are echoes of Roszak’s Cult of 

Information in style in both books (in particular Roszak’s story about the fictitious person 

receiving a draft call-up, based on kids fabricating identity data several years earlier in order to 

receive free ice cream (Roszak 1988, p.210)). Silver is cautious though enthusiastic; Mayer-

Schönberger & Cukier are aiming at a business audience in particular, and quite deliberate. 

Silver delves into history and philosophy to find a solid grounding for his assessment of ‘the 

science of prediction,’ and the book is stronger and more cohesive for it. Mayer-Schönberger & 

Cukier on the other hand is more pragmatic and practical, and less concerned with the why, or 

even the how (Silver’s explanation of Bayesian theory once again adds depth) more with the 

what.  In particular, Silver’s analysis of the Garry Kasparov chess match with IBM Deep Blue 

(Silver 2012, p.283ff) is useful in understanding the human context of big data and prediction 

machines (The IBM tag-line for the event was ‘how do you make a computer blink?’). Finally, 
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the notes in Silver’s book are significantly more detailed and helpful for a student of the 

domain. 

Science fiction is full of artificial intelligence, from Kubrick’s dangerous, deceptive and politically 

sensitive HAL 9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey (Kubrick 1968) to Tony Stark’s Ultron in Avengers: 

Age of Ultron (Whedon 2015) who seeks to find world peace by removing mankind from the 

world; by way of the (mostly) well-behaved Data in Star Trek: The Next Generation 

(Roddenberry 1987). Wally Pfister’s 2014 movie Transcendence (Pfister 2014) explored what 

happened after machines became more intelligent than humans, began to build their own 

machines, and manipulate the environment at a molecular level. Mostly, mankind doesn’t do all 

that well when the machines assert themselves. Asimov’s three Laws of Robotics (Asimov 

1977), and the prime directives of Robocop (Verhoeven 1987) represent attempts to codify 

some kind of morality, or set of overarching objectives, that bound the volition of the machine, 

and much of the drama centres on what happens when those limits are challenged, or 

somehow compromised.  

The gap between highly functioning, super-fast machines that can think and learn faster than 

humans – weak AI (Walmsley 2011) – and machines that can be said to have minds of their own 

– Strong AI – is usually addressed in science fiction in some mystical way, if at all. In Avengers, 

Ultron can only come into being where a spear from the Gods is touched against the device, 

almost as the finger of God touches that of Adam in Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel depiction of 

the moment of creation. ‘Data’ in Star Trek retains ‘humanity’ (as distinct from mortality) as an 

ambition, though it persistently evades him.   

Antonio Damasio is a neurologist with a focus on consciousness, which he physically defines as 

residing in the upper part of the brain stem (Damasio 2011, pt.11:39). Interestingly, he extends 

the physiological logic to animals, claiming that animals do in fact have consciousness, as they 

have this same physical structure in their brains, though less brain power, as they have a 

smaller cerebral cortex (Damasio 2011, pt.15:53).  

Cartesian dualism offers the primary philosophical framework for the problem of 

consciousness, separating the physical from the ‘spiritual’ form. Damasio’s assertion of animal 
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consciousness contradicts Descartes (hence the title of his 1994 book) though Damasio himself 

is not quite able to explain how the consciousness that resides in the upper brain stem comes 

into being, merely stating that ‘[a]t some point in evolution, an elementary consciousness 

began.’ (Damasio 1996, p.248) Just as the scientific expression of the big bang can be quite 

specific and detailed, the question of what preceded it remains unanswerable.   

Whatever about Damasio’s conscious animals, or Descartes’ mechanical animals, the question 

of whether people themselves are machines or animals provides another perspective from 

which to assess the questions of autonomy, determinism, and freedom. As Bernard Williams 

put it in the prologue to a very useful collection The Boundaries of Humanity: Humans, Animals, 

Machines (Sheehan & Sosna 1991, p.13) ‘[w]e are, straightforwardly, animals, but we are not, 

straightforwardly, machines.’ Big Data Machines view people and social groups as machines – 

meaning that people ‘like other large things, can be deterministically characterized, to some 

acceptable approximation, in terms of physics.’ (Sheehan & Sosna 1991, pp.15–16). In the 

words of Ron Day, people are documents (Day 2014).  

Chris Hables-Gray in his book Cyborg Citizen (Hables-Gray 2002) sees the ‘cyborg’ as enhanced, 

or patched humans, such as those with prostheses, pacemakers or other artificial technology 

sustaining them. He is critical of the desire of people to be ‘whole’, or even more than that, 

indicting Christopher Reeve (then substantially paralysed and campaigning for stem-cell 

research and other federal support for restorative research) for his ‘cyborgian agenda’. ‘People 

want to be “whole”, whatever that means,’ says Hables-Gray. ‘And people want to be more 

than whole, enhanced. It seems to be part of what makes us human and it seems destined to 

propel us past being human, in many different ways. If only humanity can survive long enough.’  

Hables-Gray echoes Lewis Mumford’s criticism of a kind of scientific individualism, his 

authoritarian technics which ‘makes control over physical nature, ultimately control over man 

himself, the chief purpose of existence.’ (Mumford 1964) Mumford’s ‘control over man 

himself,’ and Hables-Gray’s ‘more than whole’ both suggest a physical threshold beyond which 

lies a kind of post-humanism, a threshold that is measurable, defined. This postmodernist 

reductionism, this obsessive counting, is an extension of what Roszak called in 1986 the cult of 
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information (Roszak 1988), and is very well captured in Ron Day's Indexing it All (Day 2014). As 

Day puts it ‘documentary indexing and indexicality play a major and increasing role in 

organizing personal and social identity and value and in reorganizing social and political life.’ 

(p.ix)  

Day’s wide ranging book on documentary indexing and indexicality which we looked at in the 

Critique of Technology Section directly addresses both the issues of the android and of what he 

calls ‘social big data’. Android robotics are 

important for Day as they represent an ‘attempt 

to fulfil in practice a theory of communication 

situated within an informational mode and a 

documentary episteme and model.’ (Day 2014, 

pp.91–2) Day begins his analysis with an 

examination of the cultural psychology of the 

android, and the phenomenon of the uncanny 

valley (Figure 3: The Uncanny Valley ). This refers 

to the dip in human acceptability of machines as they approach human likeness – a point 

between where the machines are really smart but clearly not human, and when they are for all 

practical purposes indistinguishable from humans.  

Bridging the valley, Day claims, is a shift in android robotics ‘from an autonomous view of 

agency in robotics to a communicational view’ (Day 2014, p.94) – that is, a shift from 

autonomous AI to what we might call a ‘communicative AI’. Wittgenstein’s ‘form-of-life’ 

construction was referred to earlier, and in particular Winner’s invocation of the structure for 

‘technology as a form of life’ in that sense. Wittgenstein’s own concept of communication as a 

form of life might now be considered, that ‘…the speaking of language is…a form of life.’ 

(Wittgenstein 1958, sec.23 p.11e) (his emphasis). While this concept requires in the context of 

AI a fuller exploration than this current research permits, it is important to note that 

Wittgenstein’s formulation is of a form of life as an extension of the self; the communicating 

android has no self. But the suggestion that successful communication by an android, in an 

empathetic, cognitive sense, one that bridges the uncanny valley, requires that the level of 

Figure 3: The Uncanny Valley (Mori 2012) 
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cognition surpass a definable threshold. Once that communication becomes successful, then 

the challenges to identity begin. This is by no means to suggest that this threshold is one of 

being in any sense; but insofar as human beings are so defined by externalities, by what Day 

calls ‘personal judgement and critique’, by the wind and the rain on Glaucus’ stone face, the 

threshold marks a significant shift for society, and for politics. 

Before writing ‘Big Data’, Viktor Mayer-Schӧnberger wrote a less celebrated and possibly more 

important book called ‘Delete: The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age.’ (Mayer-Schönberger 

2009) The subsequent court case of a Spanish man Mario Costeja González, who successfully 

sued Google to remove links to articles about his past that were no longer relevant, enshrined a 

right to be forgotten in European law, a right that is still being interpreted and understood 

(European Commission 2014). Mayer-Schӧnberger’s work explored the consequences of 

documentation, and the challenges that our new found recall capacity presented for society: 

human beings, he argued, learn to forget. Day sees the modern representation of the self as 

‘…unified semantic forms (i.e., as documents) …contribut[ing] to the documentary codes of 

“keys” that give one access and powers to institutional and social affordances, expressions, 

relationships, rights, and possibilities for wealth and happiness.’ (Day 2014, p.127) In our post-

modern world, the hegemonic neoliberalism requires that everyone will be counted, and 

measured, and recorded, and surveilled.  

In a complex italicised phrasing at the top of page 128, Day makes the point that relationships 

that ‘take time’, such as friendship, or understanding (as distinct, one presumes, from meaning) 

are difficult for the machine to rationalise. The quantitative rendering of the qualitative, as it 

were, doesn’t work. In Henri Bergson’s Time and Free Will, he says that ‘[w]hen an illegitimate 

translation of the unextended into the extended, of quality into quantity, has introduced 

contradiction into the very heart of the question, contradiction must, of course, recur in the 

answer.’ (Bergson 2005, p.xix, Author’s Preface). Time, it seems, changes things, and the human 

being is capable of sustaining concurrent conflicting ideas, a sense of the present, a memory of 

the past, and a hope for the future all coalescing in the subject’s conception of the real.   
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The faith in, and persistence with a transcendent science (what Leon Wieseltier called ‘the high 

priests in the church of tech’ (Wieseltier 2015)) leads to Kurzweil's Singularity (Kurzweil 2001), 

and a trans-humanist or post-human future, full of wonder and genuine awe, of existential 

threats and fantastic progress. The term singularity was first used in this context by Stanislaw 

Ulam, a scientist who had participated in the Manhattan Project, in his obituary for fellow team 

member John von Neumann (Ulam 1958). In it, he referred to his conversations with von 

Neumann on the nature of their science, which both of them sensed as being of the most 

profound importance. Von Neumann was concerned that civilisation’s appreciation for their art 

might recede. In particular, Ulam referred to ‘…the ever accelerating progress of technology 

and changes in the mode of human life, which gives the appearance of approaching some 

essential singularity in the history of the race beyond which human affairs, as they are known, 

could not continue.’ Ray Kurzweil, a futurist and engineer with Google has taken up and 

developed this concept still further, in a series of books, papers and other media published at 

and through his website www.singularity.com.  

In essence, Kurzweil makes some assumptions about the pace of future development, based in 

part on Moore’s Law and other historical trends, and projects that around the year 2045 

machines will become more intelligent than people, better able to make machines than people, 

and better, in general, at manipulating the environment around them. At that point, growth in 

the technical capacity of the civilization (if it can indeed be said that the machines are not at 

that stage apart from the civilisation) will become exponential, discoveries will accelerate, and 

society will find itself in a very different world. As philosopher and legal scholar John Danaher 

has put it, the very questions that the academy asks at that point about the role of technology, 

about politics, and about philosophy, may actually have become redundant (Danaher 2015b). 

The science fiction trope of an intelligence surpassing our own is a common one, as has been 

discussed, though there are some writings attempting to map it out in a more scientific way. In 

1965, Irving Good, a mathematician and cryptologist, spoke about the need to build an ultra-

intelligent machine, one that was capable of at least partially regenerating itself at a cellular 

level (Good 1965). ‘The first ultra-intelligent machine,’ Good says, ‘is the last invention that 

man need ever make.’ Good refers to a science fiction story where a machine refuses to create 

http://www.singularity.com/
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a better machine, as to do so would be to render itself obsolete. He takes up the logic thus: 

‘This would not be an insuperable difficulty, even if machines can be egotistical, since the 

machine could gradually improve itself out of all recognition, by acquiring new equipment.’ 

(Good’s emphasis) The concept of the self – Damasio’s consciousness – is absent as it relates to 

the machine. Like the Ship of Theseus (Yanofsky 2013, p.31), rebuilt so many times over the 

years with various replacement parts that none of its original pieces remained, where is the self 

in the machine, if all of its parts have been replaced over time? Is this still really the same boat? 

What encapsulates the identity of the individual, that cannot be replaced? 

Good’s prescience is impressive, if some of his conclusions, and timing, are less accurate. 

Nevertheless he foresees the Internet of Things (‘The high degree of connectivity might be 

attained with the help of microminiature radio transmitters and receivers.’) and Big Data 

Machines (‘Such a system requires the estimation of probabilities of events that have never 

occurred….[a] form of Bayes’ theorem…’). However, after his opening gambit – ‘[t]he survival of 

man depends on the early construction of an ultra-intelligent machine’ – he neither considers 

why this is the case, nor whether it could in fact be a bad thing, save in suggesting the 

possibility that the human race might become redundant, an existential ‘side-effect’ that is 

simply left there in passing reference. Lewis Mumford’s eyes would doubtless have rolled. On 

the value of such a thing, he suggests that, if John Maynard Keynes was worth 

£100,000,000,000 to the world as had been suggested by one commentator, then this machine 

would be a megakeynes. (Good 1965)  

Nick Bostrom, the Founding Director of the Future of Humanity Institute at Oxford University, is 

more circumspect about the prospects for artificial intelligence. He was one of the signatories 

to a 2015 open letter (Bostrom et al. 2015) from the Future of Life Institute, which warned of 

the potential existential threat of artificial intelligence, and advocated greater investments in 

research. His 2014 book Superintelligence was a critical and popular success, and represents 

perhaps the most broadly influential of his many, many published works.    
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4.4 Algorithmic Regulation and Automated Law Enforcement 

The hope is that Internet technologies will allow us to rebuild the kind of 
participatory government envisioned by our nation’s founders… 

Tim O’Reilly (Lathrop & Ruma 2010) 

Technology giants have already disrupted every industry they have touched. Now 
the disrupters are turning on social democracy itself. 

Evgeny Morozov (Morozov 2015) 

The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of 
the masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate 
this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the 
true ruling power of our country. 

Edward Bernays (Bernays 2005, p.37) 

Algorithmic Regulation is a term coined by Tim O’Reilly (Goldstein & Dyson 2013, chap.22), who 

summarised it thus: ‘[i]t’s time for government to enter the age of big data. Algorithmic 

regulation is an idea whose time has come.’ 

In an earlier book (Lathrop & Ruma 2010, chap.2) O’Reilly referred to government as a 

platform, essentially the same concept as algorithmic regulation, though specifically applied to 

the State.  Anni Rowland-Campbell in a 2014 lecture (Rowland-Campbell 2014) referred to 

government as a social machine. Social machines she defined as ‘…a sociotechnical construct 

which most of us use on an everyday basis, without thinking about how it works…what it does 

is dissolve the boundaries between the human as a user and the machine as a tool.’ In the 

internet world, a platform is, in essence, a Big Data Machine. It is a set of computer applications 

and databases designed to be interfaced with programmatically – i.e. by other computer 

programs, or other platforms – using Application Program Interfaces (APIs) in order to deliver 

some kind of value to their users and customers. The platform therefore does not necessarily 

represent (primarily) a function or service that is directly consumable by an individual or 

consumer, but one that provides ‘service orchestration’ and coordination functions on the 

Internet. The primary function of a platform is business to business. For example, Google is a 

platform. Its primary function is to provide advertising services to businesses. Microsoft 
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Windows is a platform; its primary function is to enable application developers (for example 

games, productivity tools, databases) to access computer hardware through standard open 

APIs.  

Platforms can have ‘multi-sided business models’ where they potentially make money on both 

ends.  For example, Microsoft charges people for its Windows software34, either directly or 

through ‘Other Equipment Manufacturer’ (OEM) arrangements with companies like Dell, 

Lenovo and Hewlett-Packard. Google chooses to offer its services primarily for ‘free’, though 

there is a clear and relatively open value exchange where Google expects to use the personal 

data of the consumer to target advertising. Google reads your email, and based on that (and 

other data) will offer advertising ‘space’ for sale to the highest bidder.  Apple charges for its 

iconic iPhone, but the device did not become successful simply because it was well designed – 

though that has undoubtedly helped. It became successful because it was a platform, with 

hundreds of thousands of application developers building interesting things on that platform. 

Platforms can connect to one another. The Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft and Google platforms 

are all connected in one way or another to each other. They all compete with one another too, 

and are defensive in their collaboration, but specialise in distinct areas – Facebook in social 

networking, Amazon in commerce, Microsoft in operating systems and Google in search. There 

are overlaps: the Google android operating system competes with Microsoft Windows. Google 

Plus competes with Facebook. Microsoft Messenger competes with WhatsApp, a subsidiary of 

Facebook.  

When the construct is applied to government – Government as a platform – the commercial 

imperative is replaced with social and political imperatives. The functions of government are 

conceived as services or applications that are programmatically exposed to the population. 

There is a social welfare API; a healthcare API; a tax API. The benefits of citizenship are accessed 

through an application.  

As a thought experiment, let us presume that all commerce is automated and integrated, save 

for peer-to-peer barter and exchange. Legal tender is controlled by Government, and is 

exclusively electronic. In such circumstances, tax liabilities are instantly, automatically and 
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openly calculated, levied and collected. Social welfare entitlements and healthcare resource 

allocation are programmatically determined. Leaving aside for now the admittedly non-trivial 

issues of defence, justice and culture, amongst other things, these three areas alone – taxation, 

social welfare and healthcare – offer sufficient scope to consider.  

Citizen identity and data are at the heart of the government platform. As O’Reilly put it, 

‘information produced by and on behalf of citizens is the lifeblood of the economy and the 

nation; government has a responsibility to treat that information as a national asset.’ (Lathrop 

& Ruma 2010, chap.2) 

4.4.1 Perspectives on Algorithmic Regulation 

Evgeny Morozov rails against the veneration of the Internet as a saviour for everything. In a 

recent Financial Times article (Morozov 2015), he wondered whether the outsourcing of the 

welfare state to Silicon Valley was such a good thing, though sympathised with those faced with 

that decision. In particular, in healthcare, he references the recent trend towards fitness and 

health devices that encourage people, in essence, to digitise their personal medical condition 

and share it with one Big Data Machine or another. Reports of companies requiring executives 

and universities requiring students to wear such fitness monitors (Naughton 2016) are most 

likely on the fringe, but this extreme ‘datafication’ is widespread. Morozov’s book – To Save 

Everything, Click Here (Morozov 2013) – is similarly negative on the prospects, but not so much 

for philosophical as practical reasons. As he concludes in his FT piece, ‘…if Silicon Valley takes 

on the welfare state at its own game, the champions of social democracy must either disrupt 

then, or be disrupted themselves.’ In essence, Morozov is against the commercialisation of 

government as distinct from its automation; the Silicon Valley model may be OK, Silicon Valley 

itself may not be. 

Frank Pasquale’s The Black Box Society (Pasquale 2015) pays particular attention to private 

sector credit scoring and the problems that can result. Pasquale sketches the problems when 

algorithms make decisions that impact people’s lives, and the challenges of secrecy, and 

complexity in particular. John Danaher, referencing Pasquale amongst others, identifies opacity 

as the real enemy (Danaher 2015a) – what happens when the algorithms become too difficult 
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for humans to understand? It’s already the case that the number of people who can decipher 

these things is extremely small. When algorithms are built by machines, that number gets 

smaller, and the processes for decryption and disentanglement get ever more arcane. The 

extent to which High Frequency Trading – another black box problem (Lewis 2014) – was 

complicit in the 2008 crash Is not insignificant either, and High Frequency Trading related 

anomalies have caused deeply unsettling stock market suspensions or investigations in recent 

times, such as the 2010 flash crash (Anon 2010b, The Economist). In that incident, a trillion 

dollar stock market crash and an effective rebound occurred within thirty six minutes from 

2:32pm on May 6th 2010, until 3:08 on the same day.  

Luke Dormehl’s The Formula: How Algorithms Solve All Our Problems…and Create More treads 

a similar path, warning of unintended consequences (Dormehl 2014). Dormehl tells the story of 

a Massachusetts truck driver (at p.157ff) who was disqualified by machine. The state licensing 

authority had deployed technology to identify drivers who had forfeited their license due to 

various infringements, and used facial recognition to correlate the licensee database against 

the miscreant database. The algorithm made an error, and mis-identified the subject. While it 

was a simple error, it was not merely one that a human could just as easily have made: facial 

recognition and correlation was such a difficult, labour intensive task for a human, no one 

would have even tried it. 

On the one hand, therefore, there are problems of secrecy and opacity; on the other, there are 

problems (or opportunities) created by enhanced capacity. Rousseau’s social contract was a 

theoretical and philosophical exercise, a utopian construction that could not possibly have 

come into being in reality because of the impossibility of ordering such a system in some 

measurable way. Little by little, Big Data Machines make that vision less impossible; that is not 

to say however that were it to become possible, that it would be desirable, for the actual 

implementation of such a scheme may amount to a new, previously unconsidered tyranny. 

4.4.2 Privacy and Law Enforcement Automation 

Privacy as a concept of broad social concern is relatively new (Powers 2015). The right to 

privacy in law only came about in the late nineteenth century, as a mechanism to limit the 
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powers of government. Secrecy in correspondence had hitherto been considered absolute, and 

as the telegraph, the telephone and the internet facilitated digital communications 

proliferation, it became increasingly contested. The requirement to protect diplomatic and 

corporate secrecy in particular drove increasingly protective laws, rather than the personal 

right of the individual. (Powers 2015) Much of the modern debate about privacy is not whether 

individuals should have their data encrypted, but whether corporations who collect that data 

should be allowed to encrypt it for commercial purposes. ‘The law, so aggressively protective of 

secrecy in the world of commerce, is increasingly silent when it comes to the privacy of 

persons.’ (Pasquale 2015, p.3)  

There is an additional and altogether new concern in the domain of big data where information 

derived from data (and from metadata) can exceed that which is shared by the individual. A 

man may never disclose that he has a mistress, but a combination of phone records, credit card 

purchases and location details may yield a probable rendezvous. Similar patterns across 

disparate data sources may determine an unrevealed pregnancy, sexual orientation, or medical 

condition. In some circumstances, such insights may not even be known to the subject 

themselves. What is the machine to do in such circumstances?  

Researchers at IBM have attempted to define a new privacy definition for the era of big data 

and predictive modelling (Evfimievski et al. 2010).  They attempt to redefine the permissible in 

the sense that ‘…only gaining confidence in a sensitive fact is illegal, while losing confidence is 

allowed.’ The extent to which it can be determined that a fact is sensitive, is of course 

subjective. Knowing that someone is gay in San Francisco or Dublin may not be such a big deal. 

In Moscow or Riyadh, it is a significantly more consequential issue. Dan Solove’s work on 

privacy law and privacy related issues (for example (Solove 2004)) has been strong and 

consistent, if legalistic and America-centric. Julia Lane’s Privacy, Big Data and the Public Good 

(Lane et al. 2014) is an excellent collection of contributions from many of the leading scholars. 

Acquisiti’s exploration (Lane et al. 2014, p.76ff) of the economics of privacy draws together 

insights from a series of publications he has had in other areas, and investigates the value of 

trade-offs consumers make in value exchange. Paul Ohm’s recommendations (Lane et al. 2014, 

p.96ff) on principles for handling big data is once more legalistic – as much of the work in this 
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domain tends to be – but pays reasonable attention to ‘humanity’. ‘Some of the greatest 

concerns about big data build upon fears about its dehumanizing effects. We worry that big 

data techniques will replace traditional, official modes of decision making about the lives of 

individuals,’ Ohm writes (Lane et al. 2014, p.106).  

The concept of automation can be misleading. On the one hand, a bureaucracy run by human 

beings with pen and paper could easily be described as mechanistic - while this can be 

examined as a Weberian rational-legal authority (Weber 1978, p.217 ff), the machine in that 

case is usually interpreted as an impersonal bureaucracy, but nevertheless one staffed by 

persons. In our current considerations, the machine is actually that – a machine. As one 

commentator recently put it, ‘we’ve had the expression ‘I don’t make the rules’ for a long time, 

and we associate it with bureaucracy. But it used to be with that phrase that we had a feeling 

that, if the guy really wanted to, he could help us out.’ (Harney 2015) In essence, because 

people comprised the bureaucracy, there remained a human connection, a kind of equivalence, 

a point of common reference. Bureaucrats were people too, after all.  

Law Enforcement Automation means in theory that it’s harder to get a decision overturned, but 

the recreation of the relevant enforcement processes in technology has been a challenge 

(O’Connor 2014). The recent scandals in Ireland over ‘penalty points’ (Hutton 2014) highlighted 

the weaknesses in the automated system. There have been several reports of chain of evidence 

issues (McArdle & O’Connor 2014) in relation to court cases. One of the questions of this 

research is whether the automation process itself attempts to replicate human organisation 

and behaviour, rather than considering how technology could instead attempt to solve the 

problem (which could alternatively be defined as that of speeding motorists, or high accident 

rates, or poor general driver behaviour) and therefore delivers sub-optimal social outcomes.  

Because automation is often seen as a simple like-for-like replacement of machine for human, 

speed camera vans are cheaper and more efficient to operate than Gardaí with traffic cameras. 

(Rafferty 2014) The point of capture, plus the subsequent ‘standard’ paperwork, are the 

elements that are delegated to the machine. This reduces costs. It also serves as an important 

revenue source, which some researchers have argued (Tay 2010) is a leading objective35.  The 
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legal system and its attendant due process, however, have human oversight and accountability 

requirements that, unmet, may undermine the entire exercise. The penalty attached to 

contestation – increased points and fine should an offence be unsuccessfully challenged in 

court – has limited the extent to which the law is tested, but it appears that a large percentage 

of challenges are successful, for various technical and process reasons.  

‘The technology exists to ensure that all road traffic is regulated to safe speeds,’ one researcher 

writes (West 1998). That was almost twenty years ago, before autonomous vehicles were even 

contemplated. Today, forecasts on truly autonomous cars remain circumspect, but self-driving 

cars are already on the road (Edelstein 2015) with as many as ten million self-driving cars 

forecast to be on the road by 2020 (Greenough 2015). Within the autonomous or self-driving 

car environment, the capacity for monitoring and control is even higher than with 

‘conventional’ cars, even if governments today refuse to insist on mechanical or electronic 

limiters. BMW and Mercedes have a ‘gentleman’s agreement’ to limit their cars to 250kph, but 

there is no government regulation requiring that (Popa 2012).  

Derek Rafferty of the Irish Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport has published a thesis 

at the Department of Economics in Trinity College Dublin (Rafferty 2014), completing a cost-

benefit analysis of safety cameras in Ireland. As an interview subject, his findings are explored 

in depth later in the research findings section. His work has been referenced and published 

both by the Road Safety Authority and by An Garda Síochána in support of various campaigns. 

There remains however a weakness in the attachment of benefit to the introduction of traffic 

cameras, at least insofar as it relates to speed. Mr. Rafferty’s analysis assesses that there were 

on average 39 fewer fatalities at camera sites each year, once cameras were introduced. 

Adjusting for reduction in the volume of traffic, and for general trend effects (reductions in 

accidents generally, not just in camera sites) that number is reduced to 23.84. The cost-benefit 

is then calculated (in essence) as a multiplier of that number by the economic cost of a fatality.  

A criticism of this analysis that has been made, is that speed is only a causal factor in a very 

small number of road traffic accidents – according to the RSA, only 6% of 867 collisions 

analysed36 ‘cited excessive speed as the sole contributory factor’ (Farrell 2016). In addition, 
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excessive speed is not necessarily speed that is in excess of the speed limit, but merely 

excessive for the road and conditions. However, this criticism ignores the core data – that the 

presence of the cameras appears to have a calming effect on traffic. The very fact of 

surveillance may therefore cause drivers to drive with greater care generally – it is not the case, 

nor is Rafferty making the argument, that increased speed limit compliance results in better 

road safety performance.  

The assumptions Rafferty makes are significant – notably in terms of engineering and 

education, both of which he assumes to have no impact. These are admittedly difficult things to 

measure, but there have been extremely significant investments in the road infrastructure in 

Ireland in the last ten years, and RSA campaigns have been unrelenting. These assumptions 

therefore leave some questions, and a further correlation with road improvements and public 

road safety awareness levels would be instructive.  

There are other examples of behavioural and psychological methods for traffic calming. Jon 

Ronson’s work on public shaming (Ronson 2016) stumbled onto the road traffic domain in 

California’s deployment of ‘Your Speed’ signs, where traffic speed was reduced by 14% just by 

informing drivers of the speed they were doing, with visual cues to encourage the correct 

behaviour (smiley face for good speed, red face for high speed, and so on). Social psychologists 

concluded, according to Ronson, that the phenomenon of ‘feedback loops’ was likely 

responsible. In Nudge, behavioural economists noted (Thaler & Sunstein 2009) that placing 

parallel lines across a road approaching a bend that became progressively closer together had 

the effect of slowing down cars. It’s a complicated domain, but the psychological impact of the 

presence of the camera alone is as likely to have an effect on driver behaviour as any punitive 

consequence for speeding.  

Richard Tay (Tay 2010) has suggested that traffic cameras on their own are insufficient; that the 

apprehension of offenders is essential ‘to maximise the effectiveness of the speed camera 

programme.’  Alan Buckingham has criticised the UK government for elevating the problem of 

speed in the absence of sound scientific evidence, in order to generate revenue (Buckingham 

2003). In particular, he claims that ‘[t]he whole point of speed cameras is to increase the rate of 
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reduction in the number of serious and fatal accidents, but the data show the reverse.’ 

(Buckingham 2003) Hindle & Hindle in 2011 argued that traffic camera rollout in rural England 

should be stopped, and in some cases reversed. In particular, they are critical of Pilkington and 

Kinra (Pilkington & Kinra 2005) (upon whom Mr. Rafferty relied) for the ‘limited nature of the 

current evidence supporting the large-scale introduction of safety cameras.’ (Hindle & Hindle 

2011)  
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5. Methodology 

This section outlines the methodological approach taken to research the area. Combining 

primary and secondary research, techniques and practices, and experiences from other 

researchers in similar inquiries, the methodology includes a model developed specifically for 

this research that supports both a structure and an appropriate chronology of investigation. 

The method allows for the student or the reader an intellectual progression through the work 

itself. It enables the researcher who seeks to replicate the work in another jurisdiction, or 

within a similar field, to visualise and build a sequence for their work. It supports a coding 

mechanism that should allow for comparison and derivative work. It both validates and 

debunks various elements of the hypotheses and their associated assumptions. Ultimately, the 

methodology forms a basis for answering the research question, ‘why is pervasive traffic 

monitoring and automated road traffic law enforcement not deployed in Ireland?’ 
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5.1 Research Strategy 

Some research projects begin with a specific, discrete phenomenon, and attempt to understand 

it in the broader context within which it occurs. Others start with a much broader premise, and 

search for an example manifestation of the phenomenon, the study of which may illuminate 

the higher level concern. This work is of the second order.  

Research is ‘...concerned with asking and answering relevant and researchable questions.’ 

(Boeije 2009, p.1) The broad objective (as distinct from the ‘research question’) that this 

research is attempting to address is ‘how do Big Data Machines change politics?’ At the heart of 

that question is the concept of automation, the devolution of human agency and the potential 

abdication of power – of sovereignty – to the machine. Big Data Machines are of course distinct 

machines in that while they can operate independently (to a point), their arbitration and 

execution of bureaucratic decision making are based on learned human processes. So, while it 

may be true to say that (once switched on) a machine of this nature may function without 

human intervention, it is similarly true to say that it can only function based on its sensing and 

learning of human behaviour37. These concepts are of course too broad to form the core of any 

research, and so it required some thought to devise a specific question that could address the 

question. ‘The first temptation of any student is to write a thesis that is too broad,’ as Umberto 

Eco has put it. ‘Specificity is…an act of shrewdness.’ (Eco 2015, pp.9–10) 

The research question then is ‘why is pervasive traffic monitoring and automated road traffic 

law enforcement not deployed in Ireland?’ Traffic cameras are automatic; the processes behind 

many of them to judge, sanction and enforce are often automatic; and while they are only 

beginning to dip into big data and analytics (such as with variable speed limits), they are real 

and immediate and being deployed today. They have consistently strong results in changing 

people’s driving behaviour and in improving road safety. With such positive results, what are 

the barriers to extended deployment? Why don’t we deploy traffic cameras and automated 

enforcement processes everywhere? 

The best strategy for political science research is one ‘…that provides the best evidence to test 

the research hypotheses, and one that the researcher is competent to undertake.’ (Burnham et 
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al. 2008, p.40) There are two points to be made here – first, that the hypotheses should guide 

the research design; and second, that the researcher cannot be somehow divorced from an 

abstract scientific endeavour, when engaged in the social sciences. This is as much because of 

the inevitability of cognitive bias that needs in some respects to be corrected for, but also, as 

Umberto Eco succinctly put it, ‘[y]ou must write a thesis that you are able to write.’ (Eco, 

1977/2015, p.8)  

To structure the research, the secondary source material explored in the literature review is 

ordered in such a way that it narrows the focus from the abstract to the specific (see Figure 4 

below), from more amorphous concepts such as technology and identity, through political 

science and bureaucracy, into machines and automation, and ultimately into law enforcement 

automation. Road traffic law enforcement was selected as the focal point of the research, 

because while it does not generally leverage the most advanced technologies in the field today, 

it is widely accepted as a legitimate automation of applied state power.  

In conducting primary research by interview, in turn, the interviews proceeded to broaden the 

focus back out, from the specifics of traffic cameras, to the more general law enforcement 

automation, to regulation, policy making, civil society and politics itself. Questions were both 

asked of the interview subjects and drawn from the other primary source material about why 

the authorities had not gone further in the automation of road traffic law enforcement. What 

were the points of resistance in politics and society for increased automation, increased 

monitoring? Each subject and each source yielded some uniqueness, and the overlaps (the 

convergent validity – see (Beamer 2002)) were equally enlightening. 
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Figure 4: The Themes Model, driving from the abstract to the specific in secondary research, and then in the primary research 
from the specific to the abstract 

One objective of this process is that the higher order questions surrounding the nature of 

politics as machines become more powerful do not get lost in the minutiae of traffic cameras. 

When conducting research of this nature, many if not most of the interview subjects who form 

the core of the research were not overtly conscious of the extent to which their work and their 

role is contributing to the furtherance of a social or political process (see further (Beamer 

2002)). Carefully crafted research can use their experience to surface knowledge and realities 

that they may not even themselves have considered.  

There are two sets of hypotheses with which I entered the research. The first set of hypotheses 

was generated in formulating the initial plan; the second set as I completed my secondary 

research in preparation for the primary research phase. The first set of hypotheses related to 

the narrow premise, the research question in particular, about traffic cameras and the 

automation of road traffic law enforcement. They were as follows: 

1) Inefficiency in procurement, outsourcing, and investment modelling, coupled with a lack 

of technical skill limits the capacity of the force to adopt new technology. 
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2) Mass surveillance is ethically questionable, politically risky, and potentially illegal under 

data protection and other legislation, and therefore not a priority. 

3) Recent controversies over penalty points being arbitrarily quashed have diminished 

public confidence in the Gardaí in the area of Road Traffic Law, thus limiting their ability 

to broaden their scope. 

4) Chain of evidence and other prosecution issues have highlighted immaturity in the legal 

system to deal with automated law enforcement systems. 

5) The technology is unproven, or flawed. 

The second set of hypotheses were of a higher order, and concerned with the future 

applications of automation. They represent hypotheses that in themselves would require 

additional research, and a targeted research design. They are as follows: 

1) That technology is approaching a cognitive capacity that quantitatively exceeds that of 

humans, and the point at which that happens will be a genuinely transitional moment in 

the development of the species. 

2) That the representation of the human is changed by Big Data Machines, into something 

fungible, a change that undermines and devalues the marginalised in society as a cost, 

one that recognises only homo economicus. 

This second set of hypotheses was not directly testable in the primary research structure within 

a scope that would have been reasonable. Certain pointers to the likely issues that arise were 

surfaced in the research, however.  

Burnham has pointed out that ‘…the practice of research can be very different from the ideal 

model of the research process.’ (Burnham et al. 2008, p.38) Bryman refers to the ‘messiness’ of 

social research (Bryman 2012, p.15). In conducting this research, each of the hypotheses 

outlined above was to a greater or lesser degree tested, and validated or undermined by the 

results. In addition, two further hypotheses emerged from the primary research which, while 

explored in some detail, may in and of themselves warrant further research. 
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First, the study and analysis of road traffic law enforcement, and (distinctly) of its automation, 

may have something of a feminist blind spot. While there are feminist studies of technology 

(Berg & Lie 1995; Soper 1995; Grint & Woolgar 1995; Rothschild 1992), and of law enforcement 

(see for example (Coker 2001; Meier & Nicholson-Crotty 2006)), and female participation in the 

administration of justice in Ireland is relatively strong, there is at best a paucity of work on 

understanding the distinctly feminist perspective in road traffic law enforcement. There is some 

recent feminist work on surveillance (Dubrofsky & Amielle Magnet 2015) but little on road 

traffic law enforcement. There is some literature on gender and road traffic accidents. (Schmid 

Mast et al. 2008; Krahé & Fenske 2002) Some of the issues surfaced particularly in the interview 

with Ciarán Cuffe, and in the research that followed an attempt was made to explicitly draw out 

feminist issues.  

Second, road safety may not in fact be improved by reductions in speed, which could be 

achieved through automation. While there has been heavily publicised work on speed as a 

contributing factor, there is very little conclusive evidence to suggest that speed reductions 

alone will improve road safety. While this challenges the research structure in some ways – in 

that there is an assumption that increased road traffic law enforcement in relation to speed will 

improve safety and result in better social outcomes – it remains the case that investments in 

road traffic law enforcement automation are made on this basis. Therefore, the potential for 

the research to surface the higher order questions – about the broader political issues 

associated with automation – remained strong. In addition, it appears that the presence of 

traffic cameras may have a positive effect on road safety performance, separate from the issue 

of speed.  

These two derived hypotheses are explored further in the sections below. Each resulted in a 

revision of the literature review, adding appropriate sections. 

5.1.1 The Qualitative Research Approach 

Bryman (Bryman 2012, p.380) identifies three features of qualitative research. First, that the 

process is inductive, in that theory is generated from research; second that the social world is 

understood by examining the interpretation of that world by its participants; and third that it 
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assumes a constructivist ontological position, that the phenomenon being investigated is 

essentially constructed from the interactions between people rather than something separate 

from them.  

Bryman’s history of qualitative research presents the present as ‘contested’ or ‘fractured’. 

While he does not explicitly refer to it (and in truth the term only became popularised at 

around the time of the publication of Bryman’s fourth edition) Big Data techniques (applied to 

research generally, as distinct from the specific subject of this work) and the transformation of 

the qualitative into the quantitative method appear to be more readily accepted than loose, 

‘legacy’ qualitative approaches. Reductive neoliberalism has tended to move the academy 

towards positive determinism, rendering qualitative assessment too subjective, polluted by 

individual prejudice. Numbers, it seems, are more valid than opinions38. This is disputed by 

postmodernists arguing that nothing can really be known, which in truth (if there is such a 

thing!) doesn’t really advance the question. 

Burnham’s division of the political science tradition into behaviouralism, (neo-)institutionalism, 

and rational choice (Burnham et al. 2008, p.19) allies well with Bryman’s history of qualitative 

research (Bryman 2012, p.380ff). While Burnham acknowledges the criticism of rational choice 

theory as being essentially another version of behaviouralism, I believe there are two important 

factors that make the rational choice paradigm different in application. First, there is the 

emergence of behavioural economics and of economics more broadly as a science that have 

brought an extraordinary rigour to the domain. Second, not unrelated, is the emergence of big 

data techniques for understanding politics. Burnham acknowledges the influence of economics-

type thinking, that ‘individuals are utility maximizers pursuing their own personal goals.’ 

(Burnham et al. 2008, p.20)  

There is an increasing sense that quantitative and qualitative methods are substantially 

indistinguishable (Thomas 2005). ‘[T]here has often been a consensus that quantitative and 

qualitative research share a ‘unified logic of inference;’ that the differences between these 

‘traditions are only stylistic and are methodologically and substantively unimportant.’’ (Thomas 

2005, p.855) However, unstructured qualitative techniques are particularly useful for probing 
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the peripheries, understanding the possible as distinct from the physical, and how the future 

might be impacted by our approach to the present. The consideration of automation is very 

much concerned with how people deal with what is yet to come. Modelling ‘causal complexity’ 

is important in generating some useful new understanding, new knowledge. ‘Qualitatively 

oriented political scientists have turned to complex causality as more representative of the 

social world than conventional statistical inference.’ (Thomas 2005, p.861) Understanding the 

true complex reasons for why authorities don’t deploy more traffic cameras on our roads, in 

order to reduce speed and achieve higher levels of road safety, can help society to understand 

what the challenges might be to future automation of bureaucracy. 

It is important in conducting qualitative research not to be too subjective to facilitate 

replication (Bryman 2012, p.405). It is my intention and desire that the structure of my research 

could be reapplied in most other jurisdictions. While the abstraction is important for theory, 

the supporting research should be more specific (Eco 2015). There are other research projects 

which could similarly explore the abstract theory, and develop or re-shape the thesis; but this 

specific research must be discrete.  

For example, Luke Dormehl’s ‘The Formula’ (Dormehl 2014) details the case of a driver denied 

his license because an automated facial recognition system tagged him incorrectly as an 

offender. Frank Pasquale’s ‘The Black Box Society’ (Pasquale 2015) relates several incidents of 

credit scores being inaccurately assessed by machine, and citizens’ rights and resources being 

compromised as a result. While I have chosen road traffic law enforcement automation in 

Ireland, and my structure should be applicable in other jurisdictions for comparative analysis, 

an alternate structure could be devised and applied to driver licensing and regulation, or credit 

scoring, for Ireland or elsewhere. 
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Bryman identifies six steps to qualitative research, as depicted in Figure 5, below. 

 

Figure 5: Bryman's Model of Qualitative Research (Bryman 2012, p.384) 

In the case of the current research, I broadly followed this model save for one important 

difference. The process of secondary research was completed first, and the primary research 

was completed subsequently. In effect, steps 3, 4 and 5 were repeated first for secondary and 

then for primary research. The recursive nature of the process was enriching, in that for 

example a series of micro-hypotheses would be developed by researching each section, leading 

to further micro-hypotheses all within the framework of the overall research. The iterative 

nature of steps 4 and 5 allowed for layered improvement. In the primary research phase, the 

research question did not change; but the conceptual appreciation for the work certainly did.  

In addition, the research identified at least two areas of further research. As Boeije puts it, 

‘[f]ield work…requires a constant redefinition of what is problematic and needs a logic and 

process of inquiry that is flexible and open-ended.’ (Boeije 2009, p.13) To an extent, this was 

contained within the research process, but some areas – such as the feminist question, and the 

validation of the technical issue of the correlation between driver speed and road safety – 

require separate work. 
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There was a snowballing effect in the interviewing process, but within the ecosystem of road 

and law enforcement administration in Ireland, rather than within individual organisations. The 

department of transport referred me to civil society groups and to the Gardaí; the Gardaí to 

victims’ groups and legal sources. Not all references were followed up, as they represented 

areas that had already been covered, or were too far out of scope. As Beamer points out, while 

snowballing can minimise the chances of missing out on critical respondents, there is also the 

possibility of being directed towards less relevant targets (Beamer 2002). There were instances 

of both in this research; given that the ‘snowball’ was within an informal network across 

government and other agencies, some connections and introductions were stronger than 

others, and so some references worked out, while others floundered. Some respondents were 

happy to share names and suggested leads, but not always introductions.     

5.1.2 The Research Question 

Selecting road traffic law enforcement automation in Ireland was challenging for several 

reasons. First, the technology is less well developed in Ireland than it is in other countries such 

as the UK, where it is more pervasive, and the US where it is more varied. Second, traffic 

camera technology in Ireland does not generally apply Big Data techniques. Third, there are 

currently many controversies around the penalty points system and the integrity of the Garda 

Síochána in Ireland (Gleeson 2014), resulting in a defensiveness when questions are asked, 

particularly about politics (even if politics with a small ‘p’). Fourth, the primary sources were 

likely to be highly concentrated in Dublin, requiring extensive travel in order to complete 

effective research interviews. Fifth, there are few organised civil society groups opposed to the 

automation of road traffic law enforcement in Ireland.  

That said, there is a relatively clear and unaddressed inconsistency which appears to point 

towards the higher order problem. There is enormous consensus that speeding is bad and 

should be curtailed; yet there is a lethargy about the extent to which government, society and 

law enforcement is willing to act on that consensus. This is the thread that I wanted to pull at in 

the primary research, to understand why there was such reticence, to surface the rationale for 

resisting automation and new technology. 
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The broader subject – of automation – is a phenomenon which is only beginning to be explored. 

That it is fascinating to many is evidenced by the enormous popularity of related science fiction 

in movie theatres. It speaks to vast potential and human ambition, and to existential threats; it 

is about who we are, and who we might become. By its very nature therefore it is about the 

future more than it is about the present, and while cost-savings and other economic drivers 

have invariably accelerated technology adoption, it is arguably in law enforcement where the 

most visceral reaction to non-economic benefits and risks is seen. 

The research question then is ‘why don’t we deploy pervasive traffic monitoring and automate 

road traffic law enforcement in Ireland?’  

5.2 Primary Research  

There are two main groups of primary research: elite interviews, primarily with representatives 

of public groups, both State and civil society; and reports, transcripts and publications of 

various State bodies (including NGOs, Quangos and International Organisations) from the past 

ten years as automated road traffic law enforcement systems have been implemented.  

During the course of the research, there were a number of incidents, controversies and 

developments in the area of road traffic law enforcement automation that generated a degree 

of news coverage and public comment. These included a re-statement of Garda crime statistics 

in conjunction with the CSO following some issues with previous reporting (Central Statistics 

Office 2015); the launch of several hundred new locations for speed vans (Lucey 2015); the 

announcement of the first average speed cameras in Ireland in the port tunnel (O’Brien 2016a); 

and as-yet unconfirmed plans for variable speed limits (and integrated enforcement) on the 

M50 (Dillon 2016). Each of these was addressed in the media without much critical assessment 

– a fact that in itself supports the contention that automated enforcement is not seen as a bad 

or controversial thing in Ireland. 

Government transcripts of Dáil debates and committee sessions are publicly available on 

www.oireachtas.ie. Using these I was able to trace the history of how road traffic law 

enforcement automation was introduced, from the initial technology adoption, through to 

privatising parts of the process with the ‘GATSO’ vans, and later expansion of the processes. 

http://www.oireachtas.ie/
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Quango publications such as those of the RSA, TII, and the Garda Inspectorate were instructive, 

as were those of the Gardaí themselves. The publications of the World Health Organisation also 

contributed, most notably its Global Status Report on Road Safety from 2015.  Publications and 

white papers from various commercial organisations such as Insurance Companies and 

Technology Companies were also instructive.  

5.2.1 Interviews  

The bulk of the research involves elite interviews. As Leech points out, this can be a confusing 

term (Leech 2002); in this instance I refer not to the socio-economic or power position of the 

subjects, but rather to their position as authoritatively representative of a significant 

constituency in my Themes Model (Figure 4). These interviews ‘target people directly involved 

in the political process.’ (Dexter 1970; via Beamer 2002, p.87) The subjects have ‘special insight 

into the causal processes of politics, and interviewing them permits in-depth exploration of 

specific policies and political issues. The resulting information offers…more reliable and valid 

data for inferential purposes…Elite interviews are a tool to tap into political constructs that may 

otherwise be difficult to examine.’ (Beamer 2002) 

In selecting the research candidates, I attempted to identify representatives from each segment 

of the right hand triangle in the Themes Model (Figure 4). With the aim of painting a picture of 

a cross-section of the political processes, the interviewees are from the Gardaí, administrative 

Quangos including subcontractors, government departments, civil society motoring groups, civil 

society victims’ groups, and the technology industry. Most subjects are based in Ireland, though 

Mr. Dalzell from IBM is from the UK, as is speed camera campaigner Mr. Francis. While it would 

be preferable to include national political contributions, neither current nor former Ministers 

for Transport or Justice were willing to submit to interview. Mr. Cuffe’s contribution – given his 

experience in National Cabinet – is of greater significance as a result. 

Mr. David Laoide-Kemp, Transport Infrastructure Ireland; May 3rd  

Mr. Laoide-Kemp is a Senior Engineer leading Intelligent Transport Systems for Transport 

Infrastructure Ireland (TII - formerly the National Roads Authority or NRA). The TII’s mission is 

‘to deliver transport infrastructure and services, which contribute to the quality of life for the 
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people of Ireland and support the country's economic growth.’39 Intelligent Transport Systems 

is a group of technologies formerly known as telematics, and as Mr. Laoide-Kemp described it 

‘…about this idea of using technology to manage, monitor or control the road…or any 

transportation system.’ TII is in the process of planning the implementation of mandatory 

variable speed limits for traffic management on the M50, which – in order to be effective – 

need to be enforced at the point of monitoring. Therefore the automation being deployed sets 

the speed limit based on traffic conditions, and owns the process right the way through to 

judgement and the imposition of sanction on the offender.  

Mr. Barry Moore, Egis, Motorway Traffic Control Centre; May 16th  

Mr. Moore – a former member of An Garda Síochána for 24 years – is the Manager of the 

Motorway Traffic Control Centre (MTCC) in Dublin, overseeing the administration of motorway 

monitoring technology nationwide. Mr. Moore is employee of Egis, who own the contract to 

run the MTCC for TII. The MTCC deals with incidents as they occur on the Motorway network, 

including collaborating with the emergency services and the Gardaí as appropriate. They have 

ANPR systems detecting average speed across the motorway network, but resist any role in law 

enforcement. 

Mr. Derek Rafferty, Department of Transport; May 26th  

Mr. Rafferty works for the Public Transport Regulation Division in the Department of Transport, 

Tourism and Sport. In 2014, he completed a Master of Science (M.Sc.) in Economic Policy 

Studies at Trinity College entitled ‘Life Savers Not Revenue Raisers: Safety Cameras in Ireland: A 

Cost Benefit Analysis’ (Rafferty 2014) Mr. Rafferty’s work is assessed in the literature review. He 

concluded that ‘that the use of safety cameras has generated substantial net benefits to 

Ireland,’ based on an economic assessment of the value generated in both revenue generation 

and (more substantially) the offset cost of accidents in terms of healthcare, insurance, and 

other economic categories.  
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Mr. Mick Clifford, Journalist; May 26th  

Mr. Clifford is a Senior Journalist for the Irish Examiner. He has been instrumental in reporting 

on and investigating An Garda Síochána in recent controversies surrounding the penalty points 

system, whistle-blowers within the force, and related matters, as well as politics and current 

affairs in Ireland. In 2014 he won the Journalist of the Year award for his coverage of the Garda 

whistle-blowers scandal. His tracking of Ireland’s socio-political development over the recent 

past offers some insights into the broad cultural context within which change occurs, in areas 

such as trust, tolerance, and issues such as civic responsibility. 

Mr. Ciarán Cuffe, Chair Dublin County Council Transport Committee; May 26th  

Mr. Cuffe is an architect, a lecturer in Urban Planning at Dublin Institute for Technology, a 

former TD (2002-2011), a former Minister of State (2007-2011), a current member of the Green 

Party, and the Chair of Dublin County Council’s Transport Committee. Representing several 

interesting constituencies, Mr. Cuffe’s perspectives on the various aspects of law enforcement 

automation are at once political, academic and bureaucratic. His observations on the social 

factors around cars and speeding were particularly striking. ‘People want technology to offer 

more opportunities, rather than limitations.’ Mr. Cuffe said, referring not just to the cameras 

but to the cars themselves.  He continued ‘…there is this resistance to technology telling us 

what to do…there’s maybe a male pride in contradicting the technology. There is a gender issue 

here.’  

Mr. Conor Faughnan, Director of Consumer Affairs, AA Ireland; May 27th  

The Automobile Association is a motoring representing association representing the interests of 

motorists, and is also the largest insurance intermediary in Ireland. The business was recently 

acquired by Carlyle Global Financial Services Partners (subsequent to the interview with Mr. 

Faughnan). The AA, having been established in Ireland in 1910, ‘seeks to provide a voice for the 

concerns of motorists,’ Mr. Faughnan says. In considering the empowerment of intelligent 

machines, Mr. Faughnan criticised the inability of computers to ‘apply normal social 

weightings.’ Using the example of rescue services in the event of an eighty-year-old woman 

being trapped in a collapsed building, ‘…humans will risk the lives of fit young taxpayers in the 
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prime of their life…even a compassionate computer will algorithmically tell you not to do 

that…you cannot completely trust the machines.’ 

Dr. Julia Glidden, General Manager, Global Government Industry, IBM; June 2nd 2016 

Julia Glidden runs the Global Government business for IBM having recently been appointed to 

the position. Previously, Dr. Glidden advised the United Nations, the European Commission and 

governments around the world on digital strategies and technological innovation initiatives 

including evoting, smarter cities, open government and data. Her experience of dealing with 

these (primarily European) bureaucracies is that their self-preservation instincts are profound 

and that change will come hard. ‘Automation is a threat to them,’ Dr. Glidden says, ‘and the 

bureaucracy knows how to counter threats like that, with delays, and complexity.’ Dr. Glidden is 

wary of what she describes as the privacy Taliban, a kind of extremist privacy lobby ‘who refuse 

to balance the very real need for privacy protection against the deep transformational benefits 

that technology, if properly legislated, can deliver to society.’ Dr. Glidden argues that the 

imbalance of women in technology will be corrected in time, and that ‘it is ludicrous to talk 

about ‘male’ or ‘female’ fields.’   

When it comes to automation, ‘there are things,’ Dr. Glidden says, ‘that will always require 

human judgement and empathy. Do I want a human to help me register the death of a loved 

one? In addition to merely fulfilling a bureaucratic requirement, I am in pain, potentially not 

thinking clearly, and need human kindness, not automation.’  

Mr. Stephen Dalzell, Government Intelligence Solutions, IBM; June 8th 

Mr. Dalzell is the Offering Manager for Intelligence Analysis Solutions for the Government 

Sector in IBM. With military, security and policy background, Mr. Dalzell has been working in 

the field of intelligence systems for law enforcement for over two decades, including twenty-

five years in the military, and subsequently as a Principal Intelligence Analyst for Hertfordshire 

Police, one of the major police forces in the UK. Computer systems introduced by Mr. Dalzell in 

the policing role helped to reduce crime by 10%, increase detection by 13%, and save $3.5m a 

year from their detections budget. The systems he introduced are now adopted across the UK. 

As Mr. Dalzell explained, Hertfordshire was the ‘first police force in the UK to introduce ANPR’ 
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(Automatic Number Plate Recognition) technology; and ‘80% of offences committed in 

Hertfordshire are committed by people who don’t live there.’ Taken together, these facts 

suggest an openness to technology, and a real sense that police action is about protecting 

rather than prosecuting their subjects.  

Garda Derek Cloughley, Garda National Traffic Bureau; June 22nd  

Garda Cloughley is a spokesman for the Garda National Traffic Bureau. He regularly appears on 

radio on television and in the print media in order to publicise events such as the recent 

expansion of the speed van network (Murtagh 2016). As Garda Cloughley describes it, ‘the 

Garda National Traffic Bureau is the administration office in charge of the traffic units around 

the country, where policy is created, and [oversees] the six regions around the country.’ Garda 

Cloughley focuses on road safety, with a media angle. He presents the official position of An 

Garda Síochána policy.  

Mr. Idris Francis, FightBackWithFacts.com; July 7th  

Mr. Francis is a retired electronic engineer who is a campaigner against speed cameras in the 

UK, and administrator of http://www.fightbackwithfacts.com/. While clearly not directly 

concerned with the Irish jurisdiction, he was moved to critique the research of Derek Rafferty, 

on the cost-benefit of safety cameras in Ireland. In the absence of structured critique from Irish 

sources, Mr. Francis’ observations are of some utility, given the reliance in some circumstances 

of Mr. Rafferty’s research on UK sources. Mr. Francis has been a long time campaigner (Booker 

2014) against speed cameras (Anon 2007 - BBC News). ‘For many years,’ he says, ‘I was thrilled 

by technology, but now I’m increasingly appalled by it. I am very much afraid that engineers are 

doing things because they can, not because it’s necessary, and by doing so they are making 

tools and instruments for…dictators [and] authoritarian regimes.’  

Mr. David Walsh, Treasurer, PARC (Public Against Road Carnage); July 6th  

Mr. Walsh is a campaigner for road safety with PARC, and the association treasurer. Mr. Walsh 

lost his daughter Mary Enright and unborn granddaughter Mollie in a road crash in 2012. The 

association’s main aim is to ‘offer support and help to road traffic victims and to contribute to 

http://www.fightbackwithfacts.com/
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road safety by highlighting road danger and the causes of crashes.’ (www.parcroadsafety.ie). 

Mr. Walsh expressed the view that the technology itself is not a concern, but that its extension 

is moot while bureaucratic and administrative failings pervade. He pointed out that 

organisations are not talking to each other, there is limited data sharing, and most damaging of 

all, he suggested, there is a sense that the various groups including insurance companies, the 

Gardaí and the courts protect their collective interests, which does not serve the interests of 

justice.    

Mr. Ian Winning, Cork City Council; July 5th  

Mr. Winning is a Senior engineer at Cork City Council, in the Transportation Division. While Cork 

is a relatively small metropolitan area, and has limited technology deployments, it has some 

complexity in the connected Motorway network, the Jack Lynch Tunnel, and traffic light and 

other technology in the city itself. The City Council department run by Mr. Winning is primarily 

concerned with traffic lights and non-recording CCTV cameras. Mr. Winning was introduced to 

me by Mr. Laoide-Kemp. Mr. Winning’s is an administrative function, and one that struggles to 

maximise the use of technology due to a resource shortfall. ‘We need more technical grade 

folks,’ he says. After the interview, as we were about to leave Mr. Winning said ‘…all this 

becomes irrelevant anyway when we get autonomous cars.’ 

Mr. Brian Farrell, Road Safety Authority; July 8th  

Mr. Farrell is Communications Manager with the Road Safety Authority in Ireland. The mission 

of the RSA is ‘…to make roads safer for everyone. The current national Road Safety Strategy 

aims to reduce collisions, deaths and injuries by 30%.’ (www.rsa.ie) Mr. Farrell is strongly of a 

view that road traffic law enforcement for him is more about conformance with the law, and 

bringing people with them. He credits the hard-hitting ad campaigns of 1998-2007 with building 

public awareness for road safety and the dangers of speeding and other contributory factors, 

which in turn build support for greater levels of enforcement. But their campaign remains 

focused on conformance with the law: ‘The objective is to make poor road behaviour socially 

unacceptable,’ he says. 

http://www.parcroadsafety.ie/
http://www.rsa.ie/
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Mr. Cathal Ryan, Asst. Commissioner, Office of the Data Protection Commissioner; July 21st  

Mr. Ryan is a solicitor and assistant commissioner at the Office of the Irish Data Protection 

Commissioner (DPC). Tasked with implementing European regulations and directives (or 

regulatives, as he referred to the newly minted General Data Protection Regulation (European 

Union 2016), which appears to have both Regulation and Directive characteristics) on data 

protection, the commission is Ireland’s primary regulator for data protection issues. ‘But not 

privacy,’ Mr. Ryan says. Privacy is a much bigger domain, of which data protection is merely a 

part. This is nevertheless clearly a daunting task, not least for the amount of data that is being 

created in businesses and enterprises of all sorts today, but also because of the vagueness in 

the law. ‘There are a lot of ‘mays’,’ Mr. Ryan says: ‘The official may do this; or the data 

controller may do that. We have to interpret that.’ There is vagueness in other areas too, such 

as user consent. It must be ‘unambiguous consent’ he points out, but even that is unclear. The 

terms and conditions on many digital services are almost impenetrable. What is unambiguous 

to a lawyer, perhaps, may not be so clear to most people. 

Whatever about the vast amounts of data today, the near future with the Internet of Things 

and all sorts of connected devices presents even greater challenges, socially, politically and 

legally. ‘Technology should never drive values, values should drive technology,’ Mr. Ryan says.  

‘The real question that must be asked is what does society want?’ It changes too, he points out, 

referring to the recent terrorist attacks in France, ‘where one day, people are against tracking, 

then someone drives a truck into a crowd in Nice, and the next day everyone wants it.’ It’s 

important that initiatives have ‘popular trust,’ he says, echoing the words of Mr. Farrell in 

describing the success of the RSA campaigns.  

Judge Patrick Durcan, Ennis District Court, July 27th  

Judge Patrick Durcan is an outspoken critic of the traffic camera regime in Ireland. A Judge of 

the District Court, Judge Durcan believes strongly in listening to the other side fairly. He has no 

principled objection to technology, as ‘everything is OK if the citizen has fair rights to challenge’ 

the decisions that technology enables. ‘Procedures must be fair, and perceived to be fair; 

provided that there is a fair methodology, there’s no problem’ with technology. He has strong 
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concerns about the current GoSafe operations. ‘It is with great regret I have to say that the 

GoSafe regime that is there brings the system into disrepute,’ Judge Durcan told me. He has 

concerns about the ownership of the GoSafe consortium being opaque; its registration in the 

Isle of Man is irregular.  

Judge Durcan is not unreasonable in terms of technical discovery, agreeing with the decision in 

the DPP vs Judge Brown that there was no obligation on the court to order a forensic 

examination of technical systems, but he insists that there should be a basic openness. Judge 

Durcan is wary about the collection of data being used for the wrong reasons, that this is clearly 

something that must be protected against.  

‘Technology is very useful,’ Judge Durcan said. ‘But it must always be an aid to human 

investigative detection and determination. It must not make uneven the playing field for the 

road user.’  

Dr. Karlin Lillington, Technology Journalist, The Irish Times; September 11th 

Karlin Lillington has been a technology journalist at the Irish Times for almost twenty years, and 

is a privacy campaigner. She grew up in Palo Alto California in the 1960s, and experienced much 

of the initial enthusiasm of the computer boom in her early years. While having completed a 

doctorate in Anglo Irish Literature, her attachment to technology and technology issues has 

been persistent. ‘Technology permeates everything, it influences decisions in ways that people 

just do not see,’ she says. ‘The whole issue of privacy is a really good example of that. People 

still think of privacy in an analogue way, and things that they would be outraged by in an 

analogue world they don’t even notice in a digital world.’  

In Dr. Lillington’s view, our relationship with technology is quite fundamental, and she bristles 

at the suggestion that machines can replace humans entirely, or even at the thought of 

excessive encroachment on our lives. ‘There’s more flexibility and more sloppiness and more 

uncertainty in humans that we’re comfortable with. If things become so regimented that every 

minor infraction becomes punishable then it really changes the nature of what it is to be 

human, what it is to live a life.’  
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A technology journalist with the newspaper of record, Dr. Lillington had been on vacation in a 

remote part of rural England at the time we spoke. While warm, engaging and enthusiastic in 

her support for my research, it was difficult to contact her: emails were sporadic, and even the 

cellular reception was poor when we did connect. This is not, of course, intended as an 

admonition of any kind; her evident detachment, in a world that she documents, where 

connectivity is ubiquitous, was telling. Consciously, deliberately, Dr. Lillington chooses to limit 

her time online, where many in similar roles would see persistent connectivity as a pre-

requisite. 

On the question of feminist perspectives, Dr. Lillington sees a greater need for stronger 

acknowledgement of the role of women in society as government systems automate. ‘In an 

automated governmental system, women come into that interface in quite a different way 

from men quite often, because they’re the ones interacting with the government on behalf of 

their children, far more than their fathers,’ she says. Issues such as how information is stored 

and accessed and shared need to be addressed. Information about women can often be 

particularly sensitive in different societies, especially when it relates to culturally important 

personal histories like pregnancies; the recent reckless decision by WikiLeaks to release 

thousands of un-redacted records about women in Turkey was an example. (see further Singal 

2016) 

Sergeant A, Traffic Corps Sergeant, An Garda Síochána; April 27th  

Sergeant A has been in the force for twenty years, and spent a considerable amount of that 

time in the Traffic Corps. While not an ‘elite’ subject, Sergeant A offers a unique operational 

perspective, and served to offer significant detail of how the automation regime operated, and 

validating the ‘reality on the ground’ of road traffic enforcement operations. As he introduced 

himself, he said ‘I am very happy to take part in this because I have a lot to say, and my 

opinions to me are important and it’s good for me to be able to air it.’ Sergeant A echoed much 

of the disaffection of Mr. Walsh for the failures in the system, that while Gardaí and technology 

might do a good job, their effect was nullified by systemic weaknesses. ‘You get law, you don’t 

get justice,’ he said. Sergeant A has in my view a very strong sense of justice and fairness.  
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5.2.2 Interview Structure, Logistics and Limitations 

Each interview subject was offered anonymity (only Sergeant A requested it). All interviews 

were recorded save for that of Judge Durcan, who preferred not to have the interview 

recorded, and Dr. Glidden where a technical issue meant that the recording was lost. The 

recordings were conducted on an Android mobile phone, Sony Xperia Z5, which was very high 

quality. In the case of Mr. Dalzell, Mr. Francis and Dr. Lillington, the interviews were conducted 

over the phone, and recorded using conference call recording facilities; all others were face to 

face. None of the candidates was visibly put off by the recording. Mr. Francis also supplied two 

detailed email contributions, plus his analysis of Mr. Rafferty’s assessment on the cost-benefit 

of safety cameras. The interviews were conducted from March to September 2016. All 

recordings have been stored on a personal hard drive, and will be deleted upon the completion 

of this project.  

Each interview subject was also provided in advance with a ‘project brief’ (see appendix) 

outlining the nature of the research, the course details, and the questions that I wished to 

pursue. All candidates received exactly the same brief. Each conversation was a semi-structured 

interview (Bryman 2012, p.471), generally beginning with a long introduction from the subject, 

describing roles and responsibilities of both the subject and their organisation, and then taking 

the form of an open conversation, followed by a return to the eight key questions to make sure 

all had been covered appropriately. The questions themselves defined ‘the concepts one needs 

to measure to answer the research question.’ (Beamer 2002) Those questions were: 

• What is the current state of automation in Irish road traffic law enforcement? What is 

the roadmap for extension?  

• What are the technical and technological challenges to automation? 

• What have been the legal challenges to automation? 

• What have been the human rights challenges to automation? 

• What have been the social challenges to automation?  

• What have been the political challenges to automation? 
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• What are the ethical challenges to automation? 

• Open Question: are machines better than humans at monitoring and enforcing road 

traffic law? 

Each interview subject was secured through a process of cold calling and emails, with the 

exception of Sergeant A who was known to me. Mr. Moore was introduced to me by Mr. 

Laoide-Kemp. Mr. Rafferty provided me with the contact details of Mr. Francis and Garda 

Cloughley. I gained access to Mr. Dalzell and Dr. Glidden through IBM channels. 

One of the challenges in this research is that ‘…concepts such as distributive justice and 

philosophies of representation can be confusing and alien to a respondent.’ (Reeher, 1996; 

Jewell, 1982; both via (Beamer 2002)) Therefore couching the interview in familiar terms – 

beginning the role of the interviewee within the domain (name, role, organisation) – offered a 

comfortable starting point. An open and stated acceptance that not all questions would be 

answerable by every candidate was also reassuring – some candidates would have been (and 

were) stumped by questions around ethics and human rights, for example. As Beamer suggests, 

‘[r]ather than explaining such constructs to respondents overtly, a better strategy is to develop 

an instrument that poses questions that can bring these underlying dimensions into relief.’ 

(Beamer 2002) Therefore while the explicit questions were asked in order to retain structure, 

the answers were often secured in the more open sections of the interviews.  

All but one of the subjects were entirely unknown to me before the process, and all but one 

were non-academic in their roles. In order to make them at ease, meeting them face to face 

was important; careful use of language (colloquial, non-academic; ‘talk’ not ‘interview’ (Leech 

2002)) also helped the setting. It is important to be open and understanding to the point of 

view of the respondent, though not overtly empathetic with their position. In dealing with 

victim’s groups, their representatives have their own personal stories to tell, which informs 

their position. It is important to listen respectfully to their stories, even if the details are not 

directly related to the research. Some respondents may have political positions with which you 

disagree. As Laura Woliver put it in her piece on Ethical Dilemmas in Personal Interviewing, 
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‘[y]ou have to hedge sometimes in order to get an interview. However, you cannot mislead 

people.’ (Woliver 2002) 

In addition, techniques of convergent and discriminant validity (Beamer 2002) were deployed 

respectively to cross-validate certain points (such as the importance of Garda discretion), and 

isolate potentially non-contributory factors. In particular, testing the cost excuse for not 

extending automation was important, in particular with Mr. Rafferty, who had conducted a 

cost-benefit analysis on safety cameras; and with Mr. Moore who was in the process of 

requesting increased investment in motorway monitoring. As shall be explored in the section 

on findings, this latter issue was not all that successful – while the cost-benefit argument is 

strong, there remain budget, or budget process issues (if not value or return on investment 

issues) impeding investments in technology. The consistency of the interview format – even if 

the discussions were relatively unstructured – lent itself to convergent validation across the key 

themes such as technology, legal and political challenges to automation.  

While Mr. Rafferty was somewhat dismissive of Mr. Francis’ arguments against the efficacy of 

speed cameras (though he did accept the validity of some points), I felt it was important to 

include them, not least because of the absence of any structured opposition in Ireland. Inquiries 

to http://www.irishspeedtraps.com/ and http://gombeennation.blogspot.ie/, two groups (the 

second appears to be an individual) who have written extensively on the failings of the system, 

failed to elicit a response. Initial reactions did see some concerns expressed (Gombeen Nation 

2010) when speed vans were introduced in 2010, but there were no sustained objections. In 

addition, while elite interviews surface official positions, in that all subjects reflect the position 

of their institution, sometimes those official positions can be ‘dressed up’. Interviewing 

Sergeant A in particular helped to validate some of the challenges that the implementation of 

various law enforcement strategies has faced.  Mr. Walsh also illustrated some of the systemic 

challenges. Dr. Lillington’s position on privacy in particular was helpful, and she did make the 

point that putting traffic cameras everywhere ‘would be a precedent for broader surveillance.’ 

‘Trustworthiness’ of respondents, highlighted by Guba and Lincoln in the 1980s (Morse et al. 

2002) was not an issue (insofar as it remained defined as ‘credibility, transferability, 

http://www.irishspeedtraps.com/
http://gombeennation.blogspot.ie/
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dependability and confirmability’ (Morse et al. 2002)) as in all institutional circumstances these 

elites were sanctioned to speak on behalf of their organisations (specifically the Gardaí, TII, 

RSA, AA, PARC, Cork City Council, Dublin City Council, and EGIS). Therefore, they spoke for the 

organisations they represented, insofar as their organisations had a coherent voice. They could 

be trusted, therefore, to relay their organisations’ truth. Validity, however, is something else 

entirely, and at least in the context of this research, I felt it was insufficient to rely on 

‘trustworthiness’ as a standard for verification. Third party criticism – from lobby groups, 

journalists, or grass roots operatives – can therefore help in the verification process.  

Coding is the categorization of unstructured material, such that it can be analysed and 

structured into conclusions. It is particularly important when ‘…one employs open-ended 

interviewing techniques to elicit subtle and rich responses and then uses this information in 

qualitative analysis.’ (Aberbach & Rockman 2002) In the interview structure deployed for this 

research, there are six major categories of response: technology, legal, human rights, social, 

political, and ethical. Therefore, there is an element of pre-coding. There are other questions 

(what is the current state? and are machines better than humans?) that are much more open. 

Some of the categories some of the respondents chose to avoid or ignore, or simply passed on 

them. In addition, while there is no explicit cost category, it comes up in some way in every 

interview. Finally, notes were taken in each interview against each of the hypotheses. On each 

hypothesis, and on each of the questions, subjects were scored on a simple yes / no / neutral 

basis; while the questions were framed as ‘What are the ---- barriers to automation?’, which 

allowed scope for the respondent to list examples from their work, or issues that they had run 

into, the process listened for an answer to the question ‘Do you think that ---- issues are 

impeding automation?’ 

According to Moravcsik, ‘[a]ll scholars should embrace the obligation research transparency 

creates to share with their colleagues critical evidence, interpretive judgements and procedural 

decisions.’ (Moravcsik 2014) In detailing the methodology, I hope that I have achieved that. The 

collected evidence – in particular the recordings of the interviews and the associated notes – 

will be maintained by me, though the recordings themselves will be destroyed upon completion 

of the work.  
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All interview subjects were assured that they would be briefed on the extent to which their 

contributions were to be used, such that they could confirm their intent and statements were 

accurately reflected. All correspondence was via email, with phone calls used to confirm 

meetings and locations, save in the cases of Stephen Dalzell and Idris Francis where the 

interview was conducted over the phone. Those emails have also been retained. Bryman 

(Bryman 2012, p.146) references the Research Ethics Framework (REF) of the Economic and 

Social Research Council (ESRC) as a useful guide for ethical research. There are six main points: 

1) The research should be high quality: working under the supervision of Dr. Davis and the 

University infrastructure, there are processes to ensure both propriety and quality. 

2) ‘Research staff and subjects must be informed fully about the purpose, methods and 

intended possible uses of the research, what their participation entails and what risks, if 

any, are involved.’ (quoting the REF directly):  The project brief document which was 

circulated to all participants in advance, with this detail.  

3) Confidentiality and anonymity: as mentioned above, all participants were offered 

anonymity, and that will be respected of those who so requested. 

4) Participation must be voluntary: no compensation was paid, no inducements were 

offered, and no compulsion was placed upon any of the participants. 

5) ‘Harm to participants must be avoided in all instances.’: The process of having the 

participants approve their applied contributions offers them the opportunity to scan for 

any potential issues. 

6) ‘The independence of research must be made clear, and any conflicts of interest or 

partiality must be explicit.’: In all circumstances I made each interview subject aware of 

my full-time employment with IBM.  

There are some challenges to the research which I have outlined above. The immaturity of the 

application of full automation, and particularly big data techniques, limits the public and official 

awareness of the potential implications of big data machines. There remains a sense – as 

emerges from the primary data – that humans remain in the loop; that humans design and 
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operate the machines; and that machines remain no more than a tool in the context of a 

human centric process. For now, that is entirely true. There are jurisdictions where data is 

playing a greater role in law enforcement, such as in predictive policing programmes (some of 

which Mr. Dalzell referred to), and an academic analysis of those systems may yield greater 

insights. There also remain challenges to fundamental models of authority and policing integrity 

in Ireland that are overtly political and bureaucratic. Many of the respondents had trouble 

separating the challenges in the execution of power with the automation of that function. A 

number of respondents had variations on the theme of enforcement is fine; it’s the speed limit 

that is wrong. Therefore, the integrity of the system is questioned, not its form. 

This research can be repeated in other jurisdictions with greater or lesser degrees of 

automation. It can be repeated in other bureaucratic domains, such as tax collection or social 

welfare administration. It can also be repeated over time; attitudes will change as technology 

advances, becomes cheaper, and more pervasive. In addition, while the focus of technology in 

road traffic law enforcement automation has in this study been primarily that of technology 

owned or controlled by the State, it has been highlighted by several respondents that 

technology owned or controlled by private citizens or corporations is increasingly being used in 

law enforcement, such as mobile phone tracking, security cameras and ANPR systems. 

Autonomous vehicles are only beginning to be understood; they will revolutionise the 

administration of road traffic generally, and of law enforcement automation in that domain 

more specifically. 

There is a tendency with all respondents to remain within their 

sphere of competency, and it is the job of the researcher to get 

past this reductionism. Similarly, there are immediate blinding 

problems that are procedural, operational, or institutional that 

inhibit technology adoption and enhanced automation. These are 

not just limited to budget, but include poor execution, poor 

awareness of technological capability, and civil service 

bureaucracy. These are of course genuine answers to the research 

question of why we don’t extend road traffic monitoring, and they 

Figure 6: Each layer needs to be 
penetrated in order to understand 

the core subject 
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represent genuine inhibitors to technology adoption generally. There are also layer issues (see 

Figure 6): bureaucracy itself is often mechanical, a machine; technology has many forms, and 

issues with new technology are not necessarily new forms of automation; and even automation 

itself is not necessarily driven by big data techniques. These layer issues prevent the researcher 

from getting to core truths about the human relationship with big data machines; perhaps 

these impediments mean that people simply don’t have to confront those truths. Whatever the 

case, the experience highlights the challenges in surfacing political-philosophical straws in the 

wind; in this research, the challenges with big data machines were significantly shielded by 

issues in technology and automation. 

5.3 Methodology Summary 

In researching the influence of Big Data Machines on politics, and how the automation of state 

bureaucracy changes the nature of the state, I chose to ask the question about the barriers to 

extended automation in road traffic law enforcement. In a nutshell, why don’t we have more 

traffic cameras? Leveraging secondary resources to contextualise the primary research, I moved 

from abstract concepts of technology and identity, through more specific challenges of politics 

and bureaucracy, to the challenge of law enforcement and its use of technology. Moving then 

into the primary research phase, I began with Gardaí and the operations and technology of 

traffic cameras, moving into regulatory, policy, civil society and political spheres, soliciting 

appropriate commentators from each group to illuminate the perspective. Combined with 

transcripts and reports from the institutions involved in the area, I have been able to represent 

a picture of where the barriers lie to enhanced automation of road traffic law enforcement in 

Ireland. That has in turn enabled me to draw some conclusions about the automation of state 

bureaucracy, the legitimacy of its automation, and the socio-political barriers to the automation 

of that bureaucracy. 
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6. Research Findings 

This section summarises the outcomes of the primary research, including both interviews and a 

review of primary source documents. Concurrent news articles are referred to as supporting or 

developing points made by interview subjects, particularly on matters of fact. References with 

surnames only in this section refer directly to interviews. It is organized into four sections: first, 

the current state of technology adoption and automation of the Irish road traffic law 

enforcement régime. Second, an outline of things that could be done, but have not been done, 

in order to extend the capability. Third, an explicit review of the hypotheses, and how the 

research has supported, invalidated or changed them. Fourth, a review of the derived 

hypotheses, on feminism and gender issues, and on the efficacy of traffic cameras in particular 

in the improvement of road safety. 

6.1 The Current Traffic Law Enforcement Regime 

According to Garda Cloughley, the Gardaí operate static checkpoint laser guns (hand-held speed 

detection cameras); eight ROBOT vans – speed vans operated by Garda personnel; fifty private 

contracted speed vans (the contract was recently re-awarded to the GoSafe consortium – 

(O’Brien 2016b)); on-board ANPR cameras which capture license plates, determine speed in-

flight (i.e. of the car in front), and return tax-compliance status. There are 2,690 cars in the 

Garda fleet (October 2015 – (Lally 2015b)), of which just over 100 (Garda Cloughley) are 

equipped with ANPR technology. Some ANPR units have video recording technologies; 

historically they were used to check insurance status, but that was suspended due to technical 

integration issues in 2015 (Lally 2015a). A register of lapsed NCT certifications has been made 

available by the RSA since October 2015, and can be checked by the ANPR systems (Mr. Farrell). 

Finally, fixed wet-film cameras are no longer used by the Gardaí. No fixed cameras are currently 

used, (Garda Cloughley) though Ireland has the second highest number of safety cameras in 

Europe ((Adminaite et al. 2016, p.15))40. 
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Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) operate a number of monitoring technologies to manage 

the Motorway network, including throughput monitoring, variable message signs, and CCTV 

(Mr. Laoide-Kemp). These technologies are operated on their behalf and under contract by Egis, 

in their Motorway Traffic Control Centre (MTCC) managed by Mr. Moore. Neither TII nor Egis 

seeks to involve themselves in law enforcement. For the TII (which merged the National Roads 

Authority with the Rail Procurement Agency in 2015), one example is the central monitoring 

function for the rail network, as described by Mr. Laoide-Kemp. Level crossings are part-

manually controlled; when a train is approaching a junction, the operator in the rail control 

centre presses a button at the appropriate time to lower the junction gates. On the screen, the 

junction gates begin to close, and then the screen goes blank until the train has passed through, 

and the gates begin to rise again. This is in order that – should there be an incident while the 

train is passing through – the operator will not be required to testify in court. The computer 

monitoring system continues to record, but the operator is not a witness.  

Similarly, Mr. Moore describes the process for supporting Garda investigations into incidents on 

the Motorway network. Having introduced cameras with a recording function late last year, 

after three months of operation Mr. Moore introduced a process for Garda access, whereby if 

the Gardaí needed access to footage, they could enter the building and physically access and 

download whatever footage they required. Mr. Moore’s staff are therefore not involved in the 

Garda investigation process. Mr. Winning in Cork indicated that this was one of the reasons that 

his cameras do not record anything, and are purely used for live traffic and intersection 

monitoring. 

A new development in the TII is the introduction of Mandatory Variable Speed Zones (MVSZ), 

the details for which are currently being negotiated. As Mr. Laoide-Kemp explained, when there 

is an incident on the motorway, traffic backs up, and creates pressures and delays in other parts 

of the network. In order to maximize throughput on the network, transportation theory has 

shown that it is beneficial to slow traffic down before reaching the area. Therefore, for 

example, if there is an incident in a 100kph zone, traffic 1km behind the incident could be 

reduced in speed to a maximum of 60kph, and traffic 2km behind the incident could be reduced 

to 80kph. In order to achieve this, the network needs to be instrumented to be aware of the 
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backup and speeds of traffic, and to perform a calculation to optimize traffic flow. It will then 

publish the new speed limits onto VMS (variable message signs). However, in order to be 

effective, they need to also execute the enforcement. This means that they will be introducing 

speed detection, and processes to report breaches of the variable speed limits to the Gardaí.  

Within urban areas there are some other technologies deployed. Traffic lights are generally 

based on sensor deployments integrated into what Mr. Winning called the Urban Traffic 

Control System.  These sensors generally do not persist the data (i.e. it is not stored for any 

appreciable amount of time), and exclusively serve the interests of traffic flow optimization. 

Mr.Cuffe referenced trials of stop light cameras – recording cars that break stop signs at Luas 

(Dublin light rail) intersections – but as these remain trials, the processes for their ingestion into 

the formal law enforcement system are incomplete. 

6.2 The Limits of Current Systems 

ANPR for speed detection (also referred to as average speed cameras) has just been introduced 

into Ireland for the first time in the port tunnel (O’Regan 2014; O’Brien 2016a). There is no 

systemic correlation with on-board vehicle tracking systems (Garda Cloughley) such as ‘trip 

computers’ for crime detection or investigation purposes. As Mr. Faughnan, Mr. Winning and 

Mr. Farrell pointed out, much of the current technology infrastructure is potentially made 

redundant by on-board technology in connected cars, as distinct from road-side technology, 

but those systems remain both underdeveloped, and in the hands of private car manufacturers. 

Bus lane cameras and tyre cameras (measuring tread-depth) are available in other countries, 

but not yet deployed here in Ireland, according to Mr. Rafferty at the Department of Transport. 

Sergeant A outlined in some detail some of the challenges with the current processes. While 

the technology was extremely effective, and the penalty points system in itself had in his view 

improved driving, the legal system was too flawed. On more than one occasion he reiterated 

that in court ‘you get law, you don’t get justice.’ Mr. Walsh too was of a view that the system 

was ‘rotten’. Judges continuing to use the poor box instead of issuing penalty points was proof 

of this, despite the Road Traffic Act 2010 explicitly prohibiting the practice (see further 

(Gartland 2016)).  Mr. Farrell acknowledged that the continued use of the poor box in such 
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cases was lamentable, but seemed resigned. ‘What can you do?’ he asked, pointing out that the 

Chief Executive Officer of the RSA Moyagh Murdock has on numerous occasions spoken out 

against the practice (see further (Labanyi 2015)).  

A further frustration expressed by several subjects including Garda Cloughley, Sergeant A, Mr. 

Faughnan, Mr. Walsh, and Mr. Farrell was that in order to avoid penalty points in court for a 

speeding offence, all that was necessary was to swear under oath that you had never received 

the notice. In the absence of defensible proof that the notice had indeed been served 

(according to Sergeant A, even if it was delivered by registered post, you could refuse to accept 

it) the case could be thrown out. As Mr. Walsh put it, ‘the solicitors know, the judges know, 

they all know,’ and from the research I have conducted the practice seems widespread and well 

understood (see further (Phelan 2015)).  In one reported case even a postman did not, 

apparently, get the notice in the post, whereupon the judge asked if he could help illuminate 

the problem.  ‘‘I don’t know, to be honest,’ the postman said. ‘If it was registered post you 

would have a receipt with their signature but it would cost a fortune. We wouldn’t have the 

resources.’’ (O’Regan 2016). Both Sergeant A and Mr. Walsh in particular were strongly of a 

view that loopholes in the law, and weaknesses in the process needed to be addressed before 

technology and further automation should be considered.  

One of the challenges to technology adoption, and particular the adoption of automation, is 

that initial implementations tend to reflect the old processes, except that technologies slot in 

where humans once stood. An opportunity for enhancement that can be missed is to redesign 

processes according to desired outcomes, unhindered by the accommodations for human 

workers. Mr. Clifford identified this behaviour in the motorway building program across the 

State in recent decades, where small rises were built onto the sides of the roads in order to 

enable the Gardaí to check speeding from cars parked off the road. ‘We built these motorways 

in the last ten years and yet you still have those points along the motorways, along the way, 

specifically designed for manual speed cameras.’  
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6.3 Testing the Hypotheses 

The first hypothesis was that inefficiency in procurement, outsourcing, and investment 

modelling, coupled with a lack of technical skill limits the capacity to adopt new technology. 

This does not appear to be the case. Ireland has a reasonably strong coverage of technologies 

for road traffic law enforcement, and continues to invest in technologies. The Garda Traffic 

Bureau is always looking at new technologies, and will proactively bring cases to the attention 

of Senior Officers and the department when appropriate (Garda Cloughley).  Garda Cloughley 

said that the Gardaí are always looking for new technologies and new ways to make their jobs 

easier. Sergeant A tended to agree. Local authorities struggle – at least in the case of Cork – 

with poor resourcing at technical grades in particular, a weakness emphasized by Mr. Winning. 

In some areas they don’t have enough staff to cover holiday time, and that is clearly a concern. 

Mr. Moore was in the process of bringing an investment case to extend monitoring across more 

of the motorway network. While money, time and resourcing are issues for the authorities in 

the administration of traffic management and law enforcement in Ireland, cases for investment 

are constantly being heard, and investments are being made.   

 

Figure 7: Martyn Turner Cartoon from The Irish Times, May 28th 2016 
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Having said that, there is a significant backlog of Garda operational reform that remains to be 

addressed. Inefficiencies in core operations delay the introduction of new procedures, and as a 

result, while there are often references made to advancing the technology of the force41, they 

tend not to be highly prioritized.  

Many of the respondents made a reference at some point or other to ‘Big Brother’ or human 

rights issues. However, none saw it as a serious issue in Ireland. Mr. Moore was precise and 

direct in terms of his organisation’s obligations under data protection rules, but similarly saw it 

as a generally valid principle that emergency services should have access to the data that they 

need in order to do their jobs. Mr. Francis position was different. Coming as he does from a 

position that safety cameras do not improve road safety – and in some circumstances may even 

undermine it – the concern was that, while initially well intended, the systems have now 

developed in ways that could well contribute to a wider objective of State surveillance. As a 

self-described privacy campaigner, Dr. Lillington was similarly concerned. ‘You have a basic right 

to privacy,’ Dr. Lillington said, ‘and to have personal spaces, and to be able to conduct your life 

in quietly personal ways that aren’t being tracked and surveilled even for the most benign 

reasons.’ 

Resistance to safety cameras in the UK has been much stronger in the UK than in Ireland, 

evidence Mr. Farrell suggests that Ireland has done it the correct way. ‘We’re not interested in 

catching people,’ he says. ‘We’re interested in getting people to conform to the law.’ This is 

why the locations of the cameras are published. This is also why it was so important, Mr. Farrell 

says, that the hard hitting TV ads from 1998 to 2007 made the public very aware of the dangers 

of speeding on the roads. Mr. Farrell’s view was that road safety was about bringing the 

population with them, and not imposing law on the population. He mentioned the case of 

Hungary, who had gone straight for a zero tolerance approach and full-on enforcement in the 

face of sky-rocketing road casualties. The results were extremely poor, and Hungary had to re-

set their strategy, according to Mr. Farrell. 

Sergeant A, Mr. Faughnan and Dr. Lillington each made reference to inappropriate speed limits, 

indicating that it was important to make people understand why a particular speed limit was 
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set. The Automobile Association, Mr. Faughnan said, took some credit for the representations 

made by the AA for having 80kph signs removed from country roads where clearly such speeds 

were too fast, and for having certain road sections removed from the register for enforcement 

by mobile cameras. For example, Mr. Faughnan explained how one section of road in Stillorgan 

in Dublin had been designated dangerous because of three recent fatalities, but two of those 

had been Gardaí killed in pursuit of criminals, and the other was an apparent suicide. Therefore, 

while technically the road achieved the threshold for being signalled as high risk, the underlying 

information betrayed what drivers intuitively knew – that the treatment of the road was 

inappropriate. Correcting these bureaucratic failings is important to preserve the legitimacy or 

authority of the system. 

An interesting observation from Mr. Cuffe, Mr. Clifford, Mr. Winning and Dr. Lillington was that 

there remained a post-colonial cultural resistance to authority in general, and that that 

resistance was inherited both by the road traffic enforcement authorities, and any machines 

that implemented its powers. This has clear implications for wider adoption of bureaucratic 

automation. Edelman, a PR firm, runs a Global Trust Barometer survey each year. For 2016, the 

firm found that only 32% of Irish people had trust in government, though that had risen from 

22% the previous year (Carmody 2016). In order for the automation of bureaucracy to be 

accepted, the bureaucracy itself may need to increase its acceptability. 

A 2014 Norwegian Study on Intelligent Speed Adaptation (ISA), a technology on board the 

vehicle compelling the driver to drive safely, suggested that while effective, it may not be 

desirable by motorists. The report said ‘…it must be regarded as unlikely that ISA will be widely 

demanded as add-on equipment on cars…In principle, one may also stimulate the demand for 

ISA by a massive deployment of speed cameras. More drivers will then appreciate the benefits 

of ISA as a help to avoid tickets for speeding.’ (Vaa et al. 2014) There is perhaps some 

questionable logic in a ‘lesser of two evils’ motivation; but the suggestion by the Institute of 

Transport Economics (quoted and endorsed by the European Transport Safety Council (ETSC - 

(European Transport Safety Council 2016)) does betray a truth in the appreciation (or lack 

thereof) for speed cameras, in Norway at least. 
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As mentioned in the earlier section on bureaucracy and legal process, the ineffectiveness of the 

courts system and legal processes to successfully prosecute offenders in road traffic law 

represents a significant threat to the success of the entire system, irrespective of whether or 

not it is automated. In addition, Sergeant A raised specific due process issues that arise from 

the delegation of authority, in particular in relation to the operation of the sub-contracted 

speed vans. Judge Durcan, in a recent District Court test case that will now make its way to the 

High Court, maintained that GoSafe operators simply did not have the authority to enforce the 

law. He reportedly told the court ‘It seems to me that they have to have specific powers, 

pursuant to a specific statutory provision to do a specific thing - and that is not there.’ (Deegan 

2016) 

The solicitor taking the case – Daragh Hassett – told a reporter after the case ‘I’m not at all 

surprised at the ruling and very much welcome Judge Durcan’s thorough analysis of the point I 

raised, namely the very obvious lack of authority of the witness from Go Safe to give evidence 

in what is a criminal prosecution. The argument I have made here is whilst the Minister may 

validly outsource the pursuit of criminal prosecutions in the road traffic sphere - for the first 

time in the State’s history to my knowledge – her office and its client who is ‘Go Safe’ cannot 

avoid following the evidential procedures which are properly enshrined in our courts. It has 

universal application in various other criminal prosecutions. Why should ‘Go Safe’ be allowed to 

circumvent the law applied to others? In a previous case I had been granted court discovery of 

the Go Safe contract in place against robust protest. When it came down to it the State 

withdrew the speeding case rather than have it given to me.’ (Deegan 2016) Meeting with Mr. 

Hassett in Ennis before my interview with Judge Durcan, he advised that the case is due before 

the High Court in November 2016.  

It has to be said Mr. Hassett was pushing an open door; Judge Durcan has been vocal on this 

issue for a long time now (Deegan 2014; Deegan 2015) and his convictions were undiminished 

during the interview. Nevertheless, the legal challenge is of some substance in understanding 

the delegate of legal authority to an external third party, external even to the jurisdiction: The 

GoSafe consortium is domiciled in the Isle of Man. Similar issues of authority and legitimacy 

would appear to be relevant for the automation of law enforcement powers. It should also be 
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noted that the lack of transparent accountability of the GoSafe contract and the consortium, 

save as filtered through the Gardaí does nothing to help concerns expressed by Mr. Walsh and 

other groups.  

The single most common theme across all respondents was the lack of discretion in automated 

systems. Sergeant A lamented the passing of the ‘community Garda’, and the ability of a Garda 

to use their own discretion and judgement in dealing with a situation. He described an instance 

where at three in the morning, the owner of a nearby hardware shop opened up and gave the 

Gardaí several rolls of polythene in order to cover the scene of a particularly messy and fatal 

road accident. As Sergeant A put it, he didn’t have to do it. The following day, the store owner 

was caught speeding, ‘but we took care of it. It was the right thing to do.’ Technology can’t 

replicate that; but Sergeant A sees that kind of discretion, that kind of judgement becoming less 

relevant.  

Mr. Faughnan used the example of rescue services in the event of an eighty-year-old woman 

being trapped in a collapsed building, ‘…humans will risk the lives of fit young taxpayers in the 

prime of their life…even a compassionate computer will algorithmically tell you not to do 

that…you cannot completely trust the machines.’ 

Sergeant A mentioned the Pulse computer system, installed fifteen years ago as the main 

computer system of the Gardaí. ‘It creates more paperwork,’ Sergeant A said. Regular Gardaí 

can’t create a new incident; he has to ‘call Castlebar’, they changed that a few years ago. 

‘Castlebar’ is so busy they could be waiting for twenty or thirty minutes. ‘Every morning I get an 

email from them telling me what their predicted wait time will be that day. Predicted. I delete 

all those emails.’ He explained how even simple lookups have to be justified, so he needs to 

input a justification. Civilian Gardaí – reservists and clerical staff – are not allowed to use the 

Pulse system at all. It seems to Sergeant A that these systems of automation make things much 

more complicated. Put another way, perhaps, the process of automation failed to acknowledge 

some less visible human behaviours and expectations, or else saw them and decided that they 

were inappropriate. 
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6.4 Derived Hypotheses 

An additional hypothesis that emerged from the research is not so much a barrier to 

automation as perhaps it may be a barrier to effective automation. It is that the architecture of 

automation and much of law enforcement is male dominated. Stepping back a little further, 

and one could argue both that the design of physical infrastructure and environment – roads, 

cars, cities – is (whether somehow objectively right or wrong) a forceful, functional, masculine 

enterprise, and that broader feminist perspectives might yield a different expectation on the 

part of all drivers. Mr. Cuffe was insightful in his observations. ‘People want technologies to 

offer more opportunities than limitations,’ he said. The example of a man driving his in-labour 

wife to the hospital and driving too fast ‘…is probably a male feeling of helplessness [rather] 

than the wish to go faster.’ I suggested that, in that situation, ‘[t]he only thing I can do is apply 

force, because I’m a man,’ to which Mr. Cuffe replied ‘Exactly, I think you’re getting right to the 

heart of it there, but yes – there is this resistance to technology telling us what to do. We have 

it when the GPS tells us to take the third exit and we scream back ‘I’m taking the first exit 

dammit!’ because I know better than you; and there’s maybe perhaps a male pride in 

contradicting the technology.’  

Mr. Cuffe, an architect and urban planner, knows well the work of Lewis Mumford, and referred 

to the work of Jane Jacobs, whose ‘The Death and Life of Great American Cities’ (Jacobs 1993) 

challenged the technological orthodoxy and embraced a kind of gritty realism, celebrating in 

cities what Time Magazine described as the qualities of ‘quirkiness, variety, density and self-

regulating community.’ (Fabry 2016) Jacobs’ was a more ecological sensibility, less economical; 

more social, more feminist, and if not entirely democratic, then certainly less authoritarian. 

While she clashed with Mumford, her epic battle was with Robert Moses (Turner 2009), whose 

work Langdon Winner has held up as an exemplar of artifacts-with-politics (Winner 1986, 

p.22ff).  Jacobs’ work does, it must be said, find itself in stark relief against that of Moses, the 

seeming archetype of Modernism, a patriarchal brutalist. It is a compelling contrast. 

There is a parallel in asking the question: is there is a more ecological approach to road safety 

than one dominated by mathematics and technology? The approach of the RSA in its campaign 
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is compelling in this regard; their objectives are social and behavioural, rather than ‘statistical’. 

It suggests that they are, in fact, taking a more ecological approach. Their objective is 

conformity with the law, as Mr. Farrell pointed out. Measuring ‘success’ in terms of convictions, 

penalty points and road deaths does not appear to be at the forefront of their minds; while the 

RSA like all other organisations has its numbers (at the beginning of our meeting, Mr. Farrell 

expressed satisfaction that the numbers for July were down, reversing a trend that had seen 

road deaths growing in the first half of the year) shaping the broader population seems to be 

the overarching objective. Other subtle shifts – referring to cameras as ‘Safety Cameras’ rather 

than ‘Speed Cameras’, for example, as Mr. Rafferty points out – reflect a growing sensitivity to 

language and positioning. Opponents call them ‘Speed Cameras’, Mr. Rafferty says, ‘supporters 

call them ‘Safety Cameras’.’  

This is not merely a semantic or marketing exercise. From both primary and secondary source 

materials, it appears that speeding does not prima facie have a causal or even significant sole 

contributory role in road traffic accidents. It is unsafe to drive too fast, but accidents are two 

thirds of the time unrelated to excessive speed, and in those other incidents where speed is a 

contributory factor, it is not the only factor in 81% of cases. Nevertheless, traffic cameras do 

appear to improve road safety. Taken together, these elements support the conclusion that the 

calming effect of the cameras, or the general behavioural change that cameras encourage, is 

responsible for the improvement in road safety. Those improvements are not, it would seem, 

down to the reduction in speed, which is merely one of the effects of traffic cameras. 

In understanding why traffic cameras are not rolled out everywhere – if they are so good – it is 

important to understand the nuances behind them, and the challenges to their usefulness. Mr. 

Rafferty’s research indicated that there is a significant cost-benefit to traffic cameras, in the 

order of 5.24:1, or €87m per annum in benefit against €16.6m in cost. The research has been 

promoted by both the RSA and the Gardaí in supporting their various road safety campaigns. In 

essence, taking data from the six years before the GoSafe vans were introduced, and comparing 

with the data from the three years after, then controlling for national trend and regression to 

mean, the remaining improvement in what Mr. Rafferty calls ‘safety performance’ (Rafferty, 

2014) in the treated locations was attributed to the presence of the cameras. 
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Mr. Francis, a campaigner against speed cameras in the UK, critiqued Mr. Rafferty’s paper, and 

while some of his objections were trite, others had merit. In particular, Mr. Francis insistence 

on the use of clear language was important. First, there is a persistent conflation of the 

concepts of ‘speed’, ‘excessive speed’ and ‘speed limit violations’, not just in Mr. Rafferty’s 

work, but in the broad popular discussion. Cameras can detect only limit violations. Second, 

while speed is often a contributory factor in road traffic accidents, it is less frequently the sole 

contributory factor (32% versus 6% - see (Farrell 2016)). Third, while higher speeds usually make 

the consequences of an accident more severe, it is difficult to assess the extent to which that is 

the case. There is research suggesting that higher speeds may actually reduce fatalities on 

pedestrian impacts (as the victim may be thrown clear - Cuerden et al. 2007), though the RSA 

report (Farrell 2016) notes that only 4% of fatalities in the period of its study were pedestrians.  

Mr. Francis goes further – suggesting that the distraction of speed cameras, requiring motorists 

to abruptly slow down, and adjust their behaviour in other ways, may in fact increase the 

potential for accidents, though the evidence for this claim appears less sound. In fact, the 

opposite appears to be the case. The presence of the cameras themselves appears to make 

drivers behave better in a general sense (Rafferty 2014; Wilson et al. 2010), whether that 

means reducing their speed, or generally being more attentive to their driving.  

It is reasonable to posit that vehicles driving at excessive speeds for the road and conditions 

result in more destructive consequences in the event of an accident, and are more likely to be 

in an accident than vehicles that are driving slower. It could also however be theorised that if 

one was to remove factors of alcohol, drugs, and vehicle condition, driving at excessive speed 

for the road and conditions is less likely to be problematic. According to the RSA, 43% of fatal 

collisions where excessive speed was a factor occurred between 9pm and 4am; 32% of drivers 

had no insurance; 32% had no license, and an additional 4% were disqualified from driving. 

(Farrell 2016) These numbers solely refer to accidents where excessive speed was recorded as a 

factor, representing 32% of all fatal collisions for the period 2008-2012. While the absence of a 

license or insurance will never be recorded as a contributory factor to an accident, these drivers 

were breaking the law once they turned on the ignition; the question may reasonably be asked: 

is speeding being targeted because it is mechanical, and therefore relatively easy to detect? 
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Even as far back as 2003, the journal Policy published an article claiming that ‘[s]cientific 

evidence behind the oft-heard slogan ‘Speed Kills’ is flawed. Based on this flaky evidence 

draconian policies are being introduced that harm mostly safe drivers rather than dangerous 

drivers, because most safe drivers speed.’ (Buckingham 2003) 

Traffic cameras solely detect vehicles that are driving in excess of the speed limit. This may or 

may not be an excessive speed for the road and conditions, fulfilling the criteria for ‘excessive 

speed’ that the RSA have used to categorise road traffic accidents where ‘excessive speed’ is a 

contributory factor. Therefore, there are drivers in excess of the speed limit who are not driving 

with excessive speed for the road and conditions, but are duly penalised. The effect of traffic 

cameras in reducing ‘excessive speed’ does not appear to be proven. A 2011 analysis in England 

went so far as to conclude the following:  

‘…safety camera introduction effects are statistically detectable in very highly urbanised, 

high PIC (personal injury collisions) risk areas and at high risk sites within areas but not 

elsewhere. Whilst recognising that new high risk sites can emerge in any area, the 

conclusion is reached that many local areas and especially more rural areas would be 

unlikely to gain advantage from a further general expansion of fixed point and mobile 

camera sites and that de-commissioning of current sites should be seriously considered.’ 

(Hindle & Hindle 2011) 

Rationalising these two positions – that Traffic Cameras do in fact result in better road safety, 

and that their expansion may not result in significant improvements – appears to rest with the 

sporadic nature of cameras, the surveillance element, and the broader behavioural and 

psychological effect that they have on drivers. Road safety is enhanced by the presence of 

traffic cameras not merely because speed is reduced, but because drivers are generally better 

behaved when overtly surveilled. However, it may be that as surveillance becomes more 

pervasive, the propensity for poor general driver behaviour actually increases even as speed 

limit compliance improves. 

It cannot be denied that the overall process in Ireland – the RSA advertising, the Garda 

promotion, improvements in infrastructure, and all of the education and campaigning have had 

an effect on safety performance on Irish roads, as can be seen from the significant reductions in 

death and serious injury on Irish roads over the past ten years. The general thrust of the 
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campaign has helped to improve the public awareness of road safety, and safe driving practices. 

However, the arguments against speed limit enforcement measures (automated or otherwise) 

as an effective road safety mechanism are not insignificant; while they did not arise in primary 

research, it is conceivable that one of the reasons for avoiding pervasive traffic camera 

deployment is that the likely benefits in terms of road safety would be negligible (Hindle & 

Hindle 2011). As Mr. Farrell pointed out, the objective of their work is to make it socially 

unacceptable to disregard road safety.  

It is to be concluded that traffic cameras do in fact improve road safety over and above manual 

speed monitoring, more limited speed monitoring, or an absence of speed monitoring. 

However, penalising speed limit infringements in a specific sense does not necessarily result in 

better road safety performance. In addition, it appears that pervasive monitoring may actually 

not have the effect of increasing road safety performance.  
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7. Analysis: Speed Cameras and Law Enforcement Automation 

Mr. Francis and Dr. Lillington both objected to traffic cameras on the basis of privacy concerns; 

generally speaking, however, the regulation of speed and the automation of that regulation 

was perceived positively by the respondents to this research, and by the supporting literature. 

Most acknowledged in some form that there are failings with the current system in need of 

attention, and that issues such as due process, fair procedures, and full enforcement needed 

strengthening. Indeed, Mr. Faughnan and Mr. Cuffe suggested that other technologies (such as 

connected vehicle technologies and electronic communications) may help some of these issues. 

Mr. Laoide-Kemp did raise the issue that – in the case of variable speed zones – it would be 

counter-productive to use the technology to catch everyone who infringed; ‘the volumes would 

be unmanageable,’ he said, referring to guidance from TII research in Scotland. Other than that, 

the concept of extending traffic cameras to every road in the country, or technologies that had 

the effect of monitoring speed on every road in the country, was not seen as a negative; 

indeed, it was seen as desirable, in order to promote road safety. This finding was expected, 

and it was the follow on question that were expected to generate the insights around 

technology and automation: why don’t we deploy cameras everywhere? Those who were not 

overtly opposed to traffic cameras and increased surveillance found this a more challenging 

question. 

Mr. Moore and others did raise the point that even though the cost of the technology was 

much lower than it had ever been, there remained budget issues. Costs are not merely in the 

physical hardware, but in the administration and management of the infrastructure – technical, 

bureaucratic and legal. As Mr. Laoide-Kemp explained (in the case of variable speed zones), it is 

simply impractical to prosecute everyone; though as Richard Tay (Tay 2010) has pointed out, 

apprehending offenders is an important part of the program. Therefore, it appears that a 

balance is preferred – adequate deterrence, social change in accepted norms, and limited 

enforcement. The establishment of a pervasive speed monitoring infrastructure would require 

new strategies from the RSA – who see monitoring and enforcement as only part of the 

strategy – and, by implication, would not by themselves result in improvements in road safety. 
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As Mr. Farrell said on a number of occasions, their objective had been conformance with the 

law by everyone, not catching the miscreants. The logic of telling people in advance where 

traffic cameras are located applied to this problem suggests that excessive enforcement can be 

counter-productive; the evidence from Hindle & Hindle’s assessment, albeit from a different 

angle, bears this out (Hindle & Hindle 2011). 

Mr. Farrell’s emphasis on the nine-year campaign to change public opinion on road safety was 

illustrative of the importance of public opinion, and building awareness and acceptance of the 

social benefits of enforcement. If one accepts that the objective is road safety, not law 

enforcement, revenue raising, or speed reduction, each of which may or may not result in what 

Mr. Rafferty described as ‘improved safety performance’, then the design of the system may be 

different. From this position, it does not necessarily logically flow that ‘more cameras’ is the 

answer. Public Opinion will be strongly behind a campaign that is genuinely tasked with 

improving road safety. If the objective is to reduce speed, that may alienate young male drivers 

whose masculine, macho persona may be directly attacked by such a campaign (Schmid Mast et 

al. 2008; Krahé & Fenske 2002). As Mr. Cuffe identified, ‘people want technology to offer more 

opportunities than limitations;’ forcing people to reduce speed simply introduces a limitation 

into their lives.  

Similarly, law enforcement effectiveness, whether automated or otherwise, is dependent on 

the legitimacy of the agency enforcing the law. Post-colonial reactionism that may characterize 

the Irish cultural relationship with the State, as Mr. Cuffe, Mr. Winning and Mr. Clifford 

suggested, combined with a poor trust level in the State, and a significant minority not trusting 

the Gardaí themselves, all suggest that mere adherence to the law faces some headwinds. 

Curiously, Judge Durcan pointed to the RIC as an example of a highly legitimate police force, its 

members being ‘of the community’ they served. Outsourcing law enforcement to those not ‘of 

the community’ – such as private companies registered in the Isle of Man – was fraught with 

difficulty.  

In a further endorsement of the perspective, Dr. Lillington went to literature and Synge’s The 

Playboy of the Western World, where Christy, having seemingly murdered his father, is 
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celebrated for having done so, and praised for his flouting of the law. ‘Drink a health to the 

wonders of the western world,’ Sara says in Act II, ‘the pirates, preachers, poteen-makers, with 

the jobbing-jockies; parching peelers, and the juries fill their stomachs selling judgements of the 

English law.’ (Synge 1963, p.197) Dr. Lillington herself puts that ‘[t]he Irish are more likely to 

oppose something like [pervasive speed cameras] for something that is intrinsically within the 

Irish character, something in the really close intersection of history and society in Ireland, the 

celebration of the person who gets away with something, the willingness to protect the 

lawbreaker. It’s been a long, long period of willing on the person who gets around authority.‘ 

Referring to the wider issue of automation, ‘it’s about what society wants,’ Mr. Ryan said. Data 

protection regimes are about a different type of technology, and are perhaps more future-

looking than road safety technology, he suggested. Mr. Ryan accepts that the regulation of 

technology is itself a moving target, referring to the 2015/16 terrorist attacks in France, and 

how the level of public acceptance of state surveillance is changing there.  

The main point that is to be made here is that in order for technology to achieve its objective, 

that objective needs to be seen by society as something that people want. The Road Safety 

Authority paved the way for the acceptance of speed cameras through a persistent campaign to 

make people aware of the dangers of road traffic, and the consequences of poor road safety. As 

Mr. Ryan put it, ‘values should drive technology.’ 

Unwarranted surveillance, ‘big brother’ type encroachment on personal liberties, the potential 

for benign applications to lead to derivative uses, and the potential to establish precedents for 

less benign functions, were all cited as concerns by a number of respondents, not merely those 

opposed to cameras, or advocating privacy rights. Just as the phrase ‘discretion’ occurred 

frequently, so too did the word ‘balance’. Road safety is clearly a social good, a desirable 

outcome from the endeavours of society. The extent to which surveillance in the UK has 

accelerated from initial tentative steps has been alarming, as multiple arms of state now 

regularly access both public and private monitoring of public (and increasingly private) space 

(see further Bowcott 2015). It’s not clear that – notwithstanding the declaration of illegality – 

appropriate remedies have been put in place in the UK, and the recent elevation of Theresa 
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May as Prime Minister, a politician with a public opposition to the Human Rights Act (Asthata & 

Mason 2016), does nothing to dispel concerns in this regard.  

The rights of private citizens are subject to the protection of the State. Should the state choose 

to dismiss such concerns in favour of superficially benign objectives such as road safety, the 

implications could be significant. Excessive deployment could lead to unintended 

consequences. 

The automation of State bureaucracy needs to demonstrate a benefit in order to be adopted. 

Economic arguments are certainly important, but the qualitative improvement in outcomes 

from automation need similarly to be demonstrated. Hawkeye, for good or ill, is the ultimate 

arbiter of sports line-judgements in tennis at Wimbledon, and Gaelic Games at Croke Park; all 

other judgements are subjective, human, and therefore perceived as less precise.   

For the State, its resource distributions must be seen to be fair in order that the processes of 

State, and the State itself, be seen as legitimate. National lottery funds, for example, are often 

seen as distributed based on power-political motivations, rather than socio-political reasons 

(Bielenberg 2012). Having them distributed by algorithm could well be perceived as less 

arbitrary. In an Oireachtas Debate in 1990, Deputy Mervyn Taylor of the Labour party 

bemoaned the fact that ‘the lottery funds will continue to be disbursed in the manner most 

politically advantageous to Fianna Fáil.’  Deputy Alan Shatter of Fine Gael, who had tabled the 

private members motion, concluded that ‘[t]he self-satisfied look of the Minister...is part of 

what is wrong with our political system. It is that sort of approach that does damage to politics 

here…’ (Oireachtas Eireann 1990) 

While the argument at the time was that the power to distribute National Lottery funds should 

be removed to local authorities, and not the Minister for the Environment, the premise was 

clear: resource distribution should not be decided by those who win elections, as it is unfair on 

those citizens represented by the political opposition. 

In almost every interview, the word discretion surfaced, particularly when the final open 

question was asked about whether machines were better than humans at monitoring and 

enforcing road traffic law. Computers are a tool, many respondents suggested, that humans 
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use. Mr. Faughnan’s illustration of how humans make economically unsound decisions by 

sending young men into unsafe buildings to rescue one old person served to highlight the 

distinction. They are economically unsound decisions; yet human society has a capacity to 

appreciate something beyond the economic. One can extend the metaphor to art appreciation, 

and cultural value (Bromwich 2016).  

These sensibilities are unburdened by what Ronald Day would call indexicality, or a Marxian 

rationality. Nick Bostrom talks about ‘associative value accretion’, ‘motivational scaffolding’, 

and ‘value learning’ in machines that can construct a level of human empathy (Bostrom 2014, 

p.189 ff). As machines increasingly execute bureaucratic functions, their acceptability will be 

dependent on their capacity to empathise. In road traffic law enforcement, discretion is cited as 

important; however, speeding fathers with their in-labour wives in the passenger seat enjoy no 

such discretion today; they are ticketed like anyone else, and there are few complaints. On the 

other hand, people complain when Gardaí on the side of the road do not heed their 

protestations, however implausible. It may be that an unused (though available) discretion is 

more damaging to the legitimacy of the regime than its absence. 

If technology is a tool, then perhaps discretion is an art, in the Hobbesian sense. In his 

grandiloquent opening to Leviathan, Hobbes trumpets that ‘[n]ature (the Art through which 

God hath made and governes the World) is by the Art of man, as in many other things, so in this 

also imitated, that it can make an Artificial Animal. For seeing life is but a motion of Limbs, the 

beginning whereof is in some principall part within; why we may not say, that all Automota 

(Engines that move themselves by springs and wheeles as doth a watch) have an artificiall life? 

For what is the Heart, but a Spring…’ (Hobbes 1985, p.81) Mr. Faughnan’s decision to send 

healthy young men into a collapsed building to rescue an old woman, is perhaps by that 

measure an artful decision; but Hobbes teaches that art is no derivative of nature (Smith 2006, 

sec.12). ‘For by Art is created that great Leviathan called a Common-wealth, or State, which is 

but an Artificiall Man…’ Hobbes continues (Hobbes 1985, p.81). Art can create new natures: this 

is the dawn of ascendant man, the beginning of the Enlightenment. If we are to create an actual 

computer to administer our state bureaucracy, it will be an expression of that Art, a 
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representation of that Art in ‘springs and wheeles’, and one capable – like any man – of 

discretion.  

Traffic cameras represent an expression of State politics, and of legal bureaucracy. In assessing 

our relationship with technology, the question was asked whether artefacts have a politics? 

Clearly, traffic cameras have political qualities, and gender biases. ‘Road safety is a male 

problem,’ Mr. Farrell pointed out emphatically, though there is a strong acknowledgement of 

the impact on women in society, such as ‘in our ‘He Drives, She Dies Campaign’ which was 

highlighting that the main cause of female deaths (car passengers) is when driven by young 

men at the wheel.’ The RSA has also run campaigns targeted at mothers, sisters and girlfriends. 

The traffic camera regime is, it appears, designed by men, run by men and targeted at men: it 

was not lost on me that, notwithstanding the overwhelming bias of women in senior executive 

authority, most of my interview subjects were men.  

Mr. Farrell’s conviction of the issue as ‘a male problem’ echoes that of Hector’s interaction with 

his wife Andromache as he is about to leave for War in Homer’s Illiad. ‘So please go home and 

tend to your own tasks,’ he says, ‘the distaff and the loom, and keep the women working hard 

as well. As for the fighting, men will see to that…’ (Homer 2003, p.212 Book 6) The Road Safety 

Authority and indeed Mr. Farrell were arguably the most female conscious organisation, 

notwithstanding the description of the problem as exclusively male. It is clear that while seen as 

a male problem, the RSA sees women as an important part of the solution. 

While the automation of road traffic law enforcement is designed by and targeted at male 

members of society, extended bureaucratic automation into other areas of society may not 

tolerate such gender focus. Technology solutions for less male-dominated problems, where the 

actors are far more gender balanced, will require much more inclusive design if automated 

systems are to succeed.  
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8. Conclusions: Technology, Automation and the Human Centre  

Technology is not a destiny, but a scene of struggle…[i]t is a “parliament of things” in 
which civilizational alternatives contend. 

Andrew Feenberg (Feenberg 2002, p.15)42 

It is often said that the pace of life today is faster than it has ever been; perhaps Popper and 

Heidegger both would have been quick to point out initially that such a wild assertion has no 

basis in science, and then demur somewhat, suggesting that it may be worth considering. The 

imagination of Douglas Adams may have concocted a machine for the regulation of ‘the pace of 

life’: a pacemaker, as it were, for our civilisation. Maybe such a machine would not measure 

time by celestial revolutions, but by our capacity to truly know ourselves as human beings. We 

are certainly at a point in the evolution of our civilisation that is highly derivative, where 

dependencies are deeply hidden, and it is difficult even to recognise technology for what it is; it 

is difficult, by extension, for us to recognise ourselves for who we are. Our external 

environment – the walls of our houses, our systems of communication, and the drugs that keep 

us healthy, sane and sedate – are all as natural to us as the air that we breathe.  

It is easy in such circumstances to accept these things and continue to build on them, to 

progress. As we do so, it becomes more and more difficult to appreciate and acknowledge the 

human centre, so clothed as it is in layers of artifice, of manufactured context. The overbearing 

orthodoxy of capitalism, the heavy neoliberal hegemony (whatever its weaknesses exposed by 

the financial crisis of 2008) and the unprecedented participation of individuals through ‘social 

media’ and telecommunications all add further to the scale of the challenge in understanding 

and critiquing technology. It is not just that it is vast, or that we have become so utterly 

dependent on technology, but that it is conceded to be objectively good by our societies. As 

Andrew Feenberg put it his introduction to Transforming Technology, ‘technology has become 

so pervasive that the consensus leaves little of practical import to disagree about.’ (Feenberg 

2002, p.4) Lewis Mumford’s wish in 1964 was ‘to persuade those who are concerned with 

maintaining democratic institutions to see that their constructive efforts must include 

technology itself. There, too,’ he insists, ‘we must return to the human centre.’ (Mumford 1964) 

Technology has truly become our new religion, our agreed higher power, our preferred form of 
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life. In an ironic twist, in its relegation of everything to the real, technology itself has achieved a 

near mythic status.  

Yet there are flaws in our society, antagonisms that threaten to derail us. Climate change is, in 

the words of Al Gore, an inconvenient truth. Inequality in wealth and income reflects a failure of 

capitalism that mere tweaks are unlikely to resolve. Global migration and the recent refugee 

crisis in Europe similarly challenge our latent hypocrisies, growing insecurity, and challenges of 

identity. The rise of the far right in Europe, the phenomenon of Donald Trump in the United 

States, the vote in the United Kingdom to leave the European Union – these are as much 

rejections of the established order as they are positive expressions of a desired alternative. 

These are straws in the wind, proofs of discontent. Levels of resistance to technology in the 

hands of the State will be commensurate with resistance to the State itself, to its perceived 

illegitimacy.  

Modern politics in the Western World has been constructed on the basis of a central liberal 

idea, of individual freedom, that manifests and reinforces itself in outstanding human 

achievement. Advances in medicine and science in particular appear genuinely extraordinary, at 

least in relation to our history as a civilisation. However, those flaws in our society derive from 

that central narrative: capitalism, globalization and the communications revolution is each a 

double-edged sword, matching opportunities for progress with threats of instability and even 

regression. The elevation of the individual as the primary object of society undermines social 

structures including family, community and religion, all of which are important sources of state 

legitimacy. ‘The collapse of public life and the decline of the family seem to cut individuality 

loose from its institutional moorings,’ Feenberg tells us (Feenberg 2002, p.98). And as Bruce 

Gilley has maintained, sources of legitimacy change over time – ‘[t]he legitimacy of future 

states will be based on some presently unimaginable standards of conduct…legitimacy is a 

historically bound concept.’ (Gilley 2009, p.32) Technology is assisting these destabilizing forces, 

and is likely to be central both to the reshaping of our current political order, and in 

determining how that transition proceeds. 
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Andrew Feenberg’s critical theory of technology (Feenberg 2002) is almost quaint in its 

language of ‘computer mediated communications,’43 and yet he describes it them as forming a 

social network (p. 99), long before companies like Facebook popularised the term. The recent 

acceleration and popularization of cheap, accessible computing – pervasive through mobile 

technology, free through business model innovation (and those seductive principles of 

exchange), and designed for every society on earth, has resulted in the phenomenon of Big 

Data. A mere fifteen years or so since Feenberg’s work, the landscape has radically shifted. The 

capacity for machines not merely to be smart, but to learn, has increased. The ability to sense 

deeply the context within which decisions are to be made, and to know generally how such 

contexts have influenced similar decisions, has developed at a pace wholly unexpected. Should 

the current trends continue, and the prophesies of Bostrom or Kurtzweil are fulfilled, it is not 

merely automation that concerns our future, but the nature of humanity itself.  

Big Data changes the range of available decisions that we can make; it fundamentally changes 

what we can know. Combined with automation, our social bureaucratic functions will become 

far more efficient, far more accurate, and far more useful. The politics that governs their design 

will be important for future generations: free market liberalism appears in this context both 

lazy and convenient. The trick the market plays is that its self-correcting mechanisms take care 

of everything, that the guiding invisible hand is a truer reflection of human desire and needs 

than any politician can articulate. The crisis of 2008 showed that this was simply untrue. Shorn 

of regulation – of human control – markets could wreak terrible violence on political order, 

because markets served not their human participants, but capital itself. Thomas Piketty’s 

exposure of income and wealth inequality as an important and accelerating problem (Piketty 

2014) was merely the latest in a string of similar observations. In many respects, politics since 

2008 has been scrambling for inspiration. 

Ken Cukier argued recently that ‘[p]rivacy was the central challenge in a small data era. In the 

big data age, the challenge will be safeguarding free will, moral choice, human volition, human 

agency.’ (Cukier 2014) As governments around the world grapple with technological 

advancement, coupled with deep, ingrained economic challenges, data protection (including 

cyber-security) and privacy have been seen as the front-line negative effects of technology. The 
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prevailing attachment to technology as instrumental but not substantive in our public affairs (in 

the Feenbergian sense) sees the management of these negative effects as administrative 

functions, rather than strategic infrastructure. Advanced technology is dependent on data 

access and data control; without data, the technology is impotent. Data protection therefore 

must be seen not merely as a safeguard against unwarranted breaches of privacy, but as a vital 

public interest.  

Personal and environmental data (such as that from the Internet of Things) is the lifeblood of 

modern technology, and in order to preserve and direct the public interest, societies need to 

defend that data, in the context of a reframed set of social objectives. Phillip Bobbit in 2002 

talked about the emergence of what he called a ‘market-state’, a move away from nation-states 

that ‘counselled state intervention in the national economy as a necessary means of achieving 

growth and other goals.’ (Bobbitt 2002, p.667) David Harvey describes the neoliberal state as 

having been an answer to the problem of ‘ensur[ing] domestic peace and tranquillity…[a] class 

compromise between capital and labour had to be constructed.’ (Harvey 2005, p.10) The 

reconstitution of political objectives after the spectacular failure of neoliberalism in 2008 can 

only be conducted in Latour’s parliament of things (Latour 1991, p.142), a forum with a 

heightened sense for technology as the platform.   

Current data protection infrastructures are therefore important for two reasons: first, because 

data is the critical component of modern information and communications technologies that 

dominate our consciousness, and promise revolutionary transformations in big data, cognitive 

computing and artificial intelligence. Second, because if they are relegated to a second-tier 

bureaucratic function, it appears to be ‘dealt with’. Derivative and related concerns – such as 

cyber security and internet trade politics – are invariably separated into functions such as 

defence, communications and trade (as is the case in Ireland, while data protection is in Justice) 

without a recognition of their interdependence. An integrated data strategy would allow for the 

exercise and development of a higher-level strategy, and at the same time reduce barriers to 

automation. Yet as Mr. Ryan pointed out, it’s about what people want; it is not at all clear that 

(in Ireland at least) this is a priority. 
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People are at the core of this research, with those involved in the road management system 

using various technologies to advance genuine social good: the improvement of road safety. 

Their engagements with technologies and the infrastructure of social order are conditioned by 

historical experience and ongoing research into best practice in other parts of the world. Their 

objectives are behavioural (improving driver behaviour), though their processes are measured 

(reducing road deaths), and linear in their execution: secondary and derivative effects (such as 

liability under data protection legislation) are not sought, and actively avoided where possible. 

The experience related by both Mr. Moore and Mr. Laoide-Kemp bear this out.  

Albert Borgmann wrote in the Hedgehog Review shortly after 9/11 that that day ‘was in a 

terrifying way what Virginia Woolf has called a moment of being, a situation that made us feel 

the shock of reality. The attacks themselves were conducted in a primitively real way, and the 

terrors in turn shredded our cocoons and dispelled the virtual fog. Suddenly we became aware 

again of one another and of the things about us.’ (Borgmann 2002) Many of us live our lives in 

that virtual fog, unconscious of the repercussions of our technology, unwittingly contributing to 

the advancement of hidden agendas. The underfunded academy has a role to play in elevating 

the philosophy of technology to a higher order of public consciousness, especially where the 

high priests of tech preach so convincingly of utopian visions: to save everything, click here, as 

Morozov titled his book. Their funding is, to put it mildly, less limited.  

There are movements in the right direction; the Occupy movement captured a moment where 

it could articulate discontent, but not solutions. Technologies themselves can help: bitcoin and 

block-chain promise alternatives to hierarchy and central control, a more social engagement. 

Zizek’s antagonisms persist, and may result in another moment of being, though such disasters 

are precisely the things that we wish to avoid. Fundamentally, we need to remember and 

maintain in our consciousness ‘…the nature of what it is to be human, what it is to live a life,’ as 

Dr. Lillington described it. Continued scholarship and global leadership are necessary to 

navigate this difficult path.  
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10. Appendix: Project Brief 

Background 

In attempting to understand the relationship between people and technology in the age of big 

data machines, I am conducting research into the extent to which traffic law enforcement has 

been automated, and the socio-political barriers to extended automation.  

It is theoretically possible that in a future world, of the Internet of Things, where everything and 

everyone is connected, law enforcement can simply ‘connect’ in order to detect crime. 

Furthermore, as bureaucratic functions are concurrently automated, the entire process of law 

enforcement can theoretically be completed without the need for human intervention. Current 

practices in some countries even use big data machines to predict crime, and deploy law 

enforcement resources accordingly. 

In order to understand the challenges that are likely to emerge between that future and our 

current state, I am looking at road traffic law enforcement as a starting point, as it represents 

the domain within which automation has been more completely realised, albeit in limited and 

challenged circumstances. 

This is not about the penalty points system itself, save insofar as it represents a system of 

enforcement that lends itself to automation.  

Some of the questions I will be looking to explore include: 

• What is the current state of automation in Irish road traffic law enforcement? What is 

the roadmap for extension? 

o E.g. speed detection, ALPR / ANPR, traffic-light compliance, toll-enforcement, 

other?  

• What are the technical and technological challenges to automation? 

o  E.g. skills, budget, bureaucracy? 

• What have been the legal challenges to automation? 

o E.g. due process, chain of evidence, equitable prosecutions? 

• What have been the human rights challenges to automation? 
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o E.g. data protection, privacy, abuse of powers? 

• What have been the social challenges to automation?  

o E.g. publicans protective of the pub trade (more in the area of drink-driving 

rather than speeding, but generally wary of ‘more check points’), motoring 

associations protecting drivers from perceived unfairness in ‘traps’ 

• What have been the political challenges to automation? 

o E.g. role of the Gardaí, privatisation, EU considerations, systemic legitimacy - 

public acceptance of automated systems. 

• What are the ethical challenges to automation? 

o Is it right that a machine deprives someone of their liberty? Should machines be 

allowed to monitor everything? Is it somehow different that a machine is 

watching us, versus a person?  

• Open Question: are machines better than humans at monitoring and enforcing road 

traffic law? 

Note that not all interviewees will have views on some of these questions, which is perfectly 

acceptable. 

About Research Interviews 

Interviewees for this research may remain anonymous should they so wish, though there will 

be some framing questions about the role and responsibilities of the interviewee in order to 

contextualise the input. It is preferable that the interviews are recorded, and this is entirely for 

the purposes of accurate transcription. The recordings will not be shared with anyone without 

the express written consent of the interviewee. 
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Endnotes 

1 In particular, the Internet of Things (IoT) spreads big data applications into every corner of modern living. IoT is a 

phenomenon where ordinary objects like refrigerators, cars, air conditioners, thermostats, garden sprinklers and 

billions of other things are being connected to the Internet, and to each other, with ambitions towards deep 

context awareness and autonomous intelligent operations. For example, garden sprinklers will only operate in dry 

conditions, when rain is not forecast; air conditioners will only engage when the occupier is within a certain range 

of the property; refrigerators will recommend recipes based on what’s available. Meanwhile, the big data 

machines powering these connections will identify commercial opportunities for garden fertiliser companies, 

smart energy companies and supermarkets. 

2 See endnote 1 

3 In The Grundrisse, in a piece called The Fragment on Machines, Marx explored the future of a labour force whose 

primary objective was to supervise and administer the machines. See (Marx 1858) and further (Mason 2015, p.133 

ff). Today, there are countless books and articles in print on ‘the future of work’: See further specials in The 

Guardian and Time Magazine, respectively (Fox & O’Connor 2015; Altman et al. 2009)  

4 While the prediction quote is often attributed to physicist Niels Bohr, it seems it may have originated earlier; 

William Gibson’s quote on the future being here already does appear to come from him, though he himself did not 

appear to recall its first use. Both are widely repeated, and their origins investigated by the fastidious Dr.Garson 

O’Toole’s Quote Investigator. (O’Toole 2013; O’Toole 2012)  

5 For a useful survey of automated law enforcement, see The University of Notre Dame’s curation of an online set 

of resources on the subject of at their John J. Reilly Centre for Science Technology and Society (Anon n.d. Web Link 

in Bibliography). There is a similar resource from the same facility on predictive policing (Anon n.d.Web Link in 

Bibliography).  

6 In England and Wales, it is nigh on impossible to avoid being detected by an ANPR camera. Mr.Dalzell, an 

interview subject, highlighted its pervasiveness of the current regime in the UK: ‘if you drive into a town, out of a 

town, along a motorway, across a bridge…you will get picked up.’ In addition, Mr.Dalzell points out, ‘there are very 

numerous private ANPR systems…most garage forecourts have them, and law enforcement can tap into those.’ 

7 See further (Anon 2010a The Economist) and (Anon 2015a The Arizona Republic). 

8 URL (Universal Resource Locator) modelling – identifying the websites a customer has frequented – could reveal 

interests in sports, fashion, politics, and so forth. 
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9 For example, social network modelling of telephone call ‘metadata’ – who one has called, when, how frequently, 

and for how long -  could reveal strong relationships, such as spouses, plus other influential relationships.  

10 Companies are afraid that their brand will be damaged if they are perceived as playing fast and loose with 

customer data.  

11 Just recently the Guardian reported how a woman discovered she was pregnant because of her fitness tracker, 

the information contained in which was exposed to the internet. See (Hern 2016) 

12 In Zamyatin’s dystopia, ‘Taylor’ is understood to refer to the American engineer Frederick Winslow Taylor who 

pioneered the application of engineering principles to labour. In the Novel, he is referred to in deific terms, a man 

a thousand years ahead of his time. Zamyatin’s D-503 narrates ‘…[h]ow could they write whole libraries about 

some Kant and take only slight notice of Taylor, of this prophet who saw ten centuries ahead?’ (Zamyatin 1993, 

p.32) 

13 Other discoveries, such as the contraceptive pill, political developments such as the civil rights movement 

(whatever its derivations and dependencies), and the sequencing of the human genome were also highly 

influential in the second half of the twentieth century. It is difficult to find an objective measure, particularly at so 

short a remove, with which to score these developments and discoveries. In addition, many of these developments 

were interrelated, and are difficult to disentangle.  

14 See (McCLAY 1988). Mumford’s protestations, while comparing himself to Jonah in the whale, were described by 

McClay as ‘an indefatigable scolding voice, crying in the wilderness of modern technological civilization, mocking 

what he sees as its absurdities and deformations, warning us of the apocalyptic fate we will surely suffer if we do 

not heed his, Lewis Mumford’s, prescriptions.’ Bowl of milk, sir? 

15 See http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/  

16 ‘The Onion Router’ or TOR is a highly anonymous mechanism for accessing the Internet; the resources that TOR 

facilitates access to are also known pejoratively as ‘the Dark Web’. While there is much reported nefarious activity 

in this domain, including people trafficking and illegal narcotics trading, TOR is also used by political activists and 

dissidents in lawless parts of the world. 

17 Popularised by consultancy firm STL Partners, the term ‘two-sided business models’ refers to internet businesses 

that have a consumer element, such as Google offering search services to consumers, while concurrently offering 

an embedded B2B or business element, like advertising: it remains one service (search), but two offerings. 

http://www.telco2.net/blog/  

18 The Schrems case concerned Facebook repatriating personal data from Austria, and the European Union, to the 

United States, and whether that represented a de facto privacy breach following the Snowden revelations of 

unfettered State access to Internet data. data See further http://europe-v-facebook.org/EN/en.html  

http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
http://www.telco2.net/blog/
http://europe-v-facebook.org/EN/en.html
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19 See endnote 1 for a definition. The Internet of Things is the concept of connected impersonal and personal 

devices yielding enormous sensory data and for those things to ‘collaborate’ in service delivery. For example, cars 

can become home security monitors, garden sprinklers can be weather sensitive, and refrigerators can 

automatically restock themselves. See further for example http://www.ibm.com/internet-of-things/, or (Schneier 

2016) 

20 ‘Like the statue of Glaucus, which was so disfigured by time, seas and tempests, that it looked more like a wild 

beast than a god, the human soul, altered in society by a thousand causes perpetually recurring, by the acquisition 

of a multitude of truths and errors, by the changes happening to the constitution of the body, and by the continual 

jarring of the passions, has, so to speak, changed in appearance, so as to be hardly recognisable.’ (Rousseau 1993, 

p.43) 

21 Fitzgerald, Francis, Minster for Justice, Parliamentary Question on Gender Balance in An Garda Síochána, 

November 19th 2015, https://www.kildarestreet.com/wrans/?id=2015-11-19a.352  

22 Indeed, the objective of politics and the objectives of politicians are often entirely separable. See for example 

(Anon 2011 The Economist) 

23 Democratic accountability, and the contribution of big data machines to the electoral process, is a significant 

research domain in and of itself. As one commentator put it in relation to the recent primaries in the US 

presidential election, ‘With the country being disrupted in so many ways -- how it hails a cab, goes to school, reads 

a newspaper, drives a car, makes a phone call, watches television -- it’s high time our broken politics be disrupted. 

Here's a 74-year-old socialist nearly defeating the Clinton juggernaut. Over there, the Man Least Respected in the 

Senate, with algorithms, organization and religion on his sleeve, comes from behind to upset Trump.’ (Carlson, 

Margaret, Iowa is Over. Now It Gets Interesting. Bloomberg, February 2nd, 2016 

http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2016-02-02/iowa-is-over-now-it-gets-interesting) This project is 

concerned with the legitimacy of the physical machine, and while the accountability of the machine itself is 

something of immediate concern, the role of the machine in accounting for the execution of current Sovereign 

power, or indeed for the election of its representatives, is not covered here. 

24 One can see such logic in the absolutist idealism of Robespierre, Nazi Germany and Communist Russia, but 

perhaps more controversially there are signs of this in the technological neoliberalism of the modern Western 

hegemony. The challenges of the economic reordering after the 2008 crash (or perhaps the lack thereof), the 

recent refugee crisis and the ease with which it appears to be tearing at the fabric of Europe – the rigidity and 

robustness of the system and the depth of belief in the righteousness of the prevailing model are themselves 

weaknesses. Juergen Habermas and Slavoj Zizek both write eloquently on this across several volumes. See for 

example (Zizek 2009; Habermas 2012). 

http://www.ibm.com/internet-of-things/
https://www.kildarestreet.com/wrans/?id=2015-11-19a.352
http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2016-02-02/iowa-is-over-now-it-gets-interesting
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25 In the Good Friday Agreement in Northern Ireland, the post-conflict constitutional agreement actually 

embedded what it called ‘constructive ambiguity’ by design, in order to overcome clear cultural and other 

differences in the members of the Sovereign. See (Bell & Cavanaugh 1998). 

26 Some light relief from Flight of the Conchords, ‘New Zealand's fourth most popular guitar-based digi-bongo 

acapella-rap-funk-comedy folk duo’ - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1BdQcJ2ZYY  

27 Hitachi recently released a predictive crime analytics solution. See further (Anon 2015b - Hitachi Website) 

28 This is my definition, though there are many, including those of (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier 2013) and (Silver 

2012).  IBM defines big data as ‘… being generated by everything around us at all times. Every digital process and 

social media exchange produces it. Systems, sensors and mobile devices transmit it. Big data is arriving from 

multiple sources at an alarming velocity, volume and variety.’ (IBM n.d.) One of the most broad that I’ve seen 

comes from (Kitchin 2013) which may be too broad, and at the same time too specific, adding to the IBM three ‘V’s 

four further characteristics: exhaustive, fine-grained in resolution, relational, and flexible. I strongly disagree with 

‘relational’ in particular – relational theory in data systems design is almost the antithesis of big data. Generally, 

however, big data is big, fast and agile, and then – depending on its application – it can take on other 

characteristics. 

29 The rate of growth in computing power is usually referred to as Moore’s Law, after the founder of chip 

manufacturer Intel. See further (Intel n.d.) 

30 See (Kobie 2015). While not a new concept, the ubiquity of cheap, fast, wide area wireless networks for data 

(WWANs) from telephone companies has accelerated adoption. 

31 The IBM definition focuses on these three. 

32 See for example RAE Systems’ Real-time CBRNE (Chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosives) 

threat detection (RAE Systems n.d.) 

33 See www.onset.com  

34 With Windows 10, Microsoft is now offering Windows for free, under certain conditions. 

35 Mr. Faughnan of the Automobile Association revealed that the initial objective of the speed van program in 

Ireland was that it would be self-funding, and they had to lobby hard in order to persuade the State to abandon 

that principle. 

36 ‘Of the 867 collisions analysed, 274 (32%) were cited as having excessive speed for the road and conditions as a 

contributory factor to the collision…of this number, 19% cited excessive speed as the sole contributory factor.’ 

(RSA 2016, p. 4, their emphasis) This presentation of the data is a little unclear; it appears however that the “19%” 

number is of the 274, rather than the 867, therefore representing 6% of the overall number.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1BdQcJ2ZYY
http://www.onset.com/
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37 See for example the recent Microsoft ‘Tay’ experiment. A Big Data Machine for chatting with people on the 

Social Media Network Twitter, its function was to learn from its interactions and respond in kind. Following some 

deliberate ‘teaching’, it turned within twenty-four hours into a racist, genocidal and generally unpleasant 

interlocutor; it was then shut down. (Lee 2016; West 2016) 

38 Being both a potential subject and object of this work, big data certainly presents an interesting cognitive space. 

Because big data techniques can be used to execute research, and because the computerization of the process 

means that it can be actionable, all research theoretically becomes applied research, and is conducted and relied 

upon in the field. This is in and of itself the subject of much study, and subject of a widely circulated article ‘The 

End of Theory’ by Chris Anderson in Wired Magazine in 2008 (Anderson 2008b)   

39 http://www.tii.ie/about/  

40 These numbers are weak, as the document itself shows. For example, while Ireland ranks second in the EU, it 

appears to be the only country including hand-held laser detectors in its ‘mobile cameras’ category. 

41 The most recent annual report referenced new technology as a performance indicator within its ‘Strategic Goal’ 

of ‘Delivering a Professional Service.’  (An Garda Siochana 2014) 

42 Feenberg acknowledges Bruno Latour as the originator of the parliament of things metaphor, though his citation 

is both wrong in terms of the page number, and the book itself (We Have Never Been Modern) is missing from the 

bibliography. It should be (Latour 1991, p.142) 

43 Shoshana Zuboff too uses the term ‘computer mediated transactions’ in her 2015 essay on ‘Surveillance 

Capitalism’, and the phrase persisted in other circles; it is not so much that the term is old-fashioned, but that its 

constructs appear redundant: with power in ‘the cloud’, computers are anything that is connected; mediation 

suggests a two party engagement, yet intermediaries proliferate in our modern technology; and even the word 

transactions somehow disguises the many-to-many networks within which human actors participate. The domain 

within which we find ourselves is closer to one in which we have engagements with technology, or representations 

by technology. These are human-machine interactions, rather than machine mediated human interactions. 

http://www.tii.ie/about/

